




Virtually alongside of the steady increase in the num-
ber of applications using serial EEPROMmemories,
there is a growing need among technicians and
hobbyists to read, modify and copy the contents of
these inexpensive and widely available ports.

mini programmer
For serial EEPROMs

Design by PCltric::kGueulle

Family likeness ..,
11'5no colncldence that the circult die-
gram shown In Figure 1 bears great
resemblance to that of the Mini PICPro-
grammer descrlbed elsewhere In thls
supplernent, Thereason 15that both clr-
cults are controlled by the same sott-
ware, PIP02,whose 'Selectdevlce' menu
offers many EEPROMmemory devlces
whlch are compatlble wlth the 12Cbus
protocol (notably the 24C"" devlces).
Let'sstart by notlng that the PIP02soft-
ware isin a provisional version, and that
future releases may offer support for
additional memory families. Space has
al ready been reserved for them In the
menus!
like PICs,12Cmemories communlcate
wlth the programmer via a data line
(SDA)and a clock line (SCL).wlthout the
need for any voltage greater than
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5volts. Consequently, the strlct requlre-
ments on the RS232port as mentloned
in the Mini PICProgrammer orttele do
not apply here.
Thanks to the use of a 7805 voltage
regulator and two 4.7-v zener diodes,
none of the device pins con be
drawn to a negative potential, or one
exceeding 5V, even in the presence
of an RS232 port employing (as lt
should) voltage swings of plus and
minus 12Y.
To prevent electrostatlc discharge
(ESD)potentials, it is recommended as
weil as practical not to insert or
remove an EEPROMif the programmer
15not connected to the PC.So,always
connect the programmer to the PC
before launching a program or read
operation, ond dlsconnect the hard-
ware after that.

•

Construction matters
The mini EEPROMprogrammer 15built
on a printed clrcuit board havlng the
same dimensions as the one for the PIC
programmer. Thetrack layout isshown
In Figure 2, the component mountlng
plan, In Flgure3. The present board
contains even fewer parts than the that
for the PICprogrammer. Havlng Identl-
cal 9-way sub-D connectors, the two
programmer boards are lnterchonqe-
able.
As on the PICprogrammer board, lt 15
recommended to use a turned-pin
socket rather than a ZIFsocket (fewand
far between in an 8-pin version,and
relativelyexpensive).

Practical use

No matter if you want to work wlth PICs
or EEPROMs,tne PIP02 software 15
Installed and launched In the same
way. Slmply use the 'Devlce: optlon
from the 'Select' pull-down menu to
pick the PIC or EEPROMyou wlsh to
reod er program.
Thanks to an Inltlalisation liIe which 15
automatically updqted every time you
launch PIP02, the program always
'remembers' the component it handled
on 0 previous session. It ls, therefore,
recommended to copy the program
Into two different subdirectorles on the
hard dlsk: one for PICs,ond another for
EEPROMs.Thlsalso ellmlnates the riskof
confuslon between two programmlng
files which eventually get the same
name (after oll, lots of projects these
days feature 0 PICor an EEPROM).
With reading as weil as programmlng
the memory contents are conveyed In
the form of an Intel-HEXliIe. As a mat-
ter of course, there's no objection

MICROPROCESSORS
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Flgure 1. The circuit diagram of the mini seriol EEPROM pro-
grammer closelv resembles that of the mini Pie program-
rner. It ls even simpler, thoughl

againsl converling Ihis inlo or from
anolher formal using an appropriale
ulilily.
Inlereslingly, many 'demo' diskelies for
commercial-grade programmers offer
liIe conversion ulililies which oflen work

L 0-.1
Figure 2. Copper track layout of the pca
designed for the mini sertot EEPROM pro-
grammer.
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Also for chip cords!

even in the absence 01
Ihe octuol hardware. An
example is Ihe demo
soflware supplied by
MQP Eleclronics Lid.
(Park Road Cenlre,
Malmesbury SN16 OBX,
phone 01666 825666,
fax 825141,
emaiI100447.1124@
compuserve.cern).
wh ich conteins 0 share-
ware version of the
superb liIe edilor 'POED'.
Unlike whal applies 10
Pies, Ihe software is
unable 10 erase EEPROM
memories directly in
bleck mode. This short-
age, which is due 10
EEPROMs not being
lechnologically

designed for block erasing, may be
overcome by preparing (beforehand)
a number of HEX files whose conlenls
malch Ihose of ernptv memories. Vou
can eilher do Ihis by reading a blank
EEPROM,or by using a file edilor. Eras-
ing an EEPROMis Ihen simply a maller
of loading an emptv HEX file of Ihe
appropriate size.

Once you know Ihal certain chip cards
of Ihe non-inlelligenllype are nothinq
bUI aseries of EEPROMsfilied in a spe-
cial 'ease', it will not ceme es a surprise
Ihallhe presenl programmer is ccpo-
ble of reading and wriling Ihese 'flexi-
ble friends'. As you can see in Figure4,
il's all a matter of adapling Ihe pinning.

In Ihis way, cards from Ihe 02000
(256 bytes) and 04000 (5'2 bytes) series
manufaclured by Philips may be con-
necled 10 thls programmer by means
of four wires allached 10 a slandard
card reader. The wiring is as foliows:

Vss = ISO 5
Vcc = ISO'
5Cl = ISO 3
50A = ISO 7

In Ihe '5elecf device' menu presenled
by Ihe soflware, simply declare Ihe
02000 as a 24C02, and Ihe 04000 as
a 24C04. 11'5 as simple as Ihal!

(972015)

Note: Readers not having access to
the Internet may obtain the PIP02soft-
ware lrom the Publishers under order
code 976007-1. Price and ordering
details are given on ttie Readers Ser-
vices page towards the end 01 this
issue.

0., ...J

Figure 3. Component mounting plan.
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We can only answer questions or re marks of general interest to Dur readers, eOD-
cerning projects not older than two years and puhlished in Elektor Electronics. In
view of the amount of post received, it Is not possible to answer alt letters, and
we are unable to respond to individual wishes and requests for modifications
to, or additional information about, Elektor Electronics projects.

In popular demand:
Alpha Microelectronics
address
I found an interesting article in
your July/August 1997 issue about
a single chip ac-dc inverter (page
102). It is a small application note
numbered 974026 from Alpha. I
would be very pleased IT you could
send me the address of that corn-
pany, since I have not been able
to find lt anywhere.

Kari Supponen, Finland
(byemail)

Actually, the number 974026 is
our article production code, Kari,
and the lull name 01 the compa-
ny is Alpha Electronics. Their
main product distributor is Uni-
tronic GmbH, PO. Box 350252,
0-404444 Düsseldorf, Germany.
Tel. (+49) 211 9511-0, lax
(+49)2119511-111. Wehope
this helps you.

PIP02 problems
I'm having problems with pro-
gramming a PIC16C84 using the
PIP02 program (June 1997 Sup-
plement, ed.). My computer is a
166 MHz Pentium system, and I
suspect it's too fast. Can you help
me, please?

T. Suhonen, Finland

The version 01 PIP02 we were
allowed to dis tribute by Silicon
Studios is not the latest version.
We suggest geffing in touch with
Anffi Lukats 01Silicon Studios to
discuss your problems. Mean-
while, try adding this line to your
AUTOEXEC.BATlile:
SETSTUDfODIR=C'IPIP02

Intel hex-8 format
I refer to the June 1997 Supple-
ment on microprocessors, in par-
ticular, the Mini PIC Programmer.

Could you please elaborate on
what we would use to produce an
INHX8M (Intel hex-8) format file,
please.

lan Gill (by email)

We would be surprised to see a
PIC code assembler which does
not support the Intel hex-B tot-
mat. MPASM (Iree Irom
Microchip) does the job, too.
There are also lots ollile con-
version utilities around which
produce INHXBoutput.

Thanks Jan,
You were exactly right, MPASM ls
the program I was looking for (and
free too). Unfortunately entry into
the world of PICs is difficult for
hobbyists faced with numerous
businesses trying to seil high
pncec programmers and software,
we don't always get pointed to the
simple solutlons and free software.
Thanks for your help and thank
you for running the very timely
June edition mini PIC programmer
story,

Regards, lan Gill

HEXFET
amplifier oscillation
I have built the amplifier described
in tne article 'HexFET Amplifier
Upgrade' (September 1995). I am

very pleased with the perfonmance
of the amplifier, both as regards
measurement and sonic results.
However, during my measure-
ments I discovered short high-fre-
quency oscillation burst which
occurs any time the amplifier is
switched on or off. Atthough these
bursts are without consequence
because of the output relay, I am
writing to inform if this problem ls
known , and if there is a possible
remedy.

J. Glerum

Yes, we do recognize tne one-
nomen on you mention, it is
caused by tne IGBT transistors
used in the design. Although the
oscillation is not harmlul, it is
not proper' Those 01 you who
want to get rid 01 it may lit a
second Boucherot network in
parallel with me one already pte-
sent (R32-R33-Cl0). The extra
network should consist 01 a
series connection made lrom a
220-nF (0.22-I'F) capacitor and
a 6.B-Q resistor with apower
rating 015 watts. This combina-
tion should be connected
between point ;<I' and ground,
which is best done at tne solder
side 01 the board. As lar as we
have been able to ascertain, this
modilicalion does not altect the
amplilier's perlormance.

§WITCHBDARD

FüR SAlE Tektronix 7904 oscillo-
scope, 2x dual trace amps, delay-
ing timebase & logic analyzer with
manuals, E250. Tel. 01844
338959, Mr. G. Morgan.

FüR SAlE kits far 1.2 GHz Multi-
function Frequency Meter (EE Dec
1992). Unmatched project. Kit
includes EPRüM, PCB, LCD, front
panel, drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, ultra-
low price E75 each. Anita, Sib-
berkerkstr 100, NL-6301-AW
Valkenburg, Netherlands. Email
techtext@worldonline.nl.

Elektor Electrcrucs

FüR SAlE Powered subwoofer
system. Write to Z.H. Ashim, 591
Padang lalang, 14120 Penang,
Malaysia. Phone/fax 604 588
6019.

FüR SAlE Microchip PICstart
16B1 developmentkH45. WANT-
ED T5C820CPL 3.75-digit DVM
chip. Phone Steve on 01342
893247.

FüR SAlE Microcontroller system.
10 in/outputs. More info: send E2,
J. Moxham, 23 Arizona Tce,
Glenalta, SA 5052, Australia.

10/97

FüR SAlE Combined PCS tank,
process/etcnwash as RS no. 215-
9233 (E4t2+VAT) + sm all UV
box, E200 ONO. Phone Sruno
(01491) 824774 daytime.

FüR SAlE WW2 Radar receiver
set with CRT, in original packing
case. Ofters phone L.l. Oracup
01727 St Albans 862702.

WANTED Oenco plug-in coils 1,
2, 3, 4T, all colours. And Radion-
ic radio construction sets. Phone
Terry Sateman on 01702
3374470.

69

FüR SAlE 10 MHz brand new
oscilloscope CI- t 12, built-in rnul-
timeter, E300 excl. postage. Wnte
to A. Anguelov, PO. Box 13589,
leraatsfontein, 1038 South Africa.

WANTED Grundig Video '2000'
video recorder. PJ. Axbey, Tel.
01792475904.
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even in the absence of
the actual hardware. An
example is the demo
software supplied by
MQP Electronics Ud.
(Park Road Centre,
Malmesbury 5N16 OBX,
phone 01666 825666,
fax 825141,
email100447.1124@
compuserve.com),
which contains a share-
ware version of the
superb file editor 'PDED'.
Unlike wh at applies to
PICs, the software is
unable to erase EEPROM
memories directly in
block mode. This short-
age, which is due to
EEPROMs not being
technologically

designed for block erasing, may be
overcome by preparing (beforehand)
a number of HEX files whose contents
match those of empty memories. You
can either do this by reading a blank
EEPROM, or by using a file editor. Eras-
ing an EEPROM is then simply a matter
of loading an empty HEX file of the
appropriate size.
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Figure 1. The circuit diagram of the mini serial EEPROMpro-
grammer closely resembles that of the mini PIC program-
mer. It is even simpler, though!

File Edit Select Optlon~ Help

against converting this into or from
another format using an appropriate
utility.
Interestingly, many 'demo' diskettes for
commercial-grade programmers offer
file conversion utilities which offen work

Figure 2. Copper track layout of the PCS
designed for the mini serial EEPROMpro-
grammer.

0'l:JS:J3

Also for chip cords!

Once you know that certain chip cards
ot the non-intelligent type are nothing
but aseries of EEPROMsfitted in a spe-
cial 'case' , it will not come as a surprise
that the present programmer is capa-
ble of reading and writing these 'flexi-
ble friends'. As you can see in Figure4,
it's all a matter of adapting the pinning.

In this way, cards from the D2000
(256 bytes) and D4000 (512 bytes) series
manufactured by Philips may be con-
nected to this programmer by means
of four wires attached to a standard
card reader. The wiring is as folIows:

Vss = ISO 5
Vcc = ISO 1
5Cl = ISO 3
5DA = ISO 7

In the '5elect device' menu presented
by the software, simply declare the
D2000 as a 24C02, and the D4000 as
a 24C04. It's as simple as that!

(972015)

Note: Readers not having access to
the Internet may obtain the PIP02soft-
ware from the Publishers under order
code 976007-1. Price and ordering
details are given on the Readers Ser-
vices page towards the end of this
issue.

Figure 3. Component mounting plan.
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The universally applicable hardware of this LCD mod-
ule consists of a compact circuit board (35x80mm),
a one-line 16-character LCD (LM16155) and a
68HCll microcontroller. Depending on the program
loaded into the controller, the module acts as a
timer, a thermometer or a thermostat. The height of
the module is only 25 mm.

multi-purpose LCD
with GaMC11

Design by ROrTlon Mroz

•

timer, thermometer or thermostat
As a matter 01 course, the universal
design of the hardware olso allows
other functions of the module. These
functions will only depend on your cre-
ativity in writing software for the 68HC11
to run on the module board. The
author, for example, hopes 10 extend
fhe functionality of the LCD module wifh
measuring options for frequency, volt-
age and capacitonce.
In the present application, one of the
main advantages of the 68HCll is the
fact fhat its EEPROM may be re pro-
grammed up to 1O,OOOtimes.Programs
are down loaded from a PC's serial port
(for example, COM2). In most cases,
downloading will take only 20 to 40
seconds. The module is conveniently
powered by an inexpensive mains
adoptor supplying an unregulafed
direct voltage between 7.5\1. and 10V.
Depending on the application, the
current consumption is befween 15
and 60mA.

Circuit description

Figure 1 shows fhe circuit diagram of
the LCD module. IC2 is the microcon-
trollet, a 68HCll E2 from Motorola. It
sports 2,048 bytes of EEPROM,an 8x8-
bit A-D converter, an 8-bit pulse occu-
mulator, aserial interface and much
more. The previously mentioned pro-
grams have been realized with the aid
of these powerful features. Thanks to
the 2-kByte EEPROM, you can do on-
board reprogramming os many firnes
as you like.
The controller operates with a 8.000-
MHz quartz crystal, Ql, from which it

IV - 6/97 Elektor Electronics EXTRA

Functions Overview
0:> Counter Module I: Decimal seconds counter

Display '000,000.000 SEK'with Stop and Reset
Days, Hours, Minutes, 10 seconds

Display "OOOOT005 OOM OS" with Stop and Reset
0:> Thermometer(Thermostat I: -50°C to +98°C

Display: '+26°C -02 +45' (temperature, min. and max.)
3 switching outputs (relays) for ranges: below min., between min. and max.

and exceeding rnax. acoustic alarm, resolution 2°C.
0:> Thermometer/ Thermostat 11: -50°C to +99°C

Display: '+26°C -40 +60' (temperature, min. and max.)
3 switching outputs (relays) for ranges: below min., between min. and max.

and exceeding max., acoustic alarm, resolution 1cC

0:> Counter Module 11:

derives an internal 2-MHz clock signal.
The 5-\1. reference voltage for the A-D
converter is supplied by Dl, an

LM366/5.0. This reference voltage
enables aresolution of 0.02\1. to be
achieved.

MICROPROCESSORS
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the multi-purpose LCD rnodule.

The microcontroller drives the LC dis-
ploy in 4·bit rnooe. Potentiometer RB
allows the lCD contrast to be adjusted.
Thethree controller port lines set up as
switching outputs drive reed relays
type SILOSDdirectly. Each of these
compact relays provides one norrnouv-
open contact and an infernal flyback
diode which protects the drive logic
against coil switch-oft surges.
The reset pulse is generated by U1, an
MC34064 supply voltage monitor from
Motorola, whoseexternal circuit con-
sists of just one resistor (stolen from
orrov RN1).TheMC34064 contains an
accurate volta ge reference and a
Schmiff trigger whose output (on pin 1)
swings logic high when the operating
voltage (on pin 3) exceeds a value of
4.61V (typical).
Becausethe current consumption of the
circuit is lessthan 100rnA, an SMA-style
7BlOShappily rnanages the +S-Vsupply.
The communication between the
rnicrocontroller and the serial interface

MICROPROCESSORS

on the PC is arranged by a MAX232
(IC2)level converter, of which the wlde-
SMAversion is used here.
The module is linked to the PC via a
four-wire cable which conveys the RxD,
TxD, GND and CTSsignals. Program-
ming is accomplished with the aid of
the COM port and DOS commands
MODEand COPY.Thedifferent versions
of a program ore selected by means
of eight jumpers, JP1-JPB.More about
this further on.
At the solder side of the boord you find
10 pairs of Imge solder eyes which
allow the vorlous applications to be
realized (see Table4).

Fitting the parts

The copper track layouts of the two
board sides are given in Figures 2a
and 2b. The mounting of the SMA
parts requires accuracy end ° low-
power solde ring iron with a fine tip.
To prevent unwelcome surprlses,

cap,
p,
es
p,
cap,
p,

check the poloritv of the tantalum
capacitors before solde ring them in
place. The same goes for the orten-
tation of the integrated circuits and
relays. The component mounting
plans shown in Figures 3a and 3b
indicate which ports ore fitted at the
top and boftom side of the booro
The following order is recommended
for fifting the pcrts:
R7,RS,R6,RN1,REl3, REl2, REL1, RN1,
IC2, ci. Rl0, CS, ICl (socket), Ul, R3,
R2,R4,R9,Rl, C2, Cl, RB,C3, U2,JP1-
JPB, sn. Dl, C6, CB, C7, C9 and
finally C4.
Once the boord is fully populated, ICl
may be inserfed in itssocket. Next, The
lCD module is secured above the
boord using PCBspacers wilh a length
of about 12mm (see Figure4). The 14
connecting terminals of the LCD ore
right above the corresponding 14ter-
minals on the controller boord, and the
two sets ore connected using short
pieces of insulated wire.

Elektor Electronics EXTRA V- 6/97
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Figure 2. Copper track layouts: (above) component side,
(below) solder side.

Figure 3. Component mounting plans: (above) compo-
nent side, (below) solder side.

The rc connection
Tobe able to program the microcon-
troller, you have to connect the board
to the serial port on your PCvia 0 suit-
able cable. The connection is shown
schematically in Figure5. Theconnec-
tor pinouts are shown in Table 1, which
ls also useful in case 0 9-way sub-D
socket is used instead of the larger 25-
way version.
Having made and checked the cable
you proceed os folIows:

1. Select 0 free COM port on your PC.
COM 1 is usually occupied by the
mouse, which leaves you with COM2,
COM3 and COM4 to choose from (if
available!).
2. Connect the serial cable to the
selected COM port.
3. Start the PC under MS-DOS.
4. Runthe program INSTEE.BAT which is
found on the diskette we seil for this

.lPI-8 R8

@]

LS

project. Thebatch file creates 0 subdi-
rectory called LCD1 on your hard disk
(C:) into which oll relevant files are
copied.
5. Now the program EE.BAT may be
launched. Thisbatch file allows any of
the available application programs to
be downloaded to he LCDmodule. By
sending the data the microcontroller is
permanently programmed.
6. Performoll further actions suggested
by EE.BAT.
7. EE.BATmay be launched again any
time from the subdirectory C:\LCD1.

Programming

After switching lt on, the LCDmodule
either waits or starts.
A user program is automatically
launched if nothing is connected to
sn, or an A-Dconverter application cir-
cuit. If so, the microcontroller transmits

~ .acxe» J0-
Ol~

.....
RS232 &A/D 972014 - 12

Figure 4. Using PCSpillars the lCD module proper is secured on top of the con-
troller board.
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Table 1 RS232 cable pinning and signals

ST1 Pin
Sub-D sue-o

68HC11
25p. 9p.

10 2 (rXD) 3 (TXD) RXD (POO)

8 3 (RXO) 2 (RXO) rxo (P01)

6 5 (CrS) 8 (crs) 1/0 (PA4)

4 NC

2 7 (GND) 5 (GNO) GNO

connect connect
6 to 20 4 to 6

o character via TxD (PD1) and the
MAX232(IC2).Because there isno con-
nection to 0 PC via the MAX232, the
character arrives at the RxDpin (PDO)
by way of R9and IC2. Thiscauses the
EEPROM-residentprogram (if available)
to be launched.
Thesystemwaits when the LCDmodule
isconnected to 0 PCCOM port bv way
of the cable described earlier. When
the controller·transmits-acharacter; this:
is not immediately returned to PDOvia
R9.Theresult isthat the processorwaits,
allowing 0 small program (0 loader) to
be transmitted by the PC. The loader
must have 0 length of 257 bytes, the
firstbyte should be $FF,and it should be
transmitted at 1,200 blts/s, 8-N-1. The
$FFmarker allows the controller to con-
figure itsserial port for the bit rate used.
Ihe controller automatically launches
the loader once 256+ 1 bytes have
been copied.
The function of the loader is to enable
o larger (user)program to be received
via the serial port, and subsequently



COMPONENTS LIST
rel. Figures 1 and 2

Resistors:

R1 = 1MO (SMA)
R2,R3 = 2200 (SMA)
R4 = 1k05 (SMD)
R5,R6,R7 = 47kO (SMD)
R8 = 4k07 (or 5kO) preset (SMA)
R9 = 10kO (SMA)
R10 = 1kO (SMA)
RN1 = SIL resistor array 7x1OkO
RN2 = SIL resistor array 8x47kO

Capacltors:
C1,C2 = 22pF (SMA)
C3 = 1OOnF (SMA)

C4 = 2~ F 10V tantalum
C5 = 10nF SMA

C6,C7,C8,C9 = 11'F5 16V tantal um

Semiconductors:
IC1 = MC68HC11 E2FN (Motorola)
IC2 = MAX232 (wide SMA case)
(Maxim)
U1 = MC34064 (Motorela)
U2 = 78L05 (SMA, 8-pin)
D1 = LM 336/Z5.0V
LDE1 = LED, red

Miscellaneous:
LCD1 = LCD display 1 line, 16 char-
acters (e.g. Sharp LM 16155)
Q1 = 8.000MHz quartz crystal
(miniature)
Rel1 ,ReI2,ReI3 = SIL05D (5-V reed
Relay in SIL case, with diode)
T1,T2,T3 = miniature push-button
Piezo = passive piezo buzzer
ST1 = 10-way boxheader
RS232 connection cable, 4-wire,
with 10-way IDC socket and sub-D
socket (25 or 9-way)
10-way IDC socket for thermometer
JP1-8 = pinheader double-row, 8-
way
6 jumpers
PLCC socket, 52-pin, for IC1
Printed circuit board not available
Software: on diskette, order code
976009-1 (see Readers Services
page)

stare it into EEPROM. Once this has
been done, the user program is started.
The pragram length is limited to
51 2bytes on the Al version of the con-
troller, ar 2,048 bytes on the larger E2.
During the transmission, the PA4 line is
used far synchronizatian purposes. An
LEDconnected to terminals LP7-LP8on
the board allows you to follow the
downloading process. The LED indi-
cates that the programming has been
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started by rerncnrunq ofl lor
about 1.5s and then lighting lor
about 2 s. This should be taken
to mean that the load er has
been received, and that it has
taken control of the 68HCll.
Next, the LED lights at irregular
intervals, indicating that the
main program is being loaded
and stored in EEPROM.The LED
does not light il a received byte
is already present in EEPROM.11,
on the other hand, o received
byte is not yet available in EEP-
ROM, the LEDlights. In this way,
you are able to see how the
EEPROM is filled.

Sampie application
programs
All programs discussed below
are available on o ciskette with
order number 976009-1 wh ich
may be ardered through our
Readers Services. Tables 2, 3
and 4 indicate the jumper
lunctions, solder terminal (LP)
lunctions and the pinout 01
header 511 on the board. All
sold er terminals are lound at
the solder side 01 the board,
and are marked os shown in
Table 3. The relay contacts are
rated at 15waHs and 200VDC.
For salety's sake however keep
the contact voltage below 48 V.

Program PRG-l
(decimal seconds counter)
The rnocule operates os a sec-
onds up-counter. After you
switch it on, the display brielly
reads 'Programm PRG-l', and
then '000.000.000 Sek'. II the
counting is not stopped, the
highest value of
'999.999.999Sek' will be
reached after about 32years.
In this application, the following
functions from Tables 2 and 3
may be used:
JP2, JP3, JP4, LP7-8 (LED flashes at a
rate 01 1Hz) and LP13-14.

Program PRG-2
(Oays, Hours, Mlnutes counter)
Thisprogram causes the LCD module to
work as o 10-seconds counter. First the
display briefly shows 'Programm PRG-2',
then 'OOOOTDOSDOMOS' (T = days, 5 =
hours, M = minutes, 5 = seconds). For
example, on the change of the first to
the second day the display shows
'0001T 235 59M 55', and after 10 sec-
onds '0002T DOSDOMOS'.
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Figure 5. Pinout ot the cable which links the
PC's RS232 port to the lO-way boxheoder on
the controller board.
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Flgure 6. Temperature measurement circuit for
use with the therrnorneter/tt-err-iostot program,
PRG-3.
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Figure 7, This temperature measurement clrcult
for use with thermometer/thermostat program
PRG-4 ofters higher accuracy.

In this application, the following func-
tions are available from Table2:
JP2, JP3, JP4, LP7-8 (LED flashes at a
rate of 0.5Hz) and LP13-14.

Program PRG-3
(ThermometerfThermostat)
This program cause the module to
operate os a fhermometer/thermostat.
First, the message 'Programm PRG-3'
appears briefly, then 'Minimal -50°C'.
Next, you may set the desired lowest
value using push-buttons 11 and T2.
PressT3 to save the desired value. Next,
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Table 2 Jumpers: functions and arrangement
Jumper Function w. jumper set Port
JPl Plezo buzzer off PE4

Display eleared to 00000000 after a STOP by JP3 or LP13,14. II JP2 is
PESJP2

not set, counting continues at the old value after a STOP
JP3 Hold counter PE6
JP4 Increase count rate (for testing) PE?
JPS + Offset with thermometer program PCO
JP6 - Offset with thermometer program PCl
JP? PC2
JP8 PC3

Table 3 Function and arrangement of sold er pads LP1 ~ LP20
Solder Function Portpad
LP 1 - 2 reed relay 1, contact ctosed PC6
LP3 - 4 reed relay 2, contact closed PCS
LP S - 6 reed relay 3, contact cloeed PC4
LP? - 8 indicator LED PA6
LP9-1Q piezo buzzer (Alarm) PAS
LPll-12 tor extension (F meter) PA?
LP13-14 counter halted when set PC?
LP1S-16 button 1/+ PAO
LP1?-18 button 2/- PAl
LP19-20 button 3/Save PA2

Table 4 ST1 pinout and function
Pin No. Function Port Use
10 RxD line from 68HC11 - connected to TxD on PC PDO RS232
9 1st 8-bit ND converter PEO ND-input
8 TxD of 68HC11 - connected to RxD on PC POl RS232
? 2nd 8-bit ND converter PEl ND-input
6 1/0 pne, used with CTS far synchronisation by PC PA4 RS232
S 3rd 8-bit A/D converter PE2 ND-input
4 not used
3 4th 8-bit A/D converter PE3 A/D-Input
2 GND GND RS232and A/D
1 +SV (max. 30mA) +SV A/D

Ihe display shows 'Maximal +50oe'.
Use Tl and T2 10 seI Ihe desired highesl
lemperalure, Ihen T3 10 save Ihe value.
The exlreme values are aulomalieally
slored in Ihe EEPROM,and Ihe program
is slarled. The min./max. settings are
requesled every lime Ihe unil is
swilehed on wilh PRG-3 loaded. If Ihere
is no need 10 change prevlouslv pro-
grammed values, do not press any of
Ihe push-buttons and wail tor aboul
8 seeonds for Ihe program 10 slart using
Ihe values felehed from EEPROM. By

pressing Tl / - and T2/+ simullaneously,
Ihe Iwo values mayaiso be ehanged
while Ihe program ls running. Doing so
eauses Ihe program 10 jump 10 roulines
whieh allow Ihe min./max. values 10 be
set.
As regards Ihe swilehing of Ihe relays:
The REL1 contoct is elosed when Ihe
measured lemperalure is below Ihe
programmed minimum.
The REL2 eonlael is elosed when Ihe
measured lemperalure is between Ihe
programmed extremes.

The REL3eonlael is closed when
Ihe measured lemperalure
exeeeds Ihe programmed max-
lmurn.
Only one relay ean be elosed al
a time.
Far Ihe buzzer signal we have:
A low-pileh lone is produeed if
Ihe RELl eonlael is elosed, and
o high-pileh lone when Ihe REl3
eonlael is elosed.
An inlermittenl beep is pro-
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Figure 8. Artwork of the double-sided eca
deslgned for the temperature measurement
cnc.n- of Fig. 7.
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dueed. The beeping sound may be
mule al any lime via jumper JP1.
The measuring range is -50°C 10
+98°e al a resolulion of aboul 2°C. If
Ihe measured lemperalure is oulside
Ihis range, Ihe display indieales
'ERROR-50 +50', allhough Ihe relays
are still eorrectly driven.
In case temperature measuring 'errors
oeeur os 0 resull of eomponenl loler-
cnces, a correetion may be tweaked
by means of JP5 or JP6 (see Table2).
For example, if Ihe display reads
+ 26°C while Ihe aelual lemperalure is
only +22°e, Ihe display reading may
be eorreeled by briefly elosing JP6. The
eorreelion is slored os an offseI in Ihe
syslem EEPROM, and is aulomalieally
reealled eaeh lime Ihe program is
slarled.
The lemperalure offseI has a range
of - 12°C 10 + 12°C in sleps of 2°C.
In Ihis appliealion, Ihe following tune-
lions from Tables 2 and 3 are available:
JP1, JP5, JP6, LP7-8 (LED flashes 01 a
rale of 0.5 Hz), LP9-l0, LPl-2, LP3-4, LP5-
6, LP15-l6, LP16-l7 and LP19-20.
The measurement clrcuit shown in Fig-
ure6 is eonneeled 10 STl pins 1, 2 and
9. Vou will need Ihe following paris: an
LM334Z eurrenl referenee, an LM335Z
temperature sensor and an 68Q 1%
resister.

Program PRG-4
(Thermometer/Thermoslal)
This program is similar 10 PRG-3
deseribed above, wilh Ihe following dif-
ferences:
0;) Measuremenl range -50°C 10

+99°e al 0 resolulion of 1°C.
0;) Temperalure offsei range - 6°C 10

+6°e in 1°C sleps.-Jumper funelions
and connections are identieal to
PRG-3. The eireuil shown in Figure 7
is eonneeled 10 STl. This slighlly
more elaborate measurement cir-
euil is eonslrucled on Ihe prinled clr-
euil board shown in Figure8.

(972014)

COMPONENTS LIST ret FIgs. r and 8

Resislors:
Rll = 1kQ5 (SMA)
R12 = 68Q 1% (SMA)

Capacilors:

Cll,12 = 10,uF 10V tantalum

Semlconduclars:
11= LM334Z
Tl,2 = LM335Z
Zl = LM336Z2.5
ICll = ICL7660 (SMA)
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eraser, and such flASH
microcontroHer devices
can be reliably erased
and re-programmed over
1,000 times.
Thistechnology represents
an enormous time saving,
but itsadvantages are not
just confined to the devel-
opment environment - lt
also allows for 'just-in-time'
programming in a pro-
duetion environment. 11
numerous code revisions
are the norm before all
the bugs are ironed out,
FLASHoffers the route to
overall programming flex-
ibility.The latest code revi-
sion con be progrommed
Info 0 device in seconds
whilst it is actually pro-
gressing down the pro-
duction line. With the
addition of the appropri-
ate hardware lt ls even

possible to program these devices
actually in-circuit without removing the
device from the product! If the final
product requires frequent code
updates, then once again FLASHis the
answer- unlikean OTP,the device can
simply be re-programmed at no extra
component cost to the manufacturer.
Better still, the FLASHdevice is offen
cheaper fhan the equivalent OTPpart!

If you have ever been involved in developing code
for an embedded 8051 system, you will know how
frustrating and time-consuming it can be. With no
external code ROM/RAM to hold monitors and other
software debugging tools. the developer is forced
into using EPROMdevlces: Unlessan EPROMemulator
is available, code development is usually hindered
by the need to erase the EPROMeach time before
re-programming with the next code iterotlon, It's so
annoying waiting up to twenty minutes for the device
to erase, only to find out that your lotest code still
doesn't work! FLASHmicrocontrollers are the ortswer.

By Potric::::kGole, Equinox Technologies

WhV VOU mav need
to FLASH!

Equinox Technologies Starter System, Thiscontains the Mlcro-Pro programmer comptete
with power supplv, parallel cable, sompie AT89C2051 microcontroller, tt-e PK51-2KIOE
including C compiler, assembler, end dScope-51 debugger, together with appropriate
software, manuals, CD-ROM end databook.

Whilst few manufacturers have
exploited this leading-edge technol-
ogy in the microcontroller arena, Atmel
have introduced a range of 8051

compatible microcontrollers with on
board FLASHPROM.The FLASHcode
memory can be erased electrically in
milliseconds with no need for a UV

•
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Atmel supply a wide range of FLASH
microcontrollers - brief details of the
most populcr ones are shown In the
table.
When Atmel FLASHmicrocontrollers are
used with the Micro-Pro Programmer
and the Keil PK51 Integrated Develap-
ment Environment (lDE), a very short
software development cycle is
achieved.
The Miero-Pro programmer con erose,
program and verity an Atmel 89C1 051
(1K) in under 3 seconds, or an Atmel
89C52 (8K) in less than 10 seconds (tim-
ings based on a DX4-1 OOMHzPC). This
programmer is a worthy addition to any
8051 developers toolkit, as it is also
capable of programming many serial
and parallel EEPROM devices, FLASH
memories, Configurators such os those
offered by Xylinx, Altera and Cypress
and even the new Atmel 90S (:<WR')fam-
ily which is expected to displace the
overlauded PIC from its pole position.

Why use C?

An increasing number of developers
are moving Qway trorn using ossembly
language os their main programming
language, and switching to C instead.
The reasons for this are twofold; firstly, it
is far quicker to write and debug code
in C than it is in assembly language
and, secondly, the quality of the C
compilers available for microcontroller
archifectures has improved dramati-
cally in recent years.
For 8051 microcontroller applications,
the Keil C51 Compiler lets you write pro-
grams in C and get very close to the
efficiency and speed of assembly lan-
guage. This compiler is not a modified
version ot 0 standard compiler - it was
specifically written to generate fast and
compact code for the 8051 micro-
processor. Target-specific extensions
incorporated into the compiler give
you full access to all the resources of
the 8051. Thismeans that the program-
mer con refer 10 the vorious on-chip
peripherals and SFRs(special function
registers) by name, rather than by some
abstract address.
The PK51-2K suite of software tools
allows you to author modular programs
in C end/er assembly language for
many 8051 microcontroller derivatives.
It imposes a 2K code limit, which makes
it ideal tor developing full production
projects for the Atmel AT89C2051 &
AT89C1051 microcontrollers wh ich fea-
ture 2K and 1K of on-chip FLASHPROM
respectively.
PK51-2K is also an ideal evaluation tool
for many other 8051 derivatives which

MICROPROCESSORS

89C51 89C52 89C55 8958252 89553 89C2051 89Cl051
FlashCodeROM (bytes) 4K BK 20K BK 12K 2K 1K
RAM (bytes) 12B 256 256 256 256 12B 64
EEPROM 2K -
ln-system reprogrammable - - YES YES
1/0 prns 32 32 32 32 32 15 15
16-bit Timer ICounters 2 3 3 2 3 2 1
Watchdog timer - - - YES YES
Interrupt sources 6 8 8 9 9 6 3
5erial UART (full duplex) YES YES YES YES YES YES
SPI interface - - - YES YES -
Analogue comparator - - - YES YES YES
Data pointers 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
Package pins(Dll)* 40 40 40 40 40 20 20
* LVparts ore orso available for the 40-pin derivatives.

feature larger code sizes. These include
the 8xC51, 8xC52, Siemens 537 and
Dallas 320/520 microcontrollers.
In fact, fhe PK51 environmenf even
allows you to test your code withouf
having a target device ovcuobts: It
includes dScope-51 , a software sirnu-
lator and debugger - this is effectively
a PC program which pretends to be
your target microcontroller. Using this
simulator, a programmer can single-
step through the program, wafching
registers, variables, and peripheral
devlces, breakpointing at specific
statements, and simulating external sig-
nals, es if the actual microcontroller
was present.
For larger devices, aversion limited to
BK code slze, and an unrestricted ver-
slon are available.

Another hurdle offen faced bya micro-
controller-based system developer is
that he may need to make progress
with the soHware development before
the hardware design has been finalised
(or, in some cases, before it has even
started!) Ihis ts particularly difficult if s/he
has liltle prior experience of using the
actual target microconfroller. It is very
useful to have some form of 'tried-and-
tested' target board on which potenfial
software solutions can be evaluated,
whilst af the same time gaining a bet-
ter understanding of the microconfroller
architecture and how to interface to
the on-chip peripherals. Such a booro
- often referred to as an 'evaluation' or
'demo' board - can rapidly reduce the
learning curve and therefore the devel-
opment costs. (972013)

Atmel Flash microcontrorrer evaluation board complete with push-buttons, LEDs, ADe
and plezo sounder.
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Even with street prices dropping steadily, good PIC
programmers remain relatively costly tools.
Provided you exploit the 'serial programming' mode
available on recently launched PICs (and, in particu-
lor. the 16C84j, it is feasible to build a surprisingly sim-
ple programmer which is still fully compatible with
much of the powerful software now circulating on the
Internet,

mini Pie programmer
Design by Potrick Gueulle

Serial-mode programming
Programmable components are
increasingly intended to be pro-
grammed 'in-circuil'. Theprocess isalso
called code downloading, meaning
that the relevant chip is simply con-
nected to a bus consisting of four or
five wires.
In this respect, the 'isp' chips from Lal-
lice are Ihe besl know examples,
allhough there are new arrivals all the
time. Relative newcomers in Ihe field
include certain MACHtypes from AMD,
whose appearance on the merket hos
not gone unnoticed.
As you are probably aware, several
members of the PICfamily offer a simi-
lar abilily which enables them to be
programmed or re-reprogrammed
while Ihey remain on the application
board, and you da not even have to
remave the supply vollage.
These PIC chips are swilched to pro-
gramming mode by pulling their reset
pin [MCLR,pin4) to a high vollage, usu
ally between 12 and 14volls.
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From then on, RB6 [pin 12) acts as a
CLOCK inpul, while RB? [pin 13) is
twned into a DATAlnput/output lme.
The power supply pins of the PIC,Vdd
[pin 14) and Vss[pin 5) retain their nor-
mal function, that ls, they keep the PIC
supply vollage at the nominal value of
5V, allhough all other pins are effec-
fively disabled.
In Ihis mode, you rnov program. read
and even clear [erose) Ihe PICsimply
by communicaling wilh il using aserial
format on Ihe DATAline. In facl, Ihis
closely resembles the way serial EEP-
ROMswork, as weil as same chip cards.
The communicafion prolocol used for
se riol progromming is disclosed in 0
documenl of same 10 pages called
PIC16C84 EEPROMmemory Program-
ming Specification which is available
from Microchip Technology, or, in elec-
Ironic form, on Ihe CD-ROM pubfished
by Ihis manufaclurer.
Provided you da accepllhat Ihe pre-
senf design can not be labelled as a
'produclion programmer' Ihe sfricf rules

•

for programming laid down by
Microchip may be relaxed consider-
ably. So. lel's agree on calling Ihe pre-
senf design a 'prololype' or 'develop-
ment' programmer.

Free programming software

Forluilously, among the less inspiring
Ihings found on the Inlernel, Ihere's also
webbed software for programming
PICs.What's more, it's free!
One of Ihese free programs is PIP02.
Allhough still in an early version [1.14).
Ihe program isslillvery salisfaclory, and
may be found al various Inlernet sltes,
including
hffp:l/wwwsisfudio.com/sisfudio/

download/html
where it isavailable os 0 zlp file.
Developed by AnHiLukalsof SiliconStu-
dio LId.. PIP02assumes Ihal the PIC is
hooked up 10 aserial PCport, allowing
a trick 10 be used to 'steal' Ihe neces-
sary supply vollages from Ihe RS232
interface.

A revised circuit diagram

A PICprogrammer circuit diagram sug-
gested by Erik Herman has been
around on the Internet for a while, while
the hardware-software link is due 10
Rolan Yang.
Far from complying with Ihe rigid
Microchip specificalion, fhis schemalic
inspired the author 10 da same touch-
ing up, fhe resullsof which are shown in
Figure 1.
As a motter of course, the wonderful
beste idea of extracting the PICsupply
vollage from Ihe TxDfineon the PC'sser-
ial port isfully respected and retained.
Ihis approach obviates Ihe need for
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any kind of external power supply
or even a battery, and works very
weil in practice.
Although a TxD-derived supply volt-
age does not pose problems for the
creation of a 'clean' 5-volt rail using
a 78105 regulator, the availability of
at least 12V for the MClR pin calls
for a 'true' RS232 port supplying volt-
age swings of at least plus and
minus 12Y.
The programmer will not work with
PCs having aserial port supplying a
swing of 5volt (so watch out for a 'TTl
compatible' spec). Unfortunately,
such ports are typically imple-
mented on portable and laptop
computers whose design often
requires recourse to unorthodox
solutions as regards energy reduc-
tion.
If the serial port on your PC is TIl
compatible only, the solution is to
add a true RS232 port, for example,
one that forms part of a Multi-I/O
card.
Once you are aware that signals
with a swing of at least 12volts are
present on the RS232 interface lines,
you will not be surprised to find a cou-
pie of zener diodes in the circuit which
reduce these swings to levels which are
harmless to the PIC.
Although the relatively high value of the
resistors used in the original schematic
referred to above is, in principle, sure
to prevent destructive current levels, it
was considered good practice to elim-
inate the risk of a negative 12-volt
potential being applied to a sensitive
and costlv part like the PIC controller.

Practical realization

The original Herman schematic has
already been the subject of many
interpretations, some of which have
substantialized into commercially avail-
able kits. In some cases, the program-
mer hardware is even fitted inside the
hood of a 25-pin sub-D connector!
As far as the author ls concerned,
there's no need to fit the present circuit
into a case, while it will be more con-
venient to use a 9-pin sub-D connector.
That brings us to the PCB layout shown
in Figure2. Even if an ultra-compact
component arrangement was never a
design goal, the board ts still of a mod-
est size. The actual component mount-
ing plan is shown in Figure3. Obvi-
ously, it is essential to observe the ori-
entation of all polarized components.
Although you should not use zener
diodes with a zener voltage below
5.6V, types with a 6.2V specification

14

o
16 OSC1 RBO 6

15 OSC2 RB1 7

17 RAO IC2 RB2 8
18 RA1 RB3 9

1 RA2 PIC RB4 10

RA3 16C84 RBS 11

MCLR RB6 1-'1!....2-+---+
RTCC RB7 13

"""

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the mini PICprogrammer.
Quick and dirty!

will also be acceptable.
The use of a zero-insertion force (ZIF)
socket was not considered essential.
Instead, a quality socket with turned
pins may be used, provided you also
employ a suitable IC insertion and
extraction tool and handle it with due
care.
The completed board ls connected
either directly to the PC, or via a 9-way

Figure 2. Copper track layout of the
miniature board designed for the pro-
grammer.

Figure 3. Component mounting plan.

male-female cable which may be
picked up from computer stores
under the name 'monitor extension
cable'. If necessary, you may insert
a DB9 to DB25 adaptor, but never
a zero-modern cable or one with
crossed wires. For the present pro-
grammer, you need a cable with a
I-te-l wire correspondence
between the connectors.

Practical use

Before launching the main pro-
gram, PIP02, it is necessary to
install a resident driver (TSR)called
COM84 -which is included in the
PIP02.ZIPfile. Use it as folIows:
COM84 COMn
where n is the number of the serial
port you wish to use (1 through 4, if
available on your PC).
You may want to automate some
of the programming drudgery by
writing a small batch program
(ca lied PIP.BATfor example), which
might look like this (assuming
COM 1: is used)

COM84 COMI
PIP02
COM84 REMOVE

The last line automaticallY de-installs
and unloads the driver when you quit
PIP02, thus avoiding possible conflicts
with other software.
Its presentation easily mistaken for that
of 'real' utilities from Microchip, PIP02
offers a good level of user-friendliness.
Various menus are accessible, and
you will get the knack of the program
fairly quickly. The thing to remember
before launching any operation is to
always select the PIC type to be read
or programmed. Also, always keep in
mind the correct setting of the fuses
before you launch the programming
operation.
The programming, by the way, requires
a file written in INHX8M (Intel hex-8) Ior-
mat. Fortunately, that's convenient
because the very same format is gen-
erated by the majority of PIC develop-
ment tools.
To close off, a final, important, detail: if
you make an error which causes a total
lockup, it is always possible to erase the
PIC using the 'Erase' option from the
'Device' menu.

(972016-1)

Note: Readers not having access to the
Internet may obtain the PIP02software
from the Publishers under order code
976007-1. Price and ordering details
are given on the Readers Services
page towards the end of this issue.
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We can only answer questions or re marks of general interest to Dur readers, eOD-
cerning projects not older than two years and puhlished in Elektor Electronics. In
view of the amount of post received, it Is not possible to answer alt letters, and
we are unable to respond to individual wishes and requests for modifications
to, or additional information about, Elektor Electronics projects.

In popular demand:
Alpha Microelectronics
address
I found an interesting article in
your July/August 1997 issue about
a single chip ac-dc inverter (page
102). It is a small application note
numbered 974026 from Alpha. I
would be very pleased IT you could
send me the address of that corn-
pany, since I have not been able
to find lt anywhere.

Kari Supponen, Finland
(byemail)

Actually, the number 974026 is
our article production code, Kari,
and the lull name 01 the compa-
ny is Alpha Electronics. Their
main product distributor is Uni-
tronic GmbH, PO. Box 350252,
0-404444 Düsseldorf, Germany.
Tel. (+49) 211 9511-0, lax
(+49)2119511-111. Wehope
this helps you.

PIP02 problems
I'm having problems with pro-
gramming a PIC16C84 using the
PIP02 program (June 1997 Sup-
plement, ed.). My computer is a
166 MHz Pentium system, and I
suspect it's too fast. Can you help
me, please?

T. Suhonen, Finland

The version 01 PIP02 we were
allowed to dis tribute by Silicon
Studios is not the latest version.
We suggest geffing in touch with
Anffi Lukats 01Silicon Studios to
discuss your problems. Mean-
while, try adding this line to your
AUTOEXEC.BATlile:
SETSTUDfODIR=C'IPIP02

Intel hex-8 format
I refer to the June 1997 Supple-
ment on microprocessors, in par-
ticular, the Mini PIC Programmer.

Could you please elaborate on
what we would use to produce an
INHX8M (Intel hex-8) format file,
please.

lan Gill (by email)

We would be surprised to see a
PIC code assembler which does
not support the Intel hex-B tot-
mat. MPASM (Iree Irom
Microchip) does the job, too.
There are also lots ollile con-
version utilities around which
produce INHXBoutput.

Thanks Jan,
You were exactly right, MPASM ls
the program I was looking for (and
free too). Unfortunately entry into
the world of PICs is difficult for
hobbyists faced with numerous
businesses trying to seil high
pncec programmers and software,
we don't always get pointed to the
simple solutlons and free software.
Thanks for your help and thank
you for running the very timely
June edition mini PIC programmer
story,

Regards, lan Gill

HEXFET
amplifier oscillation
I have built the amplifier described
in tne article 'HexFET Amplifier
Upgrade' (September 1995). I am

very pleased with the perfonmance
of the amplifier, both as regards
measurement and sonic results.
However, during my measure-
ments I discovered short high-fre-
quency oscillation burst which
occurs any time the amplifier is
switched on or off. Atthough these
bursts are without consequence
because of the output relay, I am
writing to inform if this problem ls
known , and if there is a possible
remedy.

J. Glerum

Yes, we do recognize tne one-
nomen on you mention, it is
caused by tne IGBT transistors
used in the design. Although the
oscillation is not harmlul, it is
not proper' Those 01 you who
want to get rid 01 it may lit a
second Boucherot network in
parallel with me one already pte-
sent (R32-R33-Cl0). The extra
network should consist 01 a
series connection made lrom a
220-nF (0.22-I'F) capacitor and
a 6.B-Q resistor with apower
rating 015 watts. This combina-
tion should be connected
between point ;<I' and ground,
which is best done at tne solder
side 01 the board. As lar as we
have been able to ascertain, this
modilicalion does not altect the
amplilier's perlormance.

§WITCHBDARD

FüR SAlE Tektronix 7904 oscillo-
scope, 2x dual trace amps, delay-
ing timebase & logic analyzer with
manuals, E250. Tel. 01844
338959, Mr. G. Morgan.

FüR SAlE kits far 1.2 GHz Multi-
function Frequency Meter (EE Dec
1992). Unmatched project. Kit
includes EPRüM, PCB, LCD, front
panel, drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, ultra-
low price E75 each. Anita, Sib-
berkerkstr 100, NL-6301-AW
Valkenburg, Netherlands. Email
techtext@worldonline.nl.

Elektor Electrcrucs

FüR SAlE Powered subwoofer
system. Write to Z.H. Ashim, 591
Padang lalang, 14120 Penang,
Malaysia. Phone/fax 604 588
6019.

FüR SAlE Microchip PICstart
16B1 developmentkH45. WANT-
ED T5C820CPL 3.75-digit DVM
chip. Phone Steve on 01342
893247.

FüR SAlE Microcontroller system.
10 in/outputs. More info: send E2,
J. Moxham, 23 Arizona Tce,
Glenalta, SA 5052, Australia.
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FüR SAlE Combined PCS tank,
process/etcnwash as RS no. 215-
9233 (E4t2+VAT) + sm all UV
box, E200 ONO. Phone Sruno
(01491) 824774 daytime.

FüR SAlE WW2 Radar receiver
set with CRT, in original packing
case. Ofters phone L.l. Oracup
01727 St Albans 862702.

WANTED Oenco plug-in coils 1,
2, 3, 4T, all colours. And Radion-
ic radio construction sets. Phone
Terry Sateman on 01702
3374470.

69

FüR SAlE 10 MHz brand new
oscilloscope CI- t 12, built-in rnul-
timeter, E300 excl. postage. Wnte
to A. Anguelov, PO. Box 13589,
leraatsfontein, 1038 South Africa.

WANTED Grundig Video '2000'
video recorder. PJ. Axbey, Tel.
01792475904.



pe-controlled DTMF

Most of you will be aware that DTMFtelephone
dialling signals are two-tone combination that may
be recorded on any cheap tape recorder, just like
speech,
Playing back these tone pairs into a suitable decoder
should reproduce the digit originally pressed on the
telephone,
The use of a pe as a visualization terminal allows the
electronics you need to implement a DTMFdecoder
to be reduced to its most elementary form.

Design by PotriC:::kGueulle

Recapping
DTMF (dual tone multi Irequency)
dialling isthe immensely successlulsuc-
cessor 01 the older dialling disc ossocl-
aled wilh pulse-controlied telephone
svsterns. DTMFhas many advantages
over traditional pulse dialling, including
laster access to the called party. In the
DTMFsystem, each digit (and symbol)
on the telephone set ls assoclated with
!wo discrete audible Irequencies which
are transmitted os 0 pair. The DTMF
tone pairs use throughout the world are
shown in Figure 1. The pairs consist 01
one lour 'Iow' Irequency (697 Hz,
770Hz, 852Hz and 941 Hz)and one 01
lour 'high' Irequencies (1209 Hz,
1336Hz.1477Hzand 1633Hz).Thetotal
number 01 possible combinations
offered by these tone sets ls sixteen,

which tsactually more thon needed lor
o simple 1O-digit dialling pad.
The keys marked # and • have been
added to the system, and have lound
many applications in modern tele-
phone systems. Not available on the
most rudimentary 01 keypads (which do
not generate the 1633Hz signal) are
lour special codes designated A, B,C
and D. So lar, these have lound little
use. As 0 matter 01 course, lots 01 inte-
grated circuits have appeared on the
market tor generating and decoding
DTMFsignals.
Among the best known manulacturers
01 DTMFdecoders are Mitei, Teltone
and SiliconSystems,whose 55175T202is
widely available Irom retail stores,
sometimesdisguised es 551202,itsolder
type designation. Compatible chips
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are also ovailable fram second-souree
suppliers, in particular, RCNHarris
(CD22202).
Having 0 tour-bit databus, the 551202
employs the conventions shown in Fig-
ure 2 to signal the tone pairs it isable to
recognlze. provideo the chip ls set to
operate in hexadeclmal mode (pln 2
strapped logic high).
The Data Valid (DV)output goes high
when 0 valid DTMFcode ls detected,
and remains high far its entire duration
(In principle. 1DOmsor longer).

Building the decoder

It will be very hard Indeed to beat the
sirnpllcltv 01 the circuit shown in Fig-
ure3. A common-or-garden 3.579MHz

HIGH.. 1209 1336 1477 1633
LOW

697 1 2 3 A

770 4 5 6 B

852 7 8 9 C

941 * 0 # 0

Figure 1. Correspondence between the

DTMF tone pairs and the numbers/signs.

MICROPROCESSORS



Hexadecimal
Key

D8 D4 D2 D1

1 0 0 0 1

2 0 0 1 0

3 0 ·0 1 1

4 0 1 0 0

5 0 1 0 1

6 0 1 1 0

7 0 1 1 1

8 1 0 0 0

9 1 0 0 1
O' 1 0 1 0

* 1 0 1 1

# 1 1 0 0

A 1 1 0 1

B 1 1 1 0

C 1 1 1 1

D 0 0 0 0

Figure 2. SSI202binary output as a func-
tion of received DTMFcode.

quartz crystal and its associated resis-
tor are the only two external parts
required by the 551202.We only added
a decoupling capacitor on the 5-volt
supply rail, and a coupling capacitor
at the chip input. The latter is perhaps
overkill in view of the capacitor on
board the 551202,but it afford extra
protection against direct voltages
which may accidentally be applied to
the circuit.
Communication with the PC is
achieved via five input lines available
on all properly designed parallel ports:
ACK, BU5Y,PAPEREND, ERRORand
5ELECT.
The5-volt supply may be derived from
pin 1 of the 15-way joystick connector.
The circuit is best built on the printed
circuit board whose copper track lov-
out is shown in Figure4. The relevant
component mounting plan appears in
FigureS.
00 not make the cable between the
PCand the decoder longer than about
50 centimeters. Fartunately, the
(screened) signal input cable may be
much longer.
Without any kind of preamplifier or
attenuator connected at its input, the
decoder works properly ac rossa drive
range of 30dB. Consequently, the
headphones output of a tape recorder .
is perfect for driving the decoder if the
volume control isset to anormal listen-
ing level. None the less, the recorder
should be of a reasonable quality,
because the accuracy of the DTMF
tone frequencies is badly affected by

speed variations exceeding 2% or so.
The recording conditions also affect
the reliability of the decoding process,
because the levels of the 'high' and
the 'Iow' tones should not differ by
more than 1OdB.If present, treble and
bass controls should be set to their
neutral (defeat) positions right from the
start (recording). Consequently it is
preferred to make recordings using a
suction-style magnetic coupler, or by
electrical coupling. It isnot reasonable
to expect decent results from micro-
phone recordings , for example, from
the sound produced by a loudspeaker
in a hands-free phone system, even
though the 551202will stillwork reason-
ably weil if voice signals are superim-
posed on the wanted signals.

9720017-1

~~))
~~~~

Figure 4. Copper track layout

Figure 5. Component mounting plan.

Decoding software
Written in GW-BA5IC,the simple pro-
gram shown in Figure6 is intended for
a decoder connected to the second
parallel port, LPT2:.If you want to use
LPTl:, simply replace the port address
'279' by '379' in line 30.
Theprogram continuously monitors the
state of the decoder's DVoutput. The
character corresponding to the logic
state of the four datalines is read and
displayed on the rising edge of the DV
signal. A reasonably fast PC is thus
capable of keeping track of the fastest
of automatic dialling systems.
The program returns to Iine30 after a
delay of five seconds following the last
DTMFcharacter. In most cases, this will
mean that a complete dialling code
has been received.
Experienced programmers should be
able to expand the program with rou-
tines that enable numbers to be printed

+ + 5V
C1

~n

Centronfcs

1 ERROR 15
Da

18 SCLT 13
01

IC1
17 PE 12

D2
ACK16 10

D3
12 SSI 14 BUSY 11

3.579MHz 75T202
K1 C2 25

Q
NC NC

13...
o~----------.-----~~~o
972017 - 11

Figure 3. In practice the electronics is limited to
the tone decoder clocked bv its external quartz
crystal.

on paper, or saved to disk.
In case the decoding is performed in
real time, that is, with the decoder
directly connected to a telephone line
and skipping the recording process, it
should even be possible to append
date and time information to the
received dialling codes. Thisis easiest
done by co-printing the (reserved)
BA51Cvariables DATE$and TIME$.

(972017)

,----------_._----- _.
10 REM ----- DECDTMF.BAS -----
20 CLS:KEY OFF

30 1=1NP(&H279) . decoder on LPT2:

40 1F (I AND 128)=128 THEN 30

50 c=o
60 1F (I AND 8)=8 THEN C=C+l

70 1F (I AND 16)=16 THEN C=C+2

80 1F (I AND 32)=32 THEN C=C+4
90 1F (I AND 64)=64 THEN C=C+8

100 1F C=ll THEN PR1NT" * "; :GOTO 180

110 1F C=12 THEN PR1NT" # "; :GOTO 180
120 1F C=13 THEN PR1NT" A ..;:GOTO 180

130 1F C=14 THEN PR1NT" B "; :GOTO 180

140 1F C=15 THEN PR1NT" C "; :GOTO 180
150 1F C=O THEN PR1NT" 0 "; :GOTO 180

160 1F C=10 THEN PR1NT" 0; :GOTO 180

170 PR1NT C;
180 1=1NP(&H279) . &H379 for LPTl:

190 1F (I AND 128)=0 THEN 180
200 T=T1MER

210 1=1NP(&H279)

220 1F (T1MER-T»5 THEN PR1NT:PR1NT:GOTO 30
230 1F (I AND 128) = 128 THEN 210

240 GOTO 50

250 REM (c)1996 Patrick GUEULLE

Figure 6. This little GW-BASICprogram continuous-
Iy monitors the DV output of the decoder, and
displays the received character.
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YOUNG ELECfRONICS DESIGNERS DISPLAY THEIR TALENTS AT YEDA

The quality of the innova-
tions from this years final-
ists in the Young Electronics
Designers Awards (YEDA)
cornpetition was truly in-
spiring ... from a safety de-
vice for irons to a device to
detect electric fences in the
countryside.
In fact, with such talent

and vision on show, the only
question is why Britain is
not a super-performet in the
commercial world. Tt cer-
tainly augurs weIl Ior the fu-
ture.
The man frcm the UK

Patent Office rnaking his
first visit to the show was ex-
tremely impressed and cer-
tainly such is the quality of
the devices and designs thar
there is now a warning to
contestant to apply for
patent proteetion before the
finai.
All the finalists' projects

were on display at the Sei-
ence Museum in London re-
cently and the winners and
runners-up in the three cate-
gories were presen ted with
their awards at a special pre-
sentation dinner by His
Royal Highness The Duke of
York, the patron of the
YEDA Trust which stages
this event every year. The
names of the pnze winners
were announced by TV per-
sonality Sally Gray.

Winning the Mercury
Communications prize for
the best communications-
based project was Emily

Elektor Electronics

CoUins from Ridley High
School, Blyth. Northumber-
land with her sensory alert
device for the deaf ~ a device
worn on the wrist which
flashes and vibrates as a
warning of smoke, intrud-
ers, doorbell or a telephone
cali. Her project was highly
commended in the Junior
Under-15 Category.
Seve n tee n -yea r-old

Simon Todd, winner of the
Intermediate (15-17 years
old) Category and a YEDA
trophy, took the E2,500 Texas
Instrument prize for the
most commercially viable
project with his safety de-
vice for a domestic iron.
Simon, who shares the

award with his school, came
on the idea when he discov-
ered that his mum had burnt
an iron mark on his
favourite shirt while she was
iron.ing and watching TV at
the same time.

He told Elektor Electronics:
"The device is basically a 5-
second timer. When it
reaches zero, an alarm is
triggered. The timer is acti-
vated when the iron is
placed in a horizontal post-
tion (that is, on top of the
ironing board) and is deacti-
vated when the iron is in a
vertical postnon. Every time
the iron changes direction,
the timer is reset, so that the
alarm will be triggered only
when the iron is Ieft station-
ary in a horizon tal posi tion
for more than five seconds.
This should alert the user if
the iron is accidentally left
on top 01 the cJothing before
the material becomes dam-
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aged.
Now taking Maths,

Physics and Technology,
Simon used his project to
gain a Grade A in Technol-
ogy in an internal examina-
tion.
Mark Gould, 14, from the

Gryphon School, Sherborne,
Dorset, won the IEEA Award
for the best project from a
school entering the YEDA
compeünon for the first
time.

Farmer's son Mark won
the El,aaa award for his elec-
tric fence detectcr. Mark
said: "1 got the idea while
trying to listen to my radio
which was suffertng from in-
terference front a neigh-
bours electric fence. I there-
fore realised that radio
waves can be used to check
whether a fence was live or
not. Currently, the only de-
vices on the market are test
meters which you have to
earth to check the current
secfion by section, whereas
with my device you check
the fence from two metres
away. Already, I have had a
lot of interest from farmers
in my area, walkers, and
horsemen."
Runner-up in the Junior

Category (under 15 years
old), Mark, along with the
other sponsors' award win-
ners and the age category
winners, receivers a cordless
telephone from Mercury.
Every fina list received a
Texas Instrument graphics
calculator with eight bytes of

user memory and a YEDA
certificate.
Twen ty-two - yea r- 01 d

James Smith, a former stu-
dent at Brunel University,
Egham, Surrey, won the first
prize in the Senior Category
(18-25 years old) of EI,OOO
plus a YEDA trophy for his
Manta - a communications
device for recreational scuba
divers.
[ames. who hit on the

idea following a problem
caused by lack of communi-
cation on his initial dive
with a local scuba club, used
the project to help him gain
a first-dass Honours Degree
- a S.5c. in lndustrial De-
sign.
Runner-up in the Senior

Category was Peter Srnith,
23, a former Banger Univer-
sity student. Now an elec-
tranics engineer, Peter re-
ceived the f500 pnze for his
Integreted. low-cost noise
badge dosimeter for people
working in noisy environ-
ments.
Ca lied BAND (Bangor

Noise Dosimetry), the proto-
type of the system was de-
veloped by Peter as his final
year project for his degree in
Computing Systems Engi-
neering.
"With BAND", said Peter,

"workers wear miniature
low-cost sound badges on
their c1othing. These mea-
sure the noise doses as a
count-thelouderthesound
and the langer the worker is
exposed to H, the greater the
count. This is measured at
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the end of a shift by a com-
puter system which also
re cords it on the worker's
record, resets the badge and
performs a calibration".
"The computer also has

the means to test the
workers hearing every few
mcn ths or when he reaches
a certain level of sound dose
using its built-in multi-
media capabihties. In this
way, a worker's hearing can
be monitored throughout
the years and the first signs
of hearing 1055 identified so
that appropriate action can
be taken."
Taking third place in the

Senior Category and the
f250 prize was 21-year-old
Leigh ton Spicer, also from
the Bangor University of
Wales, with his electronic
system to reduce the pres-
sure so res in older and dis-
abled people.
Highly commended in

this category were Michael
Brown (18) from Bancroft's
School, Woodford Green,
Essex, for his Gremlinator-
a circuit testing aid; and
Gwyn jones (22), another
Bangor University student,
with his pre-eclampsia
monitoring system for mea-
suring the toxemia in preg-
nancy.
Runner-up in the Inter-

mediate Category was David
Marson (16) from St joseph's
College, Trentvale, Stoke-on-
Trent, with an electronic
hand-held pedestrian cross-
ing sign.
Two pupils from Bishop' s

Castle Community College,
Shropshire, Susannah Baker
and Elizabeth Humphreys,
took third place in this cate-
gory with their talking elec-

Ironie map of the London
Underground: 'Braille Rail'.
Among those highly com-

mended in this section were
Sumit Rai (17), Dulwich Col-
lege, London, for his opto-
electrical swipe card system,
designed for use in public
places to monitor entrances
and exits; Jonathan Taylor
(15), Bryanston School,
Blandford, Dorset, for his

Coxbox, a device for rowers
for recording their stroke
rate; Andrew Buckrnaster
(16), Radley College, Abing-
don, for Water Wizard for
measuring and displaying
the quantity of water used
by showers and hose pipes;
john Morton (16) and Max
Kendall (16), both also from
Radley College, for a ba th
temperature warning device
in the form of a toy aptly
named the 'Thermo Tug';
and Andrew Early (16),
Ravens Wood SchooI, Brom-
ley, Kent, for his model
rocket launch controller.
Typical of the problem

solving nature of these pro-
jects is that of Edward
Brocklebank (14) front
Radley College, Abingdon,
who was helpmg to improve
the hghttng system on his
grandmother's Cö when he
suddenly realized that such
a facility is desperately
needed for bicycles, indicat-
ing as it does when the cyele
is in motion, when it is brak-
ing, and when it is turning
left or righ t.
Edward, who next year

sits his GeSE in Technology,
won the Junior Category
(under 15) and the prize of
f500 and a YEDA trophy
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with his project "in which
Halfords have already ex-
pressed an interest."
Third prize in this ca te-

gory went to a quartet of
young electronics designers:
Rachel Downing (13), Kerri-
Anne Devlin (13), Anna
Burke (12) and Anne-Marie
Gaillaed (12), from St Mary's
junior High School, Lurgan,
Northern Ireland, for their
education toy to enhance
knowledge of the earth and
the solar system.
Highly commended in

this category were Guy
Kewish (13), Philip Redi (13),
and Alasdair Lynch (13),
from the Merchiston Castle
School, CoJinton, Edin-
burgh. for their babies and
safety in car seats project,
and Stephen Wyber (13),
Bancroft's School, Woodford

Green, Essex, for his elec-
tronic kitchen werghing
scales for the blind.
lnforma tion on this and

next year's competition may
be obtained from
The YEDATrust
60, Lower Street
Pulborough
West Sussex RH20 2BW
Telephone (01798) 874767
Fax (01798) 873550
e-mail: yeda@cix.compu-
Iink.co.uk

ENHANCE YOUR COM-
MUNICATION SKILLS
A publication aimed at en-
hancing the comrnunication
skills of engineers and tech-
nicians has been produced
by The Institution of Elec-
tranics and Electrical Incor-
porated Engineers (IEETE).

Technically Speakil1g - Practi-
cal communlcations [or engi-
neers and technicians contains
invaluable tips and advice
on a variety of toplcs from
self-assessment, writing re-
ports, and using the tele-
phone, to dealing with the
media, learning a foreign
language, and making pre-
sentations.
The publication has won

the Clear English Standard
'winning docurnent' logo
from the Plain Language
Cornrnission, underlining
the clarlty and straightfor-
ward approach to each of
the subjects covered.
In publishing TecJ11lically

Speaking, the IEEIE is contin-
uing with its policy of offer-
ing sound advice on topical
subjects considered necess-
ary for the personal and ca-
reer development of every
practical engineer. The lEEIE
is already well known for its
commitment to continuing
professional development,
offering a comprehensive
programme of lectures, sem-
inars and courses and, real-
izing the importance of en-
couraging and motivating
engineers, it has recently pi-
loted a project to promote
mentoring as a professional
development tool.

TecJmically Speaking has
been distribu ted free of
charge to all members of the
IEEIE and is available to new
members at no cost. A lim-
ited number of copies are
available for purchase by
uon-members for ES. Non-
members wishing to pur-
chase a copy should send a
cheque, made payable to
lEEIE, for f 5·00 to The Sec-
retary, IEEIE, Savoy Hili
House, Savoy Hill, London
WC2R OBS(for overseas air-
rnail, add E 1·00).

EUMATSAT POLAR
SYSTEM

In arecent special rneeting,
the EUMATSAT Council ap-
proved a bridging phase for
the EUMATSAT Polar Sys-
tem (EPS) to cover essential
activities that must start im-
mediately in preparation for
the fuJI approval of the pro-
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gramme later this year. The
main aim of the bridging
phase agreement is to en-
sure that industrial activities
can start on procurement of
the MTOP satellites, thus
mainta.ining the present cost
and schedule assurnptions
for a launch of the first sat-
ellite in late 2002.
EUMETSAT establishes

and maintains operational
meteorological sateltites for
17 West European states
(Austria, Belgium, Denmark.
Germany, Finland, France,
Greece, !reland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway ..Portu-
gal, Spain .. Sweden, Switzer-
land, Turkey, and the United
Kingdom . The images and
data from EUMETSAT satel-
lites make a significant COI1-

tribution to weather fore-
casting and, hence, the
safety of a11 nations in Eu-
rape and neighbouring COI1-

tinents.

RECHARGEABLE
ALKALINE MANGANESE

BATTERIES
In our Focus One article 'Re-
chargeable-battery systems'
(September 1996), we said
that although rechargeable
(secondary) versions of the
alkaline-manganese battery
had been available in the
USA since the late 19805,
"they have not (yet) caught
on in Europe" .
This situation is changed

by the announcement of Al-
lied Battery Technologfes in
Stokenchurch, Bucks that
mercury-free, rechargeable
alkaline manganese batteries
are now available in the UK
The company estimates that
the use of these new batter-
ies to power toys, cameras,
radios, audio equipment, re-
mote control units, torches,
and countless other electrical
appliances, could the aver-
age British family flOO in
battery purchases.
Known as RAM nl (Re-

chargeable Alkaline Man-
ganese) batteries, they are
designed and developed in
Canada by Battery 'Iechnolo-
gi es Inc. where they are
manufactured under licence
by the Pure Energy Battery

Elektor Electronics

Corporation.
This new concept must

not be confused with at-
tempts to recharge conven-
tional alkahne manganese
batteries with 'universal'
chargers. The RAM batteries
are designed to be recharged
and the recharge characteris-
tics are such that lifetimes
are increased over conven-
tional alkaline batteries by at
least 10 and up to 50 times or
more. Using the simple
charger, which fits neatly
into a 13 A wall socket, is like
holding a battery store in the
horne. The batteries have a
shelf life cf five years.
The RAM batteries have

proved ro be very successful
in Canada and the USA
where they have captured
53% of the NiCd battery
market. Initially, AA size
cells, which represent 62% of
the UK merket, will be avail-
able and the smaller AAA
cells later this year.
Entirely "green'. RAM

cells are an environmentally
responsible alternative to
NiCd batteries because they
contain no toxic chemieals
such as mercury or cad-
mium, In addition, because
the batteries last so much
langer than conventicnal
batteries, fewer are thrown
away.
The RM technology rep-

resents the first rechargeable
product that can easily and
economically replace single-
use batteries world-wide.
Pure Energy's RAM: batteries
are complete interchange-
able with conventional, 11011-

rechargeable alkaline batter-
ies and they are also suitable
in many cases as a cost-effec-
tive and environmentally
friendly alternative to re-
chargeable NiCd batteries.
In addition, they can be
used in equipment labelIed
'unsuitable for rechargeable
Nickel Cadmium batteries'.
Thts is because RAM batter-
ies do not deliver the 'over-
current' that is potentiaUy
damaging to consumer elec-
tronic equipment.
Another advantage is that

there is no 'memory effect'
such as occurs with NiCd
batteries. Conversely, the
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RAM battery performs best
when it is 'topped up' in the
charger when it is not in use.
Also, the RAM ceU has an
e.m.f. of 1.5 V as opposed to
the 1.2 V of the NiCd cells
and is, therefore, more cost-
effecbve for 3 V and 6 V ap-
plications.
Allied Battery Technologies
(ABT) Ud; 14, Bates lndus-
trial Estate, Wycombe Road,
Stokenchurch, Buckingham-
shire HP14 3RJ. Telephone
(01494) 484050; Fax (01494)
482161.

ELECTRONICS
WORKBENCH

Robinson Marshall (Europe)
PLC have announced the
Electronics Workbench EDA
and the Electronics Work-
bench Professional. The dif-
ferences between the two
are that there are more de-
vices and more analysis
available to EDA users. The
User Interface, however, is
exactly the same, so private
users may weil opt for the
Professional version as this
costs f 199 and the EDA ver-
sion just below f 800.
Adescription of both ver-

sions is given in 'Software
for Electronics' elsewhere in
this issue.

MULTI-STANDARD
MODULATOR/PLL

Siemens has added to its
product line of r.f. rcs for
video and TV applications a
new multi-standard modula-
tor, the Type TDA 6060XS.
This new product is compat-

ible with all world standerd.
including PAL, NTSC, and
SECAM. In a technological
first, this one chip combines
the functions of a digitally
programmable phase-locked
loop (PLL) with a multi-stan-
dard video modulator and a
programmable sound FM
and AM modulator. With its
diverse functions, the new
IC is suitable for all modula-
tor boxes, such as those for
video recorders, games.
satellites receivers, cable
headends an d set-top boxes.
The PLL permits the fre-

quency of the modulator os-
cillator to be set precisely
from 30 MHz to 950 MHz in
steps of 250 kHz. The tuning
process is controlled by a mi-
croprocessor via an PC bus.
The internal reference fre-
quency is 62.5 kHz. The
modulator block inc1udes a
gain-adjustable video ampli-
Her, a double balanced mixer
working as an AM video
modulator, a frequency and
amplitude-stable balanced
oscillator for the Vl-If hyper-
band and UHF ranges, a
sound modulator for FM
and AM modulation, a pro-
grammable sound carrier os-
cillator and a volta ge refer-
ence source. The sound car-
riers are generated by an 05-

cilJator which is digitaJly
programmable on chip; the
four possible frequencies are
4.5 MHz, 5.5 MHz and
6.0 MHz (for FM only) and
6.5 MHz (for FM and AM).
The new chip is another

member in the family of
highly integrated r.f. ICs. lt
enables easy connection of
Siemens' single-chip solu-
tions for TV, video recorder
and satellite tuners, and of
the Siemens l/Q demodula-
tor for digital satellite recep-
ti on to almost an y TV set in
the world.
Siemens AG, UK BHL,
D-81617, Munich, Germany.
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car battery
monitorfour-module

control system

The ignition warn-
ing light in a car
indicates whether

the battery is
being charged or
not (and indeed
whether it is con-
nected properly to
the electrical sys-
tem). It does not

tell the driver,
however, the state of the

battery*. This information is
of particular interest to

mobile home and caravan
owners, since these have to
take into account additional
appliances and a second

battery. The modular moni-
tor described indicates the
level and the direction of the

battery current, in other
words whether it is being
charged or discharged. It

does so without the need for
any leads to be interrupted.

•

"There are. of ccurse, cars that have a dash board ammeter which
indicates whether the battery is belng charged er discharged.

Design by K. Bachun
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INTRODUCTION
Battery maintenance in a car with car-
avan added or in a mobile home is
rnore complex than one would expect.
This is particularly so since most of us
da not pay aU that much attention to
our ear' 5 battery - until it starts giving
problems. A caravan or mobile home
has many more electrical appliances
(such as a fridge, interior lighting,
drinking water tank), than a car, and
all these need to be opera ted by the
battery. There is normally also a sec-
ond ba ttery to be looked after.
There is a plethora of cornmercial

control and display units on the mar-
ket, frorn a simple isolating relay to a
rrucroprocessor-controlled charging
systcm. Most of these da not justify
their pnce, however.
This article proposes a unit com-

prising four modules that measure the
current and voltage of the eIectrical
system, indlcate the level of thcse,
and, should the current be too high or
the voltage too low, operate a relay to
isolate one er more loads front the sys-
tem. The modules, whlch may be
used independently of one another,
are eJectronically as well as mechani-
celly straightforward, and. since they
use mainly standard components,
fairIy Ir-expensive.

CURRENT DETECTOR
Circuit A in Figure 1 measures the CUf-
rent and prepares the input signal for
further processtng. The input is

obtained from an external magneto-
resistive sensor linked to Input con-
nector Kl. The internal circuit of this
device is described in the box. The sen-
sor 1S arranged as a metering bndge. so
that the output is not referred to earth,
but applied as a differential signal to
the inputs of op amp IC2, whlch is
arranged as an instrumentation ampli-
Her. In this way, the amplifier can
determine not only the level but also
the direction of the current (chargi.ng
or discharging). The amplification of
the op amp is determined by the ratio
R4:Rl1 and is with values as specified
about x25. The amplified differential
signal is superimposed on to a direct
voltage of about half the supply volt-
age (2.5 V), which Is derived from vari-
able potential divider Rs-R6-Pl' Since
the values of R3 and R4 are equal or
nearly so, the quiescent currents into
the two inputs are equal.
To enable the current detector to

operate correctly, any brief bursts of
interference are nullified by C2 and Cl'
The supply lines to the op amp are

smoothed by C3 and C4 and stabilized
by lC,_

VOLTAGE DISPLAY
The designs of the current display and
the volta ge display are virtually iden-
tical-see Figure 1C. The input of the
voltage display lC4 is derived directiy
from the battery voltage via potential
divider Rl1-R12-P2' Ihis variable input
is about 3 V for a battery potential of
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Same parameters
~ Load-current measurement without

interrupting the circuit
~ JO-position LED display of charging
and discharge currents

~ Measurement of battery vo/tage
~ lO-position LED display of battery

vo/tage
~ Resettable over/oad and short-circuit
current cut-out

~ Undervoltage cut-out

12 V The display range depends on
the internal voltage reference and
resistors Rg-RlO.
The referenee output (REFOUT),

which here is also the upper display
level, is always 1.25 V higher than the
level at REFADJ, so that the current
from REFOUT to earth is about 1 mA
with component values as specifted.
The potential differenee (pd) caused
by this current across Rg (0.95 V) and
across R10 (1.8 V) determines the lower
display level. The current flowing from
REFAD} to earth is so small that it may
be ignored.
The lowest LED lights when the

input voltage is 1.8 V, whereas the
uppermost LED lights when the volt-
age exceeds 4 V Since the input signal
is divided by 4, the display ranges
should be multiplied by this figure.
Therefore. the actual display range is
7-16 V, that is, 1 V per LED. The two
lowest LEDs are red to indicate 'bat-
tery low' I the next six LEDs are green
to indjcate 'all is weil', and the two
uppermost LEDs are yellow to indicate
an 'overvoltage' state.

CURRENT DISPLAY
The operation of the current display-
see Figure IB-is very similar to that
of the voltage display. Here. the input
signal is derived from the sensor
amplifier (Figure 1A) and applied to
the SIG Input pin via R7. The upper
and lower display ranges are variable
under the control of presets Ps and P6'
This arrangement is necessary because
the sensitivity of the sensor amplifier
depends strongly on the coupling
between the magneto-resistive sensor
and the current-carrying cable. Tests
on the prototype gave a sensitivity of
8 mV A-1 at battery currents of up to

r------------------------l
I B + 12V I

: J: 3 bB;;!'ry:
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30 A and with the relevant eable held
against the sensor.

EMERGENCY CUT-OUT
The emergency cut-out circuit in Fig-
ure 10 may be used as an alternative
to. er in conjunction with, the current
display. The output signal of the sen-
sor amplifier is applied between R33
and earth, smoothed by (11' and
applied to the non-inverting input of
comparator IC6.
The reference voltage at the invert-

ing input of the comparator may be set
between 1.1 V and 6.8 V with P4. This
wide range ensures correet operation
even when the coupling between
cable and sensor is weak
The comparator changes state

when the reference volta ge is
exceeded by the output signal of the
sensor amplifier or by switch Sl being
set to ON. Resistor R25provides some
hysteresis to prevent the relay from

Figure 1. Circuit dia-
gram ot the tour mod-
ules comprising the
car-battery monitor.
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As an alternative, the comparator
may be made to change stete at a
low Input by volta ge monitor Ies.
This op amp, which also functions as
a comparator, likens the part of the
battery voltage at the junction of
potential divider RI6-R17 with a volt-
age level set with P3. Operation is
then as described earlier for IC6. The
emitter of the output transistor is at
a level 2.7 V below the battery volt-
age to ensure that the op amp can
switch off Tl at a11 times when
required.
When the battery voltage becomes

low, transistor T2 pulls the inverting
input of TC6 to earth, whereupon the
load ls disconnected from the battery.

Figure 2. The battery cur-
rent is measured with the
aid o( a magneto-res/stlve
sensor; there Is no need o(
Interruptlng any clrcults.

dattering.
When the comparator has changed

state, driver T3 is cut off whereupon
the relay is deactuated, so that its con-
tact disconnects the relevant load from
the ba ttery.
The state of the relay is indicated by

DM' while dicde D25is the usual free-
wheeling device.
The overload circuit can be

switched off by with 51.

lßagneto-resistille
sensor

A

A current-carrying conductor is surrounded by a concentric magnetic
neta whose strength, H, is directly proportional to the value of the cur-
rent and inversely proportional to the distance from the conductor.

The monitor uses a sensor that consists 01 lour Hall-effeet devices
arranged in a bridge configuration. When a Hafl-effect device is
placed in a magnetic field, a vo/tage is produced across it which
varies almost linearly with the magnetic flux density. So, the voftage
deve/oped across a Hall bridge is a measure of the magnetic flux den-
sity, which itselt is directly proportional to the current causing it. This
means that the sensor can measure current in a conductor without
inferrupting that conductor. Also, it lacilitates the measurement of small
voltages with respect to earth that would otherwise make special
demands on the input voltage range of the sensor amplifier.

The internal circuit in Figure A shows the four elements and the
terminals for the supply voltage, Vcc and GND, and the signal von-
age output, V0- and Va+.

The sensor has a virtually straight output characteristic-see Fig-
ure B. Its sensitivity is typically 4 mV V-1 kA-1 m-t, When a current of
30 A flows through a cable of 16 mm2 dia. (so that the sensor is about
3 mm from the centre of the cable), His about 10 kA m-t. With the
sensitivity of the sensor as specified, this wou/d result in a sensor out-
put voltage of 4 x 10 = 40 mV,

Assuming a current through the conductor (battery cable) vary-
ing from -24 A (battery being discharged) to +30 A (battery being
charged), the output voltage range of the sensor is 72 mll. This will
be raised by the sensor amplifier in the monitor (amplification teetot
x25) to 1.85 V

8

V,
(mVfV)

CONSTRUCTION AND
CALIBRATION
Nothing much needs to be said about
completing the printed-circuit boerd
shown in Figure 3, which is self-evi-
dent from the drawing.
The only aspect of the constructian

that needs careful consideration is the
coupllng of the current-carrying bat-
tery cable to the sensor-see Figure 2.
For the calibration of the monitor, a

variable power supply, a car battery, a
digital multimeter (DMM) and four
55W car bulbs are needed.
Set presets PlI and P2 to the centre

of their travel, P3' P4 and P6 for maxi-
mum voltage at their wipers. and Ps
for minimum voltage at its wiper.
Connect the voltage display to the

power supply and set the output of
this to 12 V Adjust P1 until D13 lights.
Ta calibrate the sensor amplifier,

adjust P1 until the output level is
roughly half the supply voltage, that
is, 2.5 V
Next, connect the current display to

the sensor amplifier. Pass a heavy-duty
cable through the fixing hole of the
PCB and arrange the sensor to its most
suitable position - the metering bridge
is situated in the top half of the sensor.
During the calibration of the cur-

rent displey, it is not easy to generate
a defined high enough current. Ideal
is, of course, the use of a variable
power supply with current lirniting to
provide such a high current.
As an alternative, use a (partly

charged) car battery, an ammeter (20A

1-------------,
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
L 4 3___ 1.J

Vcc vo- GND Va.
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3

Figure 3. The printed-circuit
board for the car-battery
monitor.

type connectors and heavy-duty bat-
tery terminal clamps.
Arrange for a charging current to

flow into the battery and adjust Ps
until the LED corresponding to the
value shown by the DMM lights.
Next, arrange for a discharge cur-

rent to flow from the battery and
adjust P6 until the LED corresponding
to the value shown by the DMM lights.
When the circuit is interrupted, the

LED corresponding to 0 A should
light.
Note the voltages at the output of

d.c.) and four parallel-connected 55W
car bulbs (which provide a 220W load
that draws a current of 19A). To start
with, short-circuit the ammeter in the
circuit with a heavy-duty cable,
because it may not survive the very
high current at power-on.
All connections in this circuit must

be suitable for high currents: use
16 mm- cable with appropriate car-

Elektor Electronics 6/97

Parts list

Resistors:
R1• R2 = 39 kn
R3• R4 = 1 Mn
Rs. R14• R22• R23• R27 = 1 kn
R6 = 1.5 kn
R7 = 100 kn
Rs, R2S = 1.2 kn
Rg = 910n, 1%
RlO = 1.8 kn
R11, R16 = 5.6 kn
R12, R1S, R24 = 2.7 kn
R13 = 2.2 kn
R1S•R2S = 270 kn
R17 = 15 kn
R19• R20• R29• R30• R33 = 10 kn
R21, R26 = 4.7 kn
R31, R32 = 560 n
P1 = 2.5 kn multiturn preset, radial
P2• P3• P4 = 5 kn multiturn preset,
radial
Ps. P6 = 1 kn multiturn preset,
radial

Capacitors:
C1-C4• C6, Cs, ClO, C13 = 0.22!1F
Cs = 2.2 J1F,63 V, radial
C7• Cg = 47 J1F.25 V. radial
C11 = 10 J1F,25 V, radial
C12 = 1000 J1F,63 V. radial

Semiconductors:
01, O2, 03• 06• 07• 015• 019' 020 =
LEO, square, red
Da. 011. 016 = LEO. square, yellow
04.05• Og, 010• 011, 012• 014, 017,
016 = LEO, square, green
021 = zener, 2.7 V, 400 mW
022, 023 = zener, 6.8 V, 400 mW
02S = 1N4001
Tl = BC557
T2 = BC547
T3 = B0136

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = 78L05
IC2 = CA3130E
IC3• IC4 = LM3914
ICs, IC6 = CA3140E

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 4-way board terminal
K2 = 3-way board terminal
Sl = t-pole, 3-position board
mounting slide switch
Rel = 12 V car type relay
Magneto-resistive sensor Philips
Type KMZ10B

ICz when the charging and discharge
currents are maximum. Since the out-
put characteristic of the sensor is fairly
linear, the output level of IC2 may be
calculated for higher currents. This, of
course, enables smaller currents to be
used for the calibration.
To calibrate the emergency cut-out

(or overload) module, apply a voltage
to the input of the module that results
in a discharge current of, say, 40 A.
Adjust P4 until the relay just releases.
Remove the input voltage and set

the output of the variable power sup-
ply to 10.4 V (wh ich corresponds to
the terminal voltage of a discharged
battery). Adjust P3 until the relay just
releases.
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RCbiswitch dual switeh
funetion for
model eraft

The Re switch
is a well-known
and very popu-
lar adjunct in
the world of

model craft. It
makes it possi-
ble to use the
joystick for
operating a

given on-board function
such as a search light,
siren or winch at the

same time as it is con-
trolling the speed of the

craft. The switch
described in this article

is a dual model provided
with a memory. This

duality and the memory
ofter the keen modeller
a number of interesting

applications.

Design by M Decroubele
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INTRODUCTION
The circuit is generally fairly standard.
Received control pulses are demodu-
lated at the input, while a relay at the
output enabJes an extemal device to be
switched er selected. One of the ben-
efits of the memory is that when the
joystick is moved past a certain posi-
tion the relay is energized (as it Is in
any standard Re switch) and remains
so (which it does not in a standard Re
switch) when the joystick is returned
to neutral. The relay is deactuated only
when the joystick is once agam moved
past the same given posiüon. The cir-
cuit may be used as a standard switch
when the memory is disabled with the
aid 01a jumpen
There is also provision for connect-

ing a microswitch that functions as a
dead stop; this is a useful aspcct when
a winch or wind lass is being opera ted.
The duality 01 the switch makes it

possible to control two completely
independent relays over a single Re
channel.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the switch is
given in Figure 1. As is to be expected,
it consists of two identical halves, only
the top one of which will be discussed.
As is known, control of model craft

is carried out with a pulsewidth-rnod-
ulated signal. In this, the high-Ire-
quency carrier wave is modulated with
pulses at regular intervals (20ms). The
width of the pulses can be varied with
the joystick between 1 ms and 2 ms. In
the on-board receiver the (command)
pulses are demodulated and, after
amplification and processing, used to
drive servo motors which attain a posi-
tion corresponding ro their width.
In the diagram in Figure 1, the

pulses arriving at pin PC2 are applied
directly to the T(rigger) input (pin 12)
of leIb' This monostable multivibrator
(lv1JvfV) functioning as a reference gen·
erator is triggered by the Jeading edge
of the pulses. The mono time of the
IvfMVis determined by time constant
PrRz·Cl; the preset allows it to be set
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Figure 1. The dual RC switeh ;s prov;ded w;th a memory formed by a
D-b/stable (fC2a or IC2tJ whieh may be used or not w;th the aid of
Jumper JP2 or JP 4'

Figure 2. The
small printed-
eireuit board
has spaee for
all eompo-
nents, inelud-
ing the relays.
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IC1 IC2 IC3

~

RE2=&m- K2
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IC1 = 4538
IC2 = 4013
IC3 = 4538

970045 • 11

Miscellaneous:
JP1• JP3 = 2-pin jumper
JP2• JP 4 = 3-pin jumper
Rel. Re2 = miniature relay, 5 V or
6 V. 1 change-over contact 10r PCB
mounting.
Kl• K2 = 3-way screw terminal tor
board mounting
PC1• PC2, PC3 = board terminal pin

Parts list

Resistors:
R1 = 100 kD.
R2, R3• Rs. R1Q'R12 = 22 kD.
R4. R5. Rg• Rll = 47 kD.
R7. R13 = 560 D.
. Rs. R14 = 1.5 kD.
Pl• P2 = 25 kD. preset

Capacitors:
C1• C5 = 33 nF
C2• c, = 2.2 J.lF.16 V. radial
Ca. C4• C7• C9-C11 = 110 nF
Ca = 10 J.lF,63 V. radial

Semiconductors:
01• O2• 04• 05. 06, Os = 1N4148
03.07 = LEO
Tl. T2 = BC547B

Integrated circuits:
IC1• ICa = 4538
IC2 = 4013

21~



between 0.75 ms and 1.5 ms.
The reference pulses genera ted by

the MMV are applied to a second
MMY, ICla, tagether with the input
pulses. The mono time of ICla is deter-
mined by time constant R3-Cu which
is langer than the pulse repetition time
of 20 ms. However, ICla will be trig-
gered only if the input pulse is langer
than the reference pulse. If that is so,
a debounced high logic level appears
at the Q-output (pin 6) of ICh' If the
input pulse is shorter than the refer-
ence pulse, the output of 1C1a is logic
low.
The output of ICla is applied either

directly er via the memory circuit to
the base of Tt This transistor d.rives
the relay as weIl as signal-indication
diode 03' The choice of whether the
memory is used er not is made with
jumper JP2'
The memory is formed by

D-bistable ICZb, which is arranged as a
binary scaler. The bistable is given a
power-on reset, generated by RS-C4,
via 01' The identical reset network
R4-C3 may be actuated externally via
JP1' SO, if a microswitch is connected
across the JPl pins, it may function as
a dead stop for a winch or windlass.
The lower half of the diagram is

identical to the upper half, but the
mono time of IC3a may be set between
1.5 InS and 2.3 ms so that the other half
of the joystick movement can be used.
This results in another difference,
ruunely that the Q-output of IC3b
ls used rather than the Q-output: since
this is high when the input pulse is
longer than the reference pulse.

CONSTRUCTION
The switch is best built on the printed-
circuit board shown in Figure 2. This
board contains all the components,
including the relays, for the dual
switch. In view of the density of pop-
ulation, some dexterity is required in
the canstruction, but with a little
patience and careful attention to Fig-
ure 2 it will prove not to be too tediaus
after all.
Mind the pularity of the diedes and

electrolytic capacitors. Mount the
upright diodes with the cathode on top.
The servo cable from the receiver must
be connected to the pins marked with
an arrow. Use an Insulating sleeve and
provide some strain relief: this may be
done by winding the cable around the
solder pin a couple of times.
The switch is best housed in a plas-

tic case. In view of the srnall dimen-
sions of the board, finding a suitable
case should not prove difficult.
Power is derived from the 4.8-V bat-

tery supplying the receiver. The cur-
rent drawn by the switch is largely
that required by the relays: the ICs
need only a few milliamperes.

1970045[
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E (exa) =: laiS
P (peta) = J015
T üera) = 1012
G (giga) = 109

M (mega) = 106
k (kilo) = 103

h (hecto) = 102
da (deca) = 101

a (auo) = \O~IS
f tfemto) = 10-15
P (pico) = 10-12
n (nano) = [0-9
IL (rnicrö) = 10-6
rn (milli) = 10-3
c (ccnti) "" !0-2
d (deci) = 10-1

CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

Elektor Electromcs (Publishingj does not provide parts and components other
than PCRS. form panel foils and softwate on diskette er IC (not necessarily for
all projects). Components are usually available form a number of retailers -
see the adverts in the magazine.

Large and small values of components are indicated by means of one of the
following prefixes :

In some circuit diagrams. to avcid confusion. but contrary 10 IECund BS recom-
mandations. the value of componcnts is given by substituting the relevant pre-
fix for the decimal point. For example.

3k9 = 3.9 kn 4p.7 = 4.7 p.F

Unless otherwisc indicated. the tolerance of rcsistors is ±5% and their rating
is !1-\1 wau. The working voltage of capacitors is ~ 50 V.

The value of a resistor is indicated by a colour code as folIows.

muh. factor tolerancecolor Ist digit 2nd digit

bleck 0
brown I I
red 2 2
orange J J
yellow • •green 5 5
blue 6 6
violet 1 1
grey 8 8
white 9 9
gold
silver
none

xl01
xl01
X 103
x 10"
x 105
x 106

±I%
±2%

±0.5%

X 11)-1

x 10-2
±5%
±IO%
+20% I

Examples:
brown-red-brown-gold = 120 Q, 5%
yellow-viclet-orange-gcld = 47 kQ, 5%

In populating a PCB. always starr with tbe smallest passive components. that
is. wire bridges. resmors and small capacitors: and then JC sockcts. relays. elec-
trolytic and other large capacitors. and connectors. Vulnerable semtconductors
and ICS should be done last.

Soldering. Use a 15-30 W soldering ircn wiih a fine tip and tin with a resin
core (60/40) Insert the terminals of components in rhe board, bend ihem
sligluly. cut thern short. and solder: wait 1-2 seconds for the tin 10 flow
smoothly and remove rhe iran. 00 not overheat. particularly when soldering
ICS and serniconductors. Unsaldering is best done with a suction ircn or spe-
cial unsoldering braid.

Faultfinding. lf the circuit dces not werk. carefully compare the populated
board with the published component layout and pans list. Are all the compo-
nents in the correct position? Has correct polarity been observed? Have the
powerlines been reversed? Are all solder joints sound? Have an)' wire bridges
been forgouea?

If voltage levels have been given on the circuit diagram. da those
measured on the board match them - note thar deviauons up to ± 10% Ircm
the specified values are acceptable.

Possible corrections 10 published projects are published from time to time in
this magazine. Also, the readers letters column often ccntains useful com-
rnenrs/addüions to the published projects.
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First in-circuit emulator for Siemens C161
The new C161 mi-
crocontroller brings
16-bit processing
power down to the
price of a main-

stream 8-bit micro-
controller giving a

15-40 times perfor-
mance increase

over a 12MHz 8032.

In keeping with the low cast,
high performance standards
set, Hitex has teamed up with
Keil and Phytec to produce
two complete low-cost 16-bit
development kits specifically
for the C161.
The KiTCON161 starter/eval-
uation kit is based on a new
Phytec C161 microcomputer
card and features FLASH
EPROM. RAM and a complete
1/0 and bus interface. It uses
the 16MHz C161V which can
be programmed and de-

hitex __

bugged with the incJusive Keil
C166C compiler and
HiTOP161/WIN monitor. A
CD-ROM holds ex1ensive sup-
port material, including user
manuals and application
notes.
Far real project werk, the
PDP161-T kit includes a 161-
specific version of the existing
Hitex ROMles5 in-circuit ernu-
lator plus the C166-derived

C161 C compiler and so con-
tains all the main elements re-
quired to develop real C161
applications.
AX161 is a full emulator with
multi-channel triggering, real
time trace, full peripheral sup-
port and the same
HiTOP161/WIN debugger that
is bundled with the KiT-
CON161 evaluation kit. For
later projects on other G16x

variants, the AX161 can be
upgraded to use the bond-out
emulation chip, as used on
the AX166B and the
T32/KKiT16x emulators. The
C161C compiler is adapted
from the Keil C166 compiler
but has been limited to sup-
porting only the C161. It has
all the features of the C164
and C165. The kit starts at
E3995, a very similar priee to
a typical 8032-bit develop-
ment system, and somewhat
less than other 16-bit systems.
As part of a eomplete service
to G16x users, a two day in-
troduetory course ls available
at Hitex's offices on the Uni-
versity Of Warwick Science
Park to provide a thorough
grounding in C161 program-
ming and application.
Hitex (UK) Ltd., University of
Warwiek Science Park,
Coventry, CV4 7EZ.
Tel. (01203) 692066,
fax (01203) 692131.

1977081)

Powerline battery isolators
The new range of
Powerline Battery
Isolators from the

Merlin Equipment al-
lows simple yet ef-
fective charging of
multiple battery

banks from a single
alternator or OC
power source.

Ideal for use on vehicles or
charging systems who require
separate batteries for engine
starting and anciHary equip-
ment use.
Powerline battery isolators au-
tomatically split the available
charge between the multiple
battery banks according to
their own individual require-
ments. Therefore Powerline
Isolators eliminate the need
for relay systems that wear out
or '1, 2, both & off' charging
selector switches wh ich are
regularly forgotten about,
often resulting in situations
where engine(s) cannot be

started. Powerline isolators will
not allow overcharging, they
are a charge splitters not
charge boosters which are
often associated with gassing
batteries.
New GE approved Powerune
isolators use new 'LO-
LOSSTM'technology which in-

cludes highly efficient Schot-
tky diodes, minimising voltage
drop usually associated with
other types of splitting
diodes/battery isolators. The
high quality components are
sealed within a rugged alu-
minium heat sink making
these units totally waterproof.

22

Unlike some other multiple
battery charging methods,
Powerline Isolators are very
easy to instalL The unit simply
mounts on a bulkhead in the
engine room, the charging
cable trom the alternator is at-
tached to the centre bolt on
the isolator, Gables are then
run from the remaining bolts
on the isolator to the respec-
tive positive battery posts on
the multiple battery banks. In
most instances, installation
takes just 20-30 minutes.
The Powerline range of Bat-
tery Isolators trom Merlin
Equipment is available for all
electrical installations, with sin-
gle or twin alternators up to
190 am ps with twin, tri pie or
quadruple battery bank con-
figurations.
Prices of Powerline battery
isolators start at just E30 ex
VAT & Carriage.
Merlin Equipment,
Unit 1, Hithereroft Court,
Lupton Rd, Wallingford,
Oxfordshire, OXIO 9BT.
Tel. (01491) 824333,
fax (01491) 824466.

(977084)
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focus on:
•• •mams-noise suppression
Design and funetion of mains filters

When the loud-
speaker of your audio
installation crackles
or your computer

gives problems, the
cause may lie in dis-

turbances on the
mains supply. These
may be suppressed
by special mains fil-
ters, wh ich also pre-
vent any noise from
your installation get-
ting on to the mains.

By Dur editorial staff
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INTRODUCTION
In spite of EEC legislation restricting
the electro-magnetic interference
exported by electrical and electronic
appliances and setting a standerd of
imported interference with which
such appliances must be able to cope,
mains filters proliferate as the number
of electrical appliances in the average
haus
equip

rather because of the complexity of
much of it, such as computer adjuncts,
which are in use all day lang.
A further source of interference

arises from the use of the mains sup-
ply network for mains signalling - MS.
This superimposes signals on the
mains in the frequency band frorn

ehold increases. It is not that such
ment is 01 poor quality, but Figure 1. Various

coup/ing paths.

coupling paths

mains
r-- coupling -

inductive:s- coupling

~
equipment

noise source experiencing

~ Jr! interference
capacitive = victim
coupling

radiated~
coupling -

970017·11
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3 kHz to ISOkHz. Unfortunately, this
Is also the frequency band in which,
for instance, switch-mode power sup-
plles. variable speed motor drives,
induction heaters, and fluorescent
lamp inverters operate.
Mains filters are therefore indis-

pensable in many ctrcumstances. Irre-
spective of whether such filters are
intended to suppress exported or
imported noise, they are called mains
filters.

NOISE COUPLING AND
TYPES OF NOISE
There are various paths via which
noise can be coupled from a source to
a victirn (= electrical appliance) and
these are shown in Figure 1.
Mains coupling means of course

the coupling of noise via the mains
supply Iines. The mains filters
described in this article are suitable for
cornbating this type of interference.
The suppression of radiated noise

requires different means, such as
screened cables and shielded enclo-
sures.
Noise sources within an appliance

or circuit cause interference by capac-
itive and inductive coupling (together
also called common impedance cou-
pling). Examples are the eoupling
capacitance of a mains transformet
and the inductive coupling resulting
from parallel wires or tracks on a cir-
euit board. Noise resulting from such
eouplings may, however, easily be pre-
vented from entering the mains sup-
ply by a suitable filter at the point
where the mains eable is eonnected to
the appliance.
Typical disturbances on the mains

eleetricity supply are:
Voltage fluctuations. These are fluc-
tuations with small amplitudes
against which filters are virtually
ineffeetive; the only remedy lies in
the use of (magnebe) regulators
and uninterruptible power sup-
plies.
VoItage variations. The mains net-
work has a finite source impedance
and varying loads affeet the termi-
nal voltage. Not including voltage
drops within the eustomer's
prerruses, the nominal mains volt-
age in the UK Is 230Vwith a toler-
anee of +10%,--6%.From 1January
2003, the nominal voltage will be
230V with a toleranee of ±IO%.
Voltage inierruptitms. Faults on the
mains supply may eause drops of
almost 100%, but these are cleared
quickly and automatically by pro-
tection devices.
Wave/arm distortion. At source, the
a.c. mains is generated as a pure
sine wave, but the reactive imped-
ance of the mains network together
with the harmonie currents drawn
by non-linear loads eauses voltage

Elektor Electronics 6/97
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Figura 2. Common
mode currants flow
through the malns
Ifnes as weil as the
earth tlne; differential
mode currants do not.

- L'L c,
c, ~O,

PE
100n ey

'0'

,

• N'Ndistortion.
Tronsiente and surges. Switching
operations genera te transients of a
few hundred volts as a result of
rurrent interruption in an inductive
cireuit. These transients normally
occur in bursts and have risetimes
of no more than a few nano-sec-
onds.
Superimposed r.f signals. Radio fre-
quency signals and their harmonics
at frequencies up to 1GHz super-
imposed through radiated cou-
pling.

-- -- - - - - ~ dIfferential mode curren!

~ common mcce current
970017 -13

Figure 3. The current-
compensated choke Is
an Important compo-
nent In malns filters.

All these SOUIeesof disturbanee can
cause malfunction in systems and
equipment that do not have adequate
proteetion.
It is important to appreciate the dif-

Flgure 4. Suppression
filters may be Inte-
grated wlth a mains
outtet.

4
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Figure 5. Th/s 208fage
n"er wlth two currenf-
compensated chokes
15spec/ally des/gned
for common mode
no/se suppression.

Flgure 6. Standard
chokes In fhe malns
IInes Increa.e fhe
suppression of dlffer-
entlel mode nol.e.

E

type, whereas those above about
500 kH.z are normally cammon mode.

FILTERING
It is not possible to completely elimi-
nate noise exported or imported along
connecting leads. All that filtering can
do is to attenuate exported noise to a
level at which tt meets a given specifi-
cation, or imported noise to a level at
which it does not result in system mal-

L

R

N

C"

E

Cy' C"

970017 -16

ference between cammon rnode and
differential mode noise currents. Dif-
ferential mode current - see Figure 2-
is the current that flows in one direc-
tion aJong one cable conductor and in
the reverse direction along another.
Common mode current flows

equally in the same direction elong al1
conductors in the, cable.
Disturbances below about 500 kHz

are generally of the differential mode

function. The design of mains filters is
distinguished from conventional filter
design in that the filter elements are
purely reaetive, because in the stop
band the filter should be as lossy as
posslble.

FILTER ELEMENTS
The most frequently used element in
mains filters is the current-compen-
sated choke, which consists of two

L'

identical windings on a high perme-
ability toroidal core-see Figure 3_As
in a transformer with two windings
that are wound in opposition, differ-
ential currents (line to neutral) cencel
each other. This means that on1y the
leakage inductance will attenuate dif-
ferential mode noise. Since therefore
the risk of saturation caused by the
mains supply current, even with a
high penneability core, is srnall, high
currents with relatively srnall-dimeu-
sion chokes are possible,
With comrnon mode interference,

however, the currents in the winctings
flow in the same direction, 50 that the
induced flux in the core is the sum of
the fluxes induced by each separate
winding. This means that the fuIl
inductance of each winding is avail-
able to attenuate common mcde cur-
rents with respect to earth. The value
of the capedtors between the phase
and neutral lines and the earth line
can therefore be kept low.
The X and Y in the subscripts (infe-

riors) of the capacitors indicate that
they are manufactured to BS6201 Part
3 (lEC384-14).CIass X and Ycapacitors
are sub-divided into categories XI-X3
and YI-Y3, where category I has the
most demanding specification, partic-
ularly as regards the ability to cope
with pulses (Xl: 4 kV and Yl: 8 kV)
and life expectancy.

N'
FILTER CIRCUITS
The simple network in Pigure 3 is the
most popular mains filter for use in
single-phase systems. It is also used
integrated in a mains outlet (Figure 4).
Capacitors Cy attenuate common

mode interference and, if Cx is large,
have no significant effect on differen-
tial mode noise. Capaeiters Cx arten-
uate differential mode noise on1y and
may have fairly high values. This type
of filter is, therefore, suitable for the
suppression of common mode noise at
frequencies ~ 500 kj-lz,
Capaeiters Cy cannot have very

high values because of the limits of the
permissible continuous current that
-rmay-tlow in the earth Une, owing to
the mains operating voltage existing
across Cy_Class X capacitors are not so

E
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Figure 7. Three-stage
""er for suppresslng
common mode as weil
as differential mode
noise ovar fhe tre-
quency range 0'
10kHz to 300 MHz.

N'
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Asymm. = common mode
Symm. = differential mode

:~O_~M~
--~. - - - Syrrm.

~1""17.,a..

dB 100 FMm-52-211.25:-
°.01 .1--,..,.... 10 100 300 MHz
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---Sotnm·

010011· Ue
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A

Flgure 8. Suppression I/S fre-
quency characterlstics 0' var-
laus filters.
A: standard malns finer as In
Figure 3.
B: 2-stage filter (Figure 5)
wlth better speclfication than
that In Flgure 3.
C: 2-stage finer wlth
Improved differential mode
suppression compared wnh
that In Flgure 5.
D: 3-stage finer 10rmeeting
stringent requirements (slml-
lar to that in Flgure 7).

B

C

limited, but may be used only where
their failure does not lead to a poten-
tial shock hazard.
The filter action may be irnproved

by the use of a choke in the earth Une.
However, only special lEe approved
types may be used there because of
their i.mportance to the overall safety
of the filter. These chokes are invari-
ably wound on sm all torotdal cores.
Since the normal current through
them is small (actually the current
through the Y-capacitors) toroids with
very high permeability may be used.
lf the relative high-value X-type

capacitors are not discharged quickly
enough by the appliance after the
mains has been disconnected, they
should be shunted by a resistor of
0.5--1.0 Mn. The voltage rating of the
resistor should be commensurate with
the capacitor potential.
Such a shunt resistor is used in the

filter in Figure 5. This is a 2-stage net-
werk that mccts stringent requirement
for the suppression of common mode
noise. It is especially suitable for use in
switch-mode power supplies.

D
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[f differential mode noise needs to
be suppressed, the z-stage filter in Fig-
ure 6 should be used. Note that in con-
trast to the network in Figure 5, the
choke in the second seetion is not cur-
rent-compensated.
If the current-compensated choke

in the first stage is a high-inductance
(10-15 mH) type, the filter may be
used for the suppression of both com-
mon mode and differentia.l mode
noise. The (not current-compensated)
choke in the second seetion should
have a value of 0.2-l.0 mH. Chokes
that are not current-compensated
must have an air gap to prevent the
core becoming saturated when high
currents flow through the winding.
A filter that meets the most strin-

gent requirements is shown in Fig-
ure 7. This is a 3-stage network that
suppresses common mode and differ-
ential mode noise as weIl as r.f. inter-
ference.
Stage 1 is a differential mode filter

that uses a standard 0.1-0.5 mH choke,
whereas stage 2 is a common mode fil-
ter that employs a current-compen.
sated choke of 4-20 mH. Overvoltage
proteetion is provided by a varistor:
the first stage supplies the di/dtlimit
for this.
Stage 3 has separate r.f. chokes of

about 3.u.Hin each of the ruains lines.
This sectiön provides common mode
as well as differential mode noise sup-
pressten at frequendes up to 300Ml-lz.
Figure 8 gives the suppressionvs

frequency characteristics of various
types of filter. They OIeobtained with
commercial (Timonta) filters operating
with nominal currents of 2-4A.
Depending on the application, a

wide variety of filters may be designed
on the same basis as the few intro-
duced in this article. Note that the CUf-
rent rating will depend on that of the
choke used.
In principle, filters for three-phase

mains supplies are constructed in the
same way as those for single-phase
systems-see Figure 9. Of course, the
number of chokes and capacitors is
increased in proportion to the number
of lines. The chokes are always in
series with the mains Iines, X-type
capadtors are connected between the
L(ive) (phase) and N(eutral) lines, and
Y-type capacitors between the L(ive)
(phase) or N(eutral) line and the
E(OIth) Iine.
Multiple current-compensated

chokes are available for use in three or
four lines. 19700171

Figure 9. High-current
suppression filter tor
use in 3-phase mains
systems.
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Remote control
encoder/decoders

TRC1300 & TRC1315
The TRC1300 and

TRC1315 are remote
control serial-data

encoders and
decoders, and are
members of the

MARCSTAWM (Multi-
channel Advanced

Remote Contra I Sig-
nalling Transmitter

and Receiver) family
of remote contra I ser-
ial-data devices. Each
can be configured to
perform as either the
transmitter (encoder)

or the receiver
(decoder) in a remote

contra I system.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The TRC1300 and TRC 1315 are Iow-
power devices weil suited to battery
operation with a supply voltage of
2.7--6V for the TRC1300 end 2.7-15 V
for the TRC1315.

FOUI functions allow contral of 16
devices. Forty bits of stored.code pro-
vide high secunty, more than 240pos-
sible combinations. 50 that the same
code will never be used twice by a
MARCSTAR n. device over severaJ life-
times of a typical system. The MARC-
STARno devtces are self-programming
with internal charge-pump program-
ming circuitry. A decoder design Ieams
up to four different encoders, all in a
high-security hopping-code format.
.MARCSTAR devices include several

on-chip functions that normally
require additional circuitry in a system
design. These include an amplifierl

A Texas Instruments Application
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o PACKAGE NPACKAGE
(TOP vrEW) (TOP VIEW)

DINIDOUT VcdCAP DINIDOUT ,U16 VcdCAPCONF Vcc CONF 2 '5 VccPROG TEST PROG 3 TESTlED VRCfTX4 14

OSCC VRCfTX3 lED A '3 VRCfTX4
OSCR VRCfTX2 OSCC 5 12 VRCfTX3
GND VRCfTX' NC 6 11 NC

OSCR 7 '0 VRCfTX2
GND 8 9 VRCfTX,

Ne - No Internal connectiOn 970049 -11

comparator for detection and shaping
of input signals as low as a few milli-
volts (typicaUy when an r.f. link is
used) and a variable-frequency inter-
nal oscillator to clock the transmitted
or received security code.

sufficient bandwidth to pass the signal.
A MARCSTAR device operating as

an encoder can send Iour different
function codes either individually or in
any combination to actuate up to 16
different fu.nctions at the recetver.
Once a receiver (decoder) learns a

securtty code from a transmitter, it
responds to that particular encoder
only. A MARCSTAR device operating
as a decoder can Iearn and respond to
as many as four different transmitters
and provides four independent func-
tion outputs. These outputs can be fur-
ther decoded (externally) 10 provide a
1-of-16 function output.

PRINCIPLES OF
OPERATION
Operation of the MARCSTARdevices
is shown in Figure 2. The devices have
two primary modes of operation:
transmitter (encoder) mode and
receiver (decoder) mode. Additional
mcdes and functions indude pro-
gramming and learning mode, self-
testing mode, code generation, and
dock generation.
Each of the devices can be pin-

selected for operation either as an
encoder on the transmitter end of a
remote control system, or as a decoder
on the receiver end. The intervening
medium can be a wired, r.f., IR, or any
other type of link wi th

Hopping code
MARCSTAR devices use a hopping-
code algorithm to signilicantly increase
the security level of the system. The
security code transmitred und the secu-
rity code accepted as valid by the
receiver change after each transmis-

sion. This Is done inde-
Figure 1. Functional
block diagram.

functlonal block diagram

v c OSCC OSCR

VRCIJ)(l

lnpLl! Butler
Ampliller/Compll.-.tor

NOTE A: TMninal n.."be!'lI 11Ift Ior the 0 pad<Bgfl • 11100"_12
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Figura 2. Top level
operational flow.

pendenüy for each of the four learned
transmitter codes in the receiver
(decoder).
As a transmitter, the MARCSTAR

device Is provided in the factory with
a unique 40-bit serurity code stored in
an on-board EEPROM. Since each
device has a unique code, it is ready
for immediate use and requires no
prograrnrning. Each time the trans-
mitter button is pressed for any of the
four functions, the 40-bit security code
is fetched from the EEPROM and
encrypted. Next, the encoder assem-
bles the data frame to be transmitted
and sends it out. The data frame con-
sists of the synchronizing bits, the
encrypted security bits, the function
data bits, a dummy bit, and the blank-
time bits. After the transmission ends,
the encoder increases the 40-bit secu-
rity code by applying the hopping-
code algorithm to it and then stores
the results in the EEPROM for the next
transmission. So, each time a trans-
mission is initiated, the 40-bit security
code that is sent is different from the
security code in the previous trans-
mission. With more than 240possible
combinations, the same code is never
repeated over the lifetime of a system.
As a receiver, a MARCSTAR initially

learns the 40-bit security code stored
in a particular encoder by recetvtng it
and storing it in an on-board EEp·
ROM. Each time a valid securtty code
is received from a learned transmitter,
the device decrypts the received 40-bit
security code and compares it with the
nexi security code expected from that
transmitten The next expected security
code is calculated by applying the
same hopping-code algorithm used in
the transmitter to the 40-bit code
stored in the receiver memory. U the
received security code matches the
next security code expected from the
encoder, it is declared valid and the
attached function code is decoded. If
the function code is valid, the appro-
pnate function output or outputs are
asserted. The [ust-received 40-bit secu-
rity code is then increased according
to the algorithm, becoming the next

Figura 3. Encoder
mode operational
flow.

TEST

L.ow~t~_~---c.-_--=:~Test Mode
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Attemptlng re Retransmh
Reeelved-Code Pl1h

r-----'--:-....,N~I
Recelve Path SIOftIa Hew Code

LEC On (2 a)

Nonnel TransmIt Path

t" Terminals
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security code expected frorn the trans-
mitter; and stored in the EEPROM for
next time. If the received security code
does not match the next expected code
from the matching encoder, the

received function data and security
code are ignored.
Because the receiver only actuates

function outputs when the next
expected code in the hopping-code

'to"

1--;===~=~...~.~.~_~=}__~N~:::::SwltCh Actlve

TumTX L.EDON

y

,--,N,-<::: SwttchActlw
y

Output Sync Pulen
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SoImplelnputa, S2DATA

Output S1DATA

Output S2DATA

Output Dummy Pul ..

Walt 150 Bit Time.

Tum TX LED OFF

yN
3eOFn!lmes

y
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Figura 4. Transmitter
data format.

sequence is received, interception and
subsequent retransmission of the same
code does not actuate the receiver.
Hopping-code provides extremely

high security for the transmitter/
receiver pair and prevents unautho-
rized access to the receiver by means
of signal interception and retransmis-
sion of the intercepted signal.

Transmitter (encoder) mode
The encoder mode operational flow
chart is shown in Figure 3. When a
button on the transmitter is pressed,

Figure 5. Decoder
mode operational
flow.

SecurttyCode _---- -- _

Dummy Pulllf,l {I BIQ

971)049·19

25 Bits t

Func:llon Dm (24 Bits) ---+
• Symbols • Symboll
[128Itl) [12Bltl)

Date Peckllt 2

the device sends a maximum of 360
frames of data. Function data is sent in
two 12-bit packets. The first function-
data packet is derived from the first
sampie of the buttons (5,) irrunediately
after the 40-bit security code (see Fig-
ure 4). When valid function data has
been received in the first packet, but
the second packet in a frame contains
different tunenon data (caused by a
second button being down at sample
2 time), both data packets are dis-
carded and the receiver function out-
puts remain in their previous state.
The rate of the transmitted data is

variable from 500 Hz to 5 kHz
(adjustable using an external resistor
and optional capadtor) so thar the
time to send one frame of data (193
bits) varies fram 386 rns to 38.6 ms.
When 360 frames have been sent, the
device stops. This is to prevent indefi-

,-------------_Start4-------,

Wall lor Dummy Pulse

Walllor Dummy Pulll8 Valid Coda
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y

Rellet Frame Counter
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nite code transmission (and battery
depletion) when a transmit button is
held down continuously, and increases
the opportunity for the receiver to
detect the transmitted code. The
receiver actuates a function output on
the first valid received code. The data
portions of the transmitted frames are
separated by one 'dummy pulse' and
150 da ta clock cycles. This gives a
lower effective frame duty factor, so
that the average power output of an
interfaced r.f. oscillator is reduced, and
higher peak power can be used for
increased range.

Decoder mode
The MARCSTARdecoder mode oper-
ational flow is shown in Figure 5.
In the receiver (decoder) mode, the

device receives serial data frorn input
terminal D1N/DOUT The Input data
signal is first passed through the inter-
nal amplifier/comparator for signal
conditioning before being decoded
and compared with the four 40-bit
security codes stored in the EEPROM.
When a match is found with one or
more jrames, the appropriate function
output terminals are enabled. The
receiver actuates a function output
only when two identical function data
packets are received in the same
frame. The function output remains
active for a minimum period of 768
data clock cycles, which can range
from 154 ms to 1.54 5, depending on
the clock frequency used. At a 1 kHz
data dock rate, for example, a function
output is asserted for a minimurrt of
768ms. The receiver keeps the appro-
priate output terminals active as long
as it receives a valid code, and through
the blank time between frames, which
is 150 dock cycles. The function out-
puts go inactive when invalid function
data code Is received.
Configured as a decoder, the device

samples the incoming serial data at 10
times the expected transmitred data
rate. As each symbol is sampled, an
integrator determines if it represents a
1 or a 0 by the total number of high
and Iow sampIes. A high symbol (110)
has a high level for about two-thirds
of the symbol period, while a low sym-
bol (100) is high for only one-third of
the symbol period. Therefore, if five or
more out of eight of the samples are
high, the symbol is decoded as a 1, and
if three or fewer of the samples are
high, the symbol is decoder as a O. The
symbol format also improves synchro-
nization of the decoder with the
incoming serial data. A transition from
low to high a1ways sigrufies the begin-
ning of a symbol.
The method of synchronization

employed by MARC5TAR devices
uses aprecode sync pattern that pre-
cedes the security and function data
portions of each frame sent by the
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Figure 6.
Amplfflerlcomparator
equivalent schemat/c.

transmitter. The precode consists of 24
pulses with a duty lactor 01 0.5. each
being high or low for olle period of
the data dock. This equates to a total
of 48 bit times.

Amplifier/comparator
A representation of the amplifier/com-
parator section 01 the MARCSTAR
devices is shown in Figure 6. This cir-
cuit is used to amplify and wave-shape
low-level input signals to logic levels
for input to the shift registers. Internal
components R1 and Cl form a refer-
ence-settmg (autobias) network, whose
time constant ts about three symbols,
or 12 bits of code.
Components R2 and C2 form a low-

pass network with a time ccnstant
equal to about olle tenth of one DCLK
(data c1ock) period, so that high-fre-

R2
each of the four channels, and 32 addi-
tional bits (8 bits per channel) for error
detection. The total memory is 192 bits.
When the device is configured as a
decoder, the EEPROM banks store up
to four learned 40-bit security codes;
when the device 15 configured as a
transmitter, only the first bank 0140
bits is used for the security code.

Oscillator
An internal variable-rate dock runs at
the SCLK (sampIe clock) frequency,
and is adjustable frorn 5 kHz to
50 kHz. The DCLK (data clock) is
derived from the SCLK so that both
clocks are synchronous. The DCLK
runs at one-tenth the speed of the
SCLK and clocks the transmitted data
at a rate varying between 500 Hz and
5 kHz. The SCLK is used to sam pIe the
received data at 10 times the received
data rate. The high sampling rate in
the receiver combined with the sym-
bol code format and the internal sig-
nal-conditioning amplifier circuitry
provide accurate correlation of the
received signal. The SCLK frequency
is set by an external Re network

Test mode
The TRSl300 end TRC1315 devices are
equipped with a self-test function that
checks the RAM, ROM and EEPROM.

197()(l49j

Get out 0/ a pickte -
get into SpiceAge!

+

R1 Ampllßerl
ComparatorC1-qC2

970049 - 20

quency transients are attenuated
before reaching the comparator.
The amplifier/comparator is imple-

mented wit advanced switched-capac-
itor technology. This is done for two
reasons. First, since the TRC1300 and
TRCl315 are variable frequency, the
values of R1! Ru Cl and C2 must
change depending on the received
data rate. Since they are switched-
capacitor design, the filter characteris-
tics scale depends on the oscillator in
the receiver device, which must match
the transmitter oscillator frequency.
With this arrangement, the ampli-
fier/comparator functions at all
received code data rates. The second
reason is the increased accuracy and
precise filter response that ensue.

EEPROM stored-code format
The EEPROM conteins fcur banks that
are used for 40 bits of security code for

•

Hands up all who have been
there? A great idea turns into
sieepiess nights: getting one
thing right breaks something
else... ,----""'''-----=--'----

Some eireuits require the reli-
ning 01 many interdependent
variables. SpieeAge provides a
virtually limitless inventory 01
eomponents, signal lunetions
and instruments with lacilities
lor sweeping values, with am
and Im through arbitrary lune-
tions. It ean guide you to a solu-
tion that eould take mueh longer
to lind using hardware.
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SpiceAge up your design without burning a hole in your pocket. Prices fram just f85 + VAT to f695 +
VAT. Friendlytechnical help comes free (dreadfulpuns optional). For a demonstrationkit and details of our other and third
party support programs (inciudesschematics,PCB layout, filter synthesisand model
synthesis),pleasecontac!:
Charles Clarke at Those Engineers Ud, 31 Birkbeck Road, LONDON NW7 4BP.
Tel 01819060155 FAX01819060969 Email 100550. 2455@compuserve.com
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The earth-Ieakage
meter is suitable for

use where direct
earthing is impractica-

ble and where the
protective multiple
earthing (PME) sys-
tem* is not in use.
Since this system is
normally used in all

domestic premises in
the United Kingdom,
the meter is mainly of
benefit in locations
such as garages,

workshops, and out-
houses, where damp
conditions are likely
and portable appli-
ances may be used.

*see box 2

earth-Ieakage
meter

with peak indicator

Brief
specificafion
Meter ranges

Tolerance

Gurrent drain

Peak indicator

Indication

Power supply

Design by H Bonekamp
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1-10 mA

10-100 mA

100-1000 mA

5%

15 mA

Integral

10 LEDs

9-V battery

S3 020

+r 1N4148±t
:9V 8V4

+

C6

lC2 = TLC274

:Ioon
~R2 ~

150n

4 Slb
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3
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2x 2x
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INTRODUCTION
An electrical appliance is connected to
the domestic mains supply to obtain
electrical energy for the operation of
an inbuilt motor, compressor, heating
element, larnp, OI electrical circuit.
Since the neutral point of most low-
voltage mains systems (in the Uni ted
Kingdom) is earthed (so that a voltage
exists between earth and the other
pole or poles), it is necessary for non-
current-carrying metalwork of wiring
systems and exposed metalwork of
electrical appliances to be earthed (IEE
Regulations 13-8), except in certain cir-
cumstances (lEE Regulations 471-26),
such as in the ease of a double-insu-
lated appliance.
Where direct earthing is irnpracti-

cable, and where the PME system is
not in use, it is advisable to check the
electrical soundness of an appliance
with the earth-leakage meter. (In the
UK, also make sure that the lEE Regu-
lations are not contravened).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the earth-Ieak-
age meter is shown in Figure 1. In
essence, it is based on the measure-
ment of any irnbalance between the
phase (live) and neutral currents. For
this purpose, the phase and neutral
conductors act as two separate wind-
ings of a toroidal transformer eore
(Trd; the secondary winding is con-
nected as shown in the dia gram. Nor-
mally, the currents in the phase and

t lf direct earthing or the PME system is used, the relevant fuse or cireuit breaker would instantly blow or cut out, as the ease may be.

R9

,------('"

R'
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neutral windings are equal and oppo-
site, so that no flux will be induced in
the eore and no eurrent flows in the
secondary winding. When an earth
fault oecurs in an installation where
direct earthing or the PME system is
not used, the leakage current returns
direct to the substation without pass-
ing through the neutral windingt. The
currents in the phase and neutrallines
therefore become unbalaneed by an
amount equal to the leakage current
and this results in a secondary current
in Tr-. Since the secondary wtndmg
consists of 40 turns (each of the pri-
maries only one). the current in the
secondary winding Is Y.w of any
detected leakage current. This attenu-
ation is, of course, taken into account
in the meter circuits. When switch 51
is in position 1 or 2, the measurand
(that is, secondary current) is raised to
the correct level by op amps IC1a and
IClb·
In posihon 3, an addihonal trans-

formet; Tr21 is used. The primary wind-
ing of Ws transformet has 2 turns and
a secondary winding of 20 turns. This
means that any leakage current is fur-
ther reduced by a factor 10. Diedes
D1-D4 serve a double function: (a)
they limit the secondary voltage to a
safe value should [Cl fail and (b) they
are free-wheeling devices when 51 is
ehanged over. When that happens.
voltage peaks are eaused by the
energy stored in the transformet core.
Operational amplifier Tela is

arranged as a current-to-voltage con-
verter. It ensures that the secondary
voltage is always 0 V
Op arnp IC2a funetions as an active

rectifier, It is designed to provide a
voltage amplifieation of x2.35 or
x23.5, depencüng on the position of
51' Preset Pl makes possible a setting
range of ±25%. In conjunction with
the op amp, diodes 05-08 provide
full-wave rectification of the amplified
measurand.
Op amps IC2b and lC2e form a

buffered differential amplifier which
measures the potential across RS or R4'
The output voltage of lC2b exists

across C2. When switch 52 is open, this
capacitor funchons as an analogue
peak detector. Resistor RlO prevents
the detector responding to small sig-
nals. With values as specified, the
detector is operafing at the correct
level within 5 ms, i.e.. a quarter of the
period of the mains voltage. When 52
is c1osed, the hold function ceases
since C2 is then discharged via Rn.
The LED display Is driven by [C3,

which is a ready-made dtsplay driver
controlled by the output signal of the
preceding circuit via its SIG pin. An
interna I reference source, V REP pro-
vides a calibrated LED drive. The ref-
erence voltege, available at REFOlll; is
also used to provide an auxiliary volt-
age of 3.9 V This is done with the aid
of IC2d which is arranged as a d.c.
amplifier with an amplification of
about x S. This auxiliary voltage makes

8V.
+ TAl: 1 ·2: 40 turns

Figure 1_ Circuit diagram ot the earth-
leakage meter. This accurate Instrument
is built trom re/atlvely tew components.

TR2: 1 • 2: 2 turns
3·4: 20 turns

51: 1.4,7=lmAperLED
2,5,8= 10mA per LED
3, 6, 9 = 1OOmA per LED
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possible a dual supply from only one
9-Vbattery.
Diode D20 provides protection

against incorrect polarity.

CONSTRUCTION
The prototype meter was built on the
two-section reB shown in Figure 2
and housed in a suitable rsu case
with integral mains plug and a mains
socket added on a trailing cable. This
enables the meter to be inserted
between the suspect equipment and a
mains outlet.
Separate the display section from

the combined board and cut away the
corners from the mother board.

Figure 2. Printed-cir-
cuit board for the
earth-/eakage meter.
Before any work is
done, the display
section must be
separated from the
mother board.

Wind the trans farmers on the spec-
ified toroidal cores and note from the
mother board where the turns of Tr2
will be located. In the case of TrI, the
turns of the secondary winding are
evenly divided across the core. It may
prove useful to secure the windings in
place with araldite or superglue after
the transformers have been soldered
into place.
The current to be measured flows

through the phase and neutral wires
that come in via the integral plug and
are looped over the core of TrI and
returned to the trailing socket. The
holes necessary for looping the wires
in this way have already been drilled

in the board. Note that the earth wire
should be continous from entry plug
to trailing socket. The completed pro-
totype is shown in Figure 3.
Mount the display about 40 mm

above the mother board with the aid
of spacers. The most useful kind of
spacer is that with a screw-thread at
both ends or at one end and a tapped
hole at the other end.
Mount the LEDs about 20 mm

above the display board, but check
before soldering them into place that
they are slightly higher than the top
cover. If so, they will fit nicely into the
holes that are to be drilled into the
front panel at a later stage.

-
L~
I~

Parts list

Resistors:
Rl, Re-R9 = 1 MQ
R2 = 150 Q
R3 = 1.5 kQ
R4 = 4.7 kQ
R5, R14 = 47 kQ
R10 = 33kQ
R1l = 4.7 MQ
R12=100Q
R13 = 100 kQ
RF15 = 3.9 kQ
P1 = 1 kQ preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 220 J1F,10 V, radial
C2 = 1 J1Fmetallized polyester
C3 = 100 pF, ceramic

/140

C4 = 10 J1F,10 V, radial
C5 = 100 J1F,16 V, radial
CoCa = 100 nF, high stability

Semiconductors:-°1,°2 = 1N4001°3,°4,°9, 020 = 1N4148
O!)Oa = BAT85
010-019 = LEO, red, high efficiency
Integrated circuits:
ICl = TL071 CP
IC2 = TLC274CN
IC3 = LM3914N

Miscellaneous:
Tr1 = secondary 40 turns of 0.8 mm dia
enamelled copper wire on toroidal core,
Philips Type 4330.030.3753 (A1 = 10
J1H) - tor primary, see text

Tr2 = primary 2 turns of 0.8 mm dia
enamelled copper wire; secondary
20 turns of 0.8 mm dia enamelled cop-
per wire on toroidal core, Philips Type
4330.030.3753 (A1 = 10 J1H)
S1 = rotary switch, 3-position, 4-pole
S2' S3 = mini toggle switch, 1 make
contact
Bt1 = 9-V alkaline battery
PSU box with integral plug
(120x65x66 mm). Suitables cases to
UK, US and European standards are
available trom Bopla [in UK repre-
sented by Phoenix Mecano Ltd, 6-7
Faraday Road,Aylesbury HP19 3RY,
England. Telephone +44 (0)1296
398855]
PCB Order no. 970046.
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Figure 3. Photograph
of the comp/eted pro-
totype. Note that the
earth wlre shou/d be
continuous from entry
p/ug to tralling socket.

The two boards are interlinked by
a short length of 4-way flatcable.
Next, drill suitable holes in the top

lid of the enclosure for the rotary
switch, the ten LEDs, and the hold
swirch. The illustration in Figure 4 is
a good guide for this work. The on/off
switch is fitted at one of the short sides
of the endosure (see also Figure 4).
Screw the boards tightly into the

nJains
the

suppig earthing
Vnited KingdonJ

in

In the United Kingdom, the consumer's
main earthing terminal is connected by
the efectricity board to the neutral con-
duclar at the meter position on the con-
sumer's premises. This means that a
phase to earth fault becomes a phase to
neutral fault. With protective multiple
earthing (PME), as normalfy appfied in
the UK, the wiring on the premises to
lighting points, socket outtets, and so on,
is normet, that is, the earth and neutral
lines are kept separate for all wiring on
the consumer's side of the consumer
unit. All exposed meta/work on the
premises must be bonded to the main
earthing terminal. This is vital so es to
prevent any difference in voltage
between the metalwork of electrical
appliances and any other extranelus met-
alwork should a break in the neutral
occur outside the premises.

The neutral fine is usual/y connected
by the electricity board to earth etec-
trodes at a number of points along the
route: this ensures that the neutra! is
earthed even if a break occurs along the
route.

The great advantage of PME is that
a metallic path of very low impedance is
provided back to the transformer neutral
points, and this means that the con-

sumer's overload orotective devices will
normalfy operate when a phase to earth
fault occurs. Another big advantage ts
that this path is continuously monitored
since a break in the neutral will be imme-
diately noticed.

In each consumer's installation, the
protective conductors are brought back
to an earthing terminal in the usual way,
but the earthing lead (which must be
insulated) is connected to the neutral-
supply terminal by the electricity board.
No fusible cut-out, automatic circuit
breaker, removable link or single-pofe
switch must be incfuded in the neutral
conductor (or any conductor which is
connected to the neutral conductor) on
the consumer's side of the suppfy terml-
nals. This eppties, of course, to all sys-
tems, whether PME or not.

Earth-Ieakage clrcuit-breskers
(ECLBs) are used where direct earthing
is impracticable and where the PME sys-
tem is not in use. They are also often
used to provide extra protection in toce-
tions such as garages, workshops, and
out-houses, where damp condWons are
fikely and portable appliances may be
used. They are available as separate
units or combined with socket-out/ets.
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ELEKTOR [Q]230v-150HZ
No. 970046

1= max. 16A

enclosure. Seeure the 9-V battery
with nylon cord to the spacers on
which the display board is
rnounted.

CALIBRATION
A 9-V a.c. source such as a
bell trans former and a 1 kQ
resistor are required for the
calibration. Connect the resis-
tor in series with olle of the
the primary wiudings of Tr1
and apply the 9-V a.c. voltage
across this winding so that a

current of 9 rnA .flows through it.
Switch on the circuit with 531 disable
the hold function with S2 and set SI
fu1ly anti-clockwise (meter range
1-10 mAl. Adjust PI until D18, the
penultimate LED, just begins to light.
That's all!
Rernove the a.c. source and 1 kQ

resistor, reconnect the rnains leads as
required, and screw the Ud on the
enclosu.re. [970(46)

Figure 4. Suggested
front panel tor the
earth·/eakage meter.

E-ARTH - LEAKAGE METER

lamA
9mA
8mA
7mA
6mA
5mA
4mA
3mA
2mA
ImA

x I x 10 x 100
~

HOLD ON

970Q4!J·F
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UNIDIRECTIONAL INTERFACE

COMPONENTS LIST

Resislors:
A1 = not fitted
A2,A10 = 100Q
A3 = 220Q
A4 = 3kQ9
A5 = 4kQ02
A6,A8 = 4kQ7

A7 = 4kQ7 SIL array
A9 = 12kQ
A11,A16 = 2kQ2
A12,A17 = 68Q
A13,A18 = 1kQ
A14,A15,A19,A20 = 10kQ

Capacllors:
D1,D2 = 1N4148

D3 = 1N4001
T1,T2 = SC327-40
IC1,IC2 = 82(C)43
IC3 = 74(LS)06
IC4 = 74HCT08
IC5 = 74HC(T)4538
IC6 = 7805
IC7 = LM31n

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 25-pin sub-D plug,
PCS mount, angled pins
K2 = 2-way PCS terminal
block, raster 5mm
P1 = 28-way ZIF socket
PCS not available ready-
made

,"

CDRRECTIDN§ &. UPDATE§
68HC11 Emulator
February 1997 - 970008

If the reset does not work prop-
erly it is recommended to lit a
IOO-nF capacitor near G5,
between pins I (REF) and 4
(ground).
In case there is insufficient room
lor GIO (Iocated inside the sock-
et), then this part (prelerably
SMA) may be lilled at the under-

side 01 the board.

Earlh Leakage Meier
June 1997 - 970046

Thearticle states incorrect type
numbers lor the inductor cores.
Although this does not allect the
operation 01 the circuit, prob-
lems mayarise when the circuit
is built into the specified case.
The correct core type is:

TN26/15/IO-3GII, A,=5I'H
(Philips Gomponents)

tals, which produce oscil/ation
at 8. 192 MHz in this cltcun. The
Irequency measured at the
adjustment point on the PGS is
then 4.096 MHz. The problem
may be solved by changing GI
to 68 pF, and shunting it with an
L-G series network consisting 01
a l-nF capacitor and a 4.7-!1H
inductor These parts are lilled
at the underside 01 the board.

Advanced LCR Meter
April, May, June 1997 - 970028

Grystal XI has to be suitable lor
oscillation at Hs lundamental Ire-
quency (24.576 MHz). A number
01 kit and parts dealers appar-
ently supply third-overtone crys-

MICRDPRDCESSDR CDNTEST '997
._.,,'t sent us your microprocessor project yet, remember that

'IJfI date for contest entries is 15 September 1997.
.. ,.., ru/es and an overview of the available prizes (with a total
fIt.OI'8 than 1:10,000) may be found on pages 6-10 in the
lief 1997 issue.
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Microprocessors and microcontrollers are among

Circuits based on J.lPSand J1Cs are not
only popular items in Elektor Etectron-
ics magazine - lots of hardware and
software is also offered by our adver-
tisers and other manufacturers. A mul-
titude of ready-made boards is CUT-

rently available based on the BASIC
Stamp, PIC, 87CS13,68HCll, Zl80 and
TMS370 to menticn but a few beasts,
Sud, boards are not only used for edu-
cational purposes or experiments -
they are, of course, intended far use as
a centraJ control element in a certain
application system. Elektor Ilearonics,
too, has added ÜS penn' orth of proces-
sor controUed circuits and boards
(8032/52, 80C552, 80C535, PIC, PLC,
68HCll and 80C537), backed by a
nuruber of prograrnming courses. It is
Dur firm belief that a vast amount of
useful, interesting or plain amusing
softwäre and hardwere has been
designed in which a microcontroller

plays a crucial part. If you have any-
thing in this field which you feel may
be of interest to other readers, let us
know, and participate in the Contest.
You may win a great prize!

WHAT ARE WE LOOK-
'1 N G FOR?
This Contest is all about that micro-
controller or microprocessor for which
you have developed software arid/er
hardware. The emphasis is on origi-
nality and practical realization. There
are no special requirements as far as
the hardware is concerned. You may
either use an existing board, a home-
made system or an Elektor Electronics
design. AE regards software, we are
not just interested in the control pro-
gram executed by the processor; but
also in the associated PC software, if
used. A few exarnples: a stand-a.lone
microprocessor board controlling the

42

domestic heating system; an emulation
program which 'repleces' a certain
processor on a board; a PC simulation
program mimicking the operation of a
complete p.r.oc.esso.r.board; an essem-
bler or adebugger (in the last three
cases, no hardware is used). When
hardware is included, the components
should be generally available (no e50-
teric typcs, please). Computer pro-
grams should work on a PC running
DOS or Windows.
All Contest entries will be judged by
a jury consisting of members of the
international editorial and design staff,
who look forward to being inundated
wi th your submissions.
Do not miss the July/August 1997 issue
of Elektor Fledronics, which will contain
the official conditions for participating
in the 1997 Microprocessor Contest, as
well as an overview of the prizes to be
won. (975070)
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80C537
microcontroller board
versatile experimenting
with a powerful CPU

The 80C537 from
Siemens is a powerful
version of the indus-
try standard 8051

processor. The pro-
ject described here
contains all software V

and hardware
required to set up a

complete control sys-
tem based on the

80C537 CPU. Despite
its powerful specifica-
tions, the computer
still fits on a single

Eurocard.

MCS-51, of which the 8051 is the
generic member, is without doubt the
most papular and widely familiar
microcontroller family currently on the
market. Aiming to fulfil specific needs
of different application areas, a num-
ber of manufacturers have expanded
the 8051 CPU core originally designed
by Intel. Today, there are versions of
the 8051 which have extra Features Iike
more l/O capacity, an on-chip 12C
Interface, extra memory, an A-D con-
verter or a D-A converter. Not forget-
ting, of course, the CMOS variante
with reduced power consumption,
and the miniature derivatives in com-
pact ZO-pm or 24-pin cases. So, there' 5
a perfect version available for almost
anyapplication.

Desiqn by Prof Dr Ing 8 vom Berg
and Dipl Ing. P Groppe

44

The heart of the present circuit is a
Siemens SAB80C537 microcontroller,
which is the ROM-Jess counterpart of
the SAB80C517.The '537 runs all exist-
ing 8051 software without problems.
Existing libraries containing elernen-
tary routines may be used, too, on this
processor.

EXTRA FUNCTIONALITY
As a matter of course, the
80C517/80C537offers more functional-
ity than the generic 8051. Compared
with the original 8-bit 8051 design the
additions are, among others, a 32116-
bit MDU (multiplication/division unit),
an enhanced (four-level) interrupt
structure, and the number of data
pointers has been increased to no
fewer than eight 16-bit units. More-
over, three 8-bit 1/0 ports have been
added to the design, as well as 12 uni-
versally appliceble inputs. Olle of the

serial channels implemented on the
'537 is compatible with the 8051-style
UART, and uses a programmable baud
rate generator. Digital signal process-
ing is possible with the aid of an on-
chip 8-bit A-D converter which uses an
adjustable voltage reference. The oper-
ation of this converter is helped bya
powerful compare/capture unit
employing two 16-bit timers.
Apart from the current-sevtng

CMOS technology, further power
reduction features are available, includ-
ing idle. power-down and slow-down
modes. In the block diagram shown in
Figure I, the shaded boxes represent
the extra modules with respcct to the
'bare' 8051.
The processor handles instructions

in one. two or four machine cycles,
where an instruction has a maximum
with of three bytes. One machine cyde
lasts 12 clock cycles. Based on a dock
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!!ipecit=ications
SABBOG537

32 Kbytes (Iess 256 bytes) RAM for user code
32 Kbytes (Iess 512 bytes) RAM for user data

in stand-alone mode: 64 Kbytes program memory
64 Kbytes (Iess 512 bytes) data memory

2 serial channe/s
96-pin expansion bus

real-time c/ock
watchdog timer

decoder with 16 GS outputs
Programs are written on the PG and then downloaded via

the serial channel (in monitor mode).
5 V/JODmA, backup tor data and RrG

upldownloading of data
upldownloading of machine code

Technical
Processor:
Memory: in monitor mode:

Interfaces

Programming

Power Supply
Monitor program

frequency of 12 MHz,
instructions are therefore
completed in 1, 2 or 4
microseconds. No fewer
than five müdes are avail-
able to address the memory.
The internal ROM memory
01 the 80CS17 has a capacry
01 8 kBytes (the 80C537 has
no internal ROM), while up
to 64 kBytes of data mern-
ory and an identical
amount of program mem-
ory may be connected. The
internal RAM memory has
a capacity 01 256 bytes 01
which the lower eight bytes
(bank 0) are used by the
CPU for its eight registers. lf
necessary, the user may put
another three banks of eight
registers at the CPU's dis-
posal. The rest of the mem-
ory (above the banks used
for register storage) is freely
available. Memory locations
32 through 48 are also
addressable at bit level,
while locations 0 through
128 may be addressed
directly or by way of a reg-

ister, Locations 128 through 255 may
only be addressed via a register; Along-
side the latter addresses is an internal
memory for the special function regts-
ters (SFRs).
The distinction between program

memory addressing and data memory
addressing is realised with the aid of a
number of special instructions from
the instruction set. As an addition to
the original 8051 architecture, the
80C537/517 makes use 01 eight data
pointers which speed up access to the
external data memory.

EXPANSION IN ALL
DIRECTIONS
The external bus interface of the
80C517 consists 01 an 8-bit databus
(Port 0), a 16-bi t address bus (Port 0
and Port 2) and four controllines. The
address latch enable signal (ALE) is
used to dissect the multiplexed data
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SFRs such as the accumulator, the B-
regtster, the programs status ward
(PSW), the stack pointer (SP) and the
data pointer (DPTR) are used by the
processor to co-ordinate the execution
of a program.

TOWARDS PRACTICAL
MATTERS
The block diagram of the 80CS37 sin-
gle-board computer is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Besides the processor and the
memory, a number of functions have
been added, including areal-time
clock, areset circuitlsupply guard and
an RS232 serial interface. A Lithium

- -------------------------~

Port 0

Port 1

Port 2

Port 3
Timer 2

Capture
Port 4Compare UnI!

Compare Timet

Port 5

Setial Channel 0

Port 6

sertat Channell

Progr. Baud Rale Port 7
Generalor

,,,,
, '------------------------------~

ose•
Timing

VAREF

VAGND

and address information on Port O.As
soon as the processor requests access
to the external program memory, the
PSEN control line is actuated. 11,e RD
(read) and WR (write) lines are used
to give access to the external data
memory.
All of the processor's facilities (VO

ports, serial ports, timers, compere/cap-
ture registers. the interrupf controller
and the A-D converter) are handled by
means of the spedal function registers.
This flexible approach is also used in
the original 8051 design, albeit with
fewer options. Finally, a number of

CPU
RAM ROM

256 xa 8Kx 8

Port 8

PortO
e-en Digit. I 10

Port 1
a-en DigIt. 1/0

Port 2
a-en Digit. 1/0

Port 3
8-B11 DIgit. 1/0

Port 4
8-Bit Digit. 1/0

Port 5
e-en Digit. I10

Port 6
8-811 Digit. 1/0

Port 7
8-811 Olglt./
Analog Input

Port 8
4-811 Digit}
Analog Input

970048· 11

Figure 1. The 80C537
architecture. All
shaded blocks are
extensions to the
original Intel 8051
design.

battery ensures that all data stored on
the board is retained after the supply
voltage is switched off.
The address decoder is built

around a bit of programmable legte in
the form of a GAL type 2OV8. Both the
EPROM and the RAM bank have a
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96-way DIN connector
All relevant system signals

Flgure 2. Block dla-
gram 0' the 80C537
SBC. All Important
tunct/ons are accom-
modated on a com-
pact Eurocard sized
board.

SAAM bank
64 kBytes

EPROM bank
64 kBytes 16 es signals

80C5371S·pll1 analogue in

sub-D es decoder
Figure 3. C/rc",/t dia-
gram 0' the single-
board computer.
Desp/te the apparent
complex/fr, the gen-
eral structure Is eas/ly
seen.

SS1/TTl
tnterrupt or
Polling mode

,,'" Mode
selection:
- standalone
- monitor

SV, r

ma>C. 11OmA:

power ehru:k
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" rn
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size of 64 kBytes, which is ample for
most ordinary applications. Thanks to
the use of static memories, the battery
is capable of keeping information (i.e..
program code as weil as data) stored
quasi-permanently in memory. The
80C537 is equipped with two serial
ports. Of these, serial port 0 uses RS232
signal levels and is intended for com-
munication with a pe, while the other
port uses 1TL levels only.
In keeping with this magazine's tra-

dition, the step from theory to practice
is a small one. The proof is Figure 3
which shows the complete circuit dia-
gram of the 80C537 single-board com-

puter. Although we must admit that
more compact microcontroller systems
were published in previous issues of
Elektor E/ectronics, the discerning eye
will have few problems uruavelling
the basic structure of the present cir-
cuit.
The heart of the 5BC is the

SAB80C537, an integrated cirruit with
a whopping 84 pins. The system mem-
ory is formed by 1C2,rC3, rC4 and rcs.
The memory division is deter-

mined by a GAL, rC9. The actual con-
figuration depends on whether the
system works in "stand-alone' or 'mon-
itor" mode. In stand-alone mode, the

entire 64-kByte program memory is
available, while the da ta memory is
available with the exception of the
upper 512 bytes. So, only addresses
OOOOH through FDFFH are aIJowed for
use as data mernory Exceeding the top
address may have unpredictable
results.

CONSTRUCTION
As a1wayswith digital circuits, the con-
struction poses few problems if you
stick to the usual set of rules. 111e com-
panent maunting plan and the copper
track layouts of the double-stded,
through-plated Eurocard are shown in

ED start address
FILLD start address

!!iy§tenJ nJonitor in EPRDM
The system monitor stored in EPROM (order code 976510-1) ls described
briefly here. An extensive manual describing afl monitor funetions may be
found on the projeet diskette, order code 976008-1.

The main features of the system monitor are:
. Display memory eontents, registers and SFRs in hexadeeimal and ASCII
format.

- Edit memory eontents, registers and SFRs interactively.
- Disassembler and simple in-fine assembler.
- Upldownloading of programs in Intel-hex format.
- 10 break-points.
- Program execution in real time using break-points.
- Single-stepping, with option to have subroutines executed faster.
- A Help menu.

On the PC you should have a simple terminal program, for example,
HyperTerminaf whieh is incfuded with the Windows 95 operating system.
Choose the following settings in HyperTermina/:

New Connection -+ enter the name and optional/y seleet one ot the ieons
-+ OK ~ In the phone number window, under Connect using, sefect Direct
to Com1 (ar another Com port) -+ OK -+ In the Port Settings window for
Com1 tor another com port), seleet 9600 baud, 8 bits, no parity, 1stop
bit. Set Flow control to 'None'. Cliek on OK.
Now do File - Properties - Settings - (use Auto delect) - ASCII Setup
~ tick 'Send !ine ends w;th !ine feeds' -+ OK.
Reset the SBG. The following welcome prompt should appear in Hyper-
Terminal:

TFH-80C537er-Monitor Vl.OOa
(C) TFH/PHYTEC 1996
MONITOR MODE

The available eommands are listed below, they mayaIso be viewed on
the sereen by using 'Hefp'. The general syntax is
command space address enter
There are also commands with astart and an end address, the syntax is
then
command space start address space end address enter
Commands like 'A' may be aborted by pressing Ctrl-C (control-C).
Addresses should be entered in hexadecimal format.

Edit program memory:
DC start address end address
EC start address
U start address end address
A start address
FILLC start address end address va/ue

display code
edit code
disassemble
assemble
fill range with value

Edit internat data memory
DD start address end address display data
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end address value
edit data
fill range w;th va/ue

Edit internat indirectly addressable data memory:
DI start address end address display data
EI start address edit data
FILLI start address end address value fill range with value

Edit external data memory:
DX start address end address
EX start address
FILLX start address end address va/ue

display data
edit data
fill range with value

Edit registers:
X
X register name

display contents of al/ registers
edit register contents

Edit bit-addressable memories:
DB start address end address
EB start address
FILLB start address end address value

display bits
edit bits
fill range with value

Edit external data memory page-wise (1 page = 256 bytes)
DP start address end address display data
EP start address edit data
FfLLP start address end address vafue fll! range with va/ue

Breakpoints:
BS set breakpoinl
BK kill breakpoint
BL list breakpoint
BE enable breakpoint
BD disable breakpoint

Test program:
G address [break addressj
T number
P number

sten real-time execution of the program
single-step incJusive of subroutines
single-step exclusive of subroutines

Writing and reading of programs:
S start address end address read from processor in Intel-hex code
Upload tmet-rex file by sending it without a previous command (ASCII
with no protoeol, using Transfer -+ Send Text File)

General:
Fl Back to DOS
F2 Start program download
F3 Also write sereen data to file
HELP Help menu

Start comment
Ctrl+C End command
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Figure 4. Track layout
(80% 0' actual size)
and component
mountlng plan 0' the
circuit board used to
build the computer
(double-sided,
through-plated board,
available ready-made).

Figure 4. Start by fitting the sockets for
the 11 lCs, paying attention to their
orientation. Next, fit the pinheaders for
the jumpers, the 96-pin system expan-
sion connector and the two sub-D con-
nectors. The underside of the battery
receives an isolating washer to prevent
short-circuits with the copper tracks
running underneath. Finish the con-
struction by fitting the resistors, decou-
pling capacitors, the preset and the
quartz crystaL The circuit is then ready
for use.
The 5-volt supply voltage arrives

via the expansion connector. The sup-
ply voltage of 5 V should be connected
to pins la, lb and lc, while ground
goes to pins 32a, 32b and 32c. The CUf-
rent consumption is about 100mA.

ABOUT THE JUMPERS
Before the circuit may be tested, you
have to decide on the jumper settings.
The table below shows the options for
jumper Jl. The connections between A
and B are made if the optional moni-
tor program is used, while the links
between Band C are associated with
the systern's stand-alone mode.

B
(monitor)

1 A14
2 WR
3 J5A[f

A
(input)
IC2(1)
IC2(27)
IC2(22)

C
(stand-alone)

Vcc
A14
J5SBiJ
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl ~ 30kQ
R2,R3 ~ 10kQ
R4 ~ BkQ2
R5 ~ B20Q
R7 ~ 100kQ
R6 ~ 4kQ7
P1 = 2kQ mu!titurn oreset, verncal

Capacitors:
Ot-Ot t ~ 100 n
C12,C15-C21 = 1QlIF 63V radial
C13,C14 ~ 22pF

Semiconductors:
01 ~ LED
ICl ~ 80C537-N (Siemens)
IC2 ~ RAMIEPROM (see text)
IC3 ~ 27C256 (monitor EPROM,
order code 976510-1)
IC4,IC5 ~ 62256
IC6 ~ RTC72421 (Seiko)
IC7 ~ 74HCT373
ICB = 74HCT154
IC9 = GAL 20V8 (order code
976511-1)
IC10 = MAX691
ICll = MAX232

Miscellaneous:
8tl:::: 3.6V Uthium battery, Sonnen-
schein type Sl340P
J1A,J1B,J1C = 6-way SIL pinheader
J2-J6,JB = 2-way SIL pinheader
J7 = a-pln SIL pinheader
K1 = 96-way plug, angled pms, a, b
and c row, to DIN41612
K2 = 15-way sub-D socket, angled
plns
K3 = 9-way sub-D socket, angled
plns

81 == push-button with make eontact
Xl = 12MHz quartz crystal
84-pin PLCC socket
pes, programmed GAL and pro-
grammed monitor EPROM, set,
order code 970048-C (see Readers
Services page).
Monitor EPROM only: order code
976510-1,
GAL only: order code 976511-1.
Monitor program description on
floppy disk, order code 976008-1,

IC2(20)
IC3(20)
IC10(13)

A15
PAI:4
A15

With connections between A and B,
the system is prepared for the use of
the monitor program. RAM memory
IC2 (a type 62256) may then be loaded
with a user program, using address
range OOOOH-7EFFHand the serial link
with the PC The user program has a

Flgure 5. A prototype
ofthe SBC.

between FFEOH and FFEFH and using
the Watehdog Ttmeout Period of 1.6 s.
Default setting: J2 not fitted.
Jumper J3 alJows the analogue and

digi tal ground pa ths on the board to
be connected. Without the jumpet,
these paths are separated. Defalilt sei-
ting: J3 fitted.
Jumper J4 enables the asciIJator

watehdog inside the 80C537. If the
jumper is not fitted, the interna 1
watehdog (MAX691) is aetuated. Fit-
ting the jumper dlsables this device,
Default eetting: jumper not fitted.
Jumper J5 enables software eontrol

of the power-saving rnode 05 fitted),
or enabling of the internal watchdog
05 not fitted). Defaull settiug: jumper
fitted.
Jumper J6 determines whether or

not the external real-time dock is
allowed to generate interrupts. lf the
jumper is not fitted, the clock ts unable
to genera te INTI signals. Fittin~
enables the clock to trigger INTL
Default setting: jumper fitted.
Jumper J7 has two settings: elther it

eonnects pins 1 and 2, or pins 2 and 3.
The setting is determined by the
processor used in the eireuit. The 'N.
type requtres pins 2 and 3 to be con-
nected. Pin 60 of the CPU is then wired
to the supply voltage.1n all other cases,
the conneetion between 1 and 2 has to
be made, causing pin 60 to be con-
neeted to ground. Default setting:
jumper fitted between pins 1 and 2.
Jumper J8, finaUy, determines

whether the analogue reference volt-
age is connected to Vcc. Dejault setting:
jumper fitted.

(970048)

maximum and minimurrt size of
32 kBytes Iess 256 bytes. The monitor
program requires 256 bytes in the
address range 7FOOH-7FFFH. The
other RAM, IC5, is employed as a data
memory occupying the address range
8000H-FDFFH. The memory area
above the latter address is reserved for
peripheral devices. In this configura-
tion, IC4 is omitted. So, when produc-
ing program code, be sure not to store
it above 7EFFH, while addresses
8000H-FDFFH only are available in
IC5 for variables. IC3 is an EPROM
type 27256 containing the monitor pro-
gram which is slotted into the memory
range between 8000H and FFFFH.
If you seleet the setting with A and

C linked, then JC2 (a type 27256
EPROM) forms the program memory
between OOOOHand 7FFFH. If neces-
sary, this may be extended with lC3
(another 27256) which also acts as pro-
gram memory bu t then between
8000H and FFFFH. IC4 is a RAM type
62256 for data within the address
range between OOOOHand 7FFFH,
and, if necessary, 1C5, another RAM as
data memory, but then addressed
between 8000H and FDFFH.
Although the most important sys-

tem settings are covered by jumper
block [I, seven other jumpers are avail-
able on the board whose setting needs
to be Iooked at carefully.
Jumper J2 enables/disables the

actuation of an external watchdog
type MAX691. No jumper means that
the MAX691 is not used. With the
jumper installed, the system expects
an external watehdog, rnapped

_ ,"""l.C!!J~""lLlLiiC'!'LJ) ~ NOW ALSO WINDOWS 95 & NT ~~ ~~ ~
=-~~'T,,........~,=-.,. Ji......\'1.·· SPECIAL OFFER ULTlboard Challenger 700, consletinq of ULTlcap Schematic Capture, ULTlboard PCS Design and
- - :\~ ~. L ~,. ULTlroute GXR Ripup & Retry Autorouter, wnh a design capacitv of 700 cornoonent pins for only.... ~t valid until June 30, 1997 [349.· excl. VAl and S/H. Upgrades (0 larger capacity systems, including tbose featuring SPECCTRA.~. ~ :.~'<; '" . ':-'? AutoPlace and Shape Based Routinq ere possible at aU times. Free Demo CD available on request.

LI, -.".fM] -"=0 ~ Corp. H.,"dquart<> ...· N""td2n' The N~!:h~r!and. UKIIrI!land SaIE• .Qffke: 1 Viney Wood<id2' lydney
L @ l':::r tel.,(+J1j JS. 6944444 I ra>.: (+Jll JS·694334S Glou{"'tenhireoGllS4LU

TfCHtiOLOGY !"·mall: ""Ie. e ultiboar.l.~om teL: 01594.516&47
............ In1crnet: http://www.ultiboan:l.comfa>.:01594.S16U9
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Flgure 4. Track layout
(80% 0' actual slze)
and component
mountlng plan 0' the
clrcult board used to
bulld the computer
(double-sided,
through-plated board,
avallable ready-made).

Figure 4. Start by fitting the sockets for
the 11 Ks, paying attention to their
orientation. Next, fit the pinheaders for
the jumpers, the 96-pin system expan-
sion connector and the two sub-D COI1-

nectors. The underside of the battery
receives an isolating washer to prevent
short-circuits with the copper tracks
running underneath. Finish the C011-

struction by fitting the resistors, decou-
pling capedtors. the preset and the
quartz crystal. The circuit is then ready
for use.
The 5-volt supply voltage arrives

via the expansion connector, The sup-
ply voltage of 5 V should be conneeted
to pins 1a, 'lb and le, while ground
goes to pins 32a, 32b and 32c. The eur-
rent consurnption is about 100 mA.

ABOUT THE JUMPERS
Before the circuit may be tested, YOll

have to decide on the jumper setttngs.
The table below shows the options for
jumper J1. The connections between A
and B are made if the optional moni-
tor program is used, while the links
between Band C are associated with
the system's stand-alorte mode.

B
(monitor)

1 A14
2 WR
3 l'i'\Cl

A
(input)
IC2(1)
IC2(27)
IC2(22)

C
(stand-alone)

Vcc
A14
P5EN
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in the amplifier circuit are then
al/owed to be discharged quick-
Iy via R4 or R5 and the relay
contacts. The anodes of D land
D2 are connected to the trans-
former secondary voltages (22 V
each). Instead of the indicated
relay type from Siemens (nomi-
nal coi! vOltage 24 V. coi! resis-
tance 2210 Q) you may, of
course, use another relay, pro-
vided the series resistor RI is
mOdified accordingly. A relative-

Iy light rating is sufficient for the
contacts (60 V/IO mAi.

Hygrometer
VourJuly/August 1997 magazine
hadanarticleabouta hygrometer.
I would appreciate if I could get
more informationaboutcapacitor
Cl. Accordingto my calculations,
IT shouldhavea valueof the order
01 150 pF.My problern is thatl do
not understand how a capacitor

80C537 Microcontroller
Board
June 1997 - 970048-1
Thepin assignment of the 9-way
RS232 socket requires some
attention because it is different
from the normal configuration.
Pin 9supplies +5 V to enable an
exetrnal interface (if used) to be
powered. Normal/y, the presenee
of a supply voltage does not
pose problems, because pin 9 is
not used for the RS232 eonnec-

tion. At least one case has been
reported to us, however, of seri-
ous problems caused on a lap-
top computer For safety's sake,
cut the +5 V connection to
pin 9, and do not restore it until
you actual/y need the +5 V line
to power an external device or
interface.
Also note that pins I, 6 and 8
are linked on the 9-way socket.
This arrangement may not func-
tion on some PCs, causing

canfunctionas a humidrrysensor,
beeauseITS casewouldhaveto be
open to air. Piease inform me
where this capacitor may be
obtained, is the calculated value
correet,andwhat do you eall this
eapaeitor?

Jan Nel, South Africa.

In the cireuit diagram, the tune-
tional symbol given to compo-
nent CI is that of a variable
capacitor. The actual device is,

(delayed) error reports to the
effect thet a communieation
error has oecurred. If that hap-
pens, it is reeommended to
change the pinout to rellect the
standard zero-modem layout.
This is achieved by intercon-
necting, either in the cable or at
the socket, pins I, 4 and 6, and
(separately) 7 and 8.
Alternatively, disable the hand-
shaking in the communieation
program.

tiowevet, not a capacitor but a
dedicated humidity sensor type
H I from Philips Components.
This device, which was alerady
used in a number of our earlier
designs, is normally available
from our regular advertiser C-I
Electronies.

UPDATES

Chipcard Reader/Programmer
September 1997 - 970050-1

Thecorreet order code of the RS
Components (Elee/roMail) card
reader module used in this pro-
jeet is 453-791. An alternative is
the CCMOI 2N032 (9320) from
ITT-Cannon.

§WITCHBDARD

Switchboard allows PRIVATE READERS of Elektor
Electronics ODe FREE advertisement of up to 106 characters,
including spaces, commas, numerals, etc., per month. The
advertisement MUST relate to electronics, and it MUST
INCLUDE a private telephone number or name and address;
post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publlshing) can not accept responslblll-
ty for any correspondence or transaction as a resuIt of a free
advertisement or of any inaccuracy in the text of such an
advertisement.
Advertisements will be placed in the order in whicb they are
received. Elektor EJectronics (Publishing) reserve the right to
refuse advertisements without gtving reasons or without
returning them.

Elektor Electronics 11/97

FOR SALE EPROM pro-
grammer, built (no case), +
software, Elektor March 97,
at cost price E50. Phone
Bill Brown on (0194)
625660.

WANTED National cath-
ode-ray oscilloscope mOdel
VP-513A manuals or dia-
gram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 Kyprou SI,.,
Athens 141-22, Greece. \

WANTED Operation manu-
als tor Tascam244
Portastudio recorder and
Akai 1721 L reel tape
recorder. Photocopy will
da. Phone J.S. MundeIl on
(0181) 2418188.

37~

WANTED Microguard 600-
40 UPS circuit diagram or
service manual details,
Phone Angus MacKenzie
on (0150) 8493124.

WANTED circuit or device
that will telephone my
home number when my
office burglar alarm is set
off. Phone Joe Ruston on
(0181) 947 6616



Electronics Workbench v. 5
With the launch of ver-
sion 5, the mixed-mode

electronic simulation
program Electronics

Workbench has become
even more versatile and
professional. The pro-
gram now supports six
analysis modes and

ofters about 4000 com-
ponent models, includ-
ing diodes, transistors

analogue and diqital Ks,

Programs are short-lived in today's
scftware business. Most software
houses release new, more extensive,
better and faster releases of their pro-
grams at very short intervals. Interac-
tive Image 'Iechnclogies Ltd. are no
exception, produdng frequent updates
of their simulation program, albeit not
at the rate kepr up by Corel (yes, the
makers of Corel Draw, and also a Cana-
dian company). Fortunately, the
improvements rnade by Interactive are
invariably useful, so that a new version
means a really worthwhile step for-
ward to the electronic design engineer.

Electronics Workbench is a program
which allows YOLIto simulate analogue,
digital and mixed-mode circuits. The
most rernarkable feature of Electronics
Workbench Is the fact that the makers
have always tried to mirnie the (small)
electronics laboratory as faithfully as
possible on a computer. For this pur-
pose, the program offers a number of
generators and test instruments which
may be connected to a virtual circuit to
check its electrical behaviour. Initially,
EWE was used mainly in schools, prob-
ably because of its extremely user
friendly interface.
Over rhe past few years, and a couple
of versions Iater,Electronics Workbench
has grown into a full-blown simulator
which is no Ionger confined to educa-
tional use. These days EWB is also used
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by professionals by virtue of its simple
user interface and utterly dear struc-
ture.
With the release of version 5, Interac-
tive Technologies have successfully
raised Electronics Workbench to the
level of a comprehensive simulation
paekage whieh is ready to compete
with existing professional products. In
asense, EWB represen ts the best of
both worlds. On the one hand, inex-
perienced users ean easily draw cir-
cuits on the sereen, eonneet test vir-
tual test equipment, and start analyz-
ing the behaviour of a particular
design. The professtonal user, on the
other hand, may enter complex
schematics with lots of beils and whis-
tles, and subject these circuits to
many types of simulation.
The new release is not only extended
with respect to version 4, it is also
marked by improvements in some
areas. A less important, but still very
convenient detail is the improved
sehematre eapture (circuit drawing)
program. The autorouting algorithms
applied by earlier ve.rsions of EWE
used to eause connection lines to run
crisscross on the screen. This has been
considerebly enhaneed. Although the
irnproved line routeing operation will
make no difference for the operation
of the program, your circuit will look
much neater for it. A substantial
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improvement is the simulation speed:
10 times faster than earlier versions, the
makers claim. We would say the simu-
lation speed now matches that of other,
much more expensive, programs. A
Spiee 3F5 engine is now used for ana-
logue circuit simulations. Furthermore,
the number of analysis options has
been extended to six: dc operating
point, ae frequeney (Bode plot), tran-
sient response, Fourier analysis, noise
behaviour and distortion analysis.
Whereas the student or hobbyists is
likely to employ test equipment which
may be directly connected to junctions
in the eircuit, professional users will
require more extensive analysis
options, an aspect which was
negleeted to some extent by previous
versions of EWE. Fortunately, version
5 provides abundant reeompense.
Besides the usual test Instruments from
the older versions you no~ have an
Analysis Graphs window whieh shows
a neatly arranged overview of all
analysis data for all junctions in the eir-
cuit. Grids and scales may be defined
and adjusted to personal requirements.
In the new version, you will look in
vain for the parts window which used
to appear beside the schematics win-
dow. lnstead, a button bar has been
added whieh appears above the
schematic. Here, the components are
ordered in groups, whieh makes it
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faster Pentium. ed Intensively.am 15 us
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Starting with this issue, Elektor Eleelronies brings you a Iree
monthly SUPPlement (exeept with the JUIY/Augustmaga-
zine) IUIl 01 interesting artieles on a partieular SUbjeet. In
the autumn/winter 1997 magazines we plan to COver
audio technology, pe Upgradlng, test & measurement
technology ono hi-li lOUdspeakers. Authors are now
inVitecJto eontribute to these SUPPlements WitheXisting (but
os yet unpublished) material, or new artie/es wriNen with
the adviee or the editorial staff. In partieular, authors With
broad experienee in PC upgrading (ine/Uding software
ono hardware tips to make PCs laster, motherboard and
CPU rep/aeement, and extension eards), are now invited
ta eontaet the Elektor Eleelronies editorial staff.
We eall lor stories eovering interesfing topieal subjeets in
the field 01 eleetronies and computers, as weil as for
reviews onc eonstruetion projeets with an extensive
explanatory text. Some experienee in writing is appreei_
ated, but not eSSential (who knows, YOueould be a nat-ural talent).

II YOu have reeently linished an interesting eonstruetion
projeet, write a text with it and send us the artiele. Preler-
ably, the text and illustrations should be sUPpliecJon ffoppy

diskoThe same applies to reviews and topieal stories. Sendyour manuseript to

Elektor Eleetronies (PUblishing)
P.O.Box 1414
Oorehester OT2 8YH
England

II vou would like to offer your Iree..lanee writing services lor
assigned SUbjeets, inlorm us (in writing) obout YOur spe..
eialism or lavourite interest, ono any propOsais vou may
already have. Even il vour Speeialism is not men/ioned
above, We would sti/ilike to heer Irom YOUin view 01other
Subjeets to be eoVered next veor

Every artiele is jUdged by the editorial stoff on the basis of
HsPUblieation va/ue. You will reeeive our Verdiet es soon
OsPüssible. If your artiele is or interest, YOuWillalso reeeive
our eonditions for publieation.

This eall is also addressed to eompanies having press
releases and other interesting baCkground information
avai/able on the Subjeets mentioned above.
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advanced
LCRmeter

Part 3: Calibration and usage
The design and construction of the LCR meter have been described in
the April and May issues of this magazine.This 3rd and final part deals
with the calibration and manner of use and also contains a comparison

with a commercial LCR meter.

DISCHARGE CAPACITORfSJ BEFORE CONNECTING

LCRZ100 UfJ
PRES. OFFSET CAL

ESC > ENT

9700Za-F

Figure 11. The front
panel foil gives the
meter a professional
appearance.

INTRODUCTION
In this final part of the article it is
assumed that the construction is C0111-
plete and that the meter Is fitted in a
suitable enclosure. Ta enhance the
appearance of the meter; a front panel
foil (see Figure 10) may be obtained
through DUf Readers' Services
(towards the end of this issue).

Design by H Banekamp

CALIBRATION
The calibration embraces three steps.
The first step concerns the setting

of the oscillator frequency of the
CODEC. To da this, eonneet a fre-
quency meter between the peB pin to
the left of ICI and earth. Adjust C2 for
a reading of 12.288 MHz on the meter.
The second step refers to the zero

and infinity calibration, in which the
user is guided eutomatically to the
required actions by the software con-
tained in the meter. For the zero cali-
bration, short-circult the test terminals
with a 1 mm thick strip of aluminium.
Drill a suitable hole in the centre of
this strip to make space for the screw
at that position in the test adaptor.

54

When this process is completed, store
the settings in MEM O. This is facili-
tated by actuating the MENU (by
pressing switches 52 and 53) and enter-
ing them by pressing ENT(er) switeh
53' Then, press three times on ">",
whereupon the digit "0" appears on
the display. Agam, store the settings by
pressing ENI
The third, and most important, step

concerns the so-called pole calibration.
In this, three poles at defined positions
must be set to zero. The procedure for
Ws is aetuated by pressing 51 and 53
for five seconds. The necessary instruc-
tions are then shown on the display.
Dunng this process, the adaptor for a
four-wire test must be used (see box on
page 38 of the May 1997 issue). Use of
a test lead is not recommended. Also,
use low-inductance resistors (whose
accuracy does not matter).
When the process has been com-

pleted, check that the dissipation fae-
tor, D, is infinity (=) using the same
resistors as used for calibrating each of
the poles. If it is not, the calibrations
must be repeated.

Elektor Electronics 6/97



irnpedance
Designers of passive components such as capacitors,
reststote and ituiuctors aim 10 make thern perfect compo-
nents. It depends to a large extent on the application
whether their ellorts are successlul or not.

For instence, if a reststot is used in a current souree,
only its tolerance (and perhaps its
temperature coellicient) will allect
the performance 01 the source. II
the same resistor is used in an r.t.
circuit, O{ as emitter reststot in an
amplifier, O{ in a frequency-corn-
pensated attenuator, its parasitic
part may have a considerable ellect
on the performance. In such situa-
tions, the impedance (that is, the
vector sum 0/ the reactance and
resistance) rather than just the resis-
tance 01 the component is the
important lactor.

When a capacitor is used as a
tirne-determining element, its para-
sitic resistance will have a substan-
tial inlluence on the performance.
In the same way, the parasitic

series resistance of an inductor
greatly allects the Q(uality) lactor 01
the component.

The illustrations show what kind
01practical component a given resis-
tot; capacitor or inductor really is.

FINALLY ...
When the calibration has been com-
pleted, the LCR meter can be taken
into use. Note that when components
with a reactance or resistance lower
than 1 k.O: are tested, the four-wire test
(see page 32 of the Apnl 1997 issue)
must be employed.
Best results are obtained if the spe-

cial test adaptor is used. This adjunct
automatically arranges the correct
links between the device on test end
terminals PC,-PC •. If a test lead is
used, connect this to Kl. Note that all
test leads should be screened types. In
the prototype, use was made of the
thin screened lead contained in a

Figure f2. The mea-
surement error as a
function 01 the
absolute value 01 the
device on test. This
characteristlc shows
the e)(cellent perfor-
mance 01 the meter,
which is not attain-
able by a number 01
commercial instru-
ments.

Elektor Electronics 6/97

The LCR meter can display the impedance in one ollour
dillerent ways as shown below. For this purpose, ff is impor-
tant to know that aseries impedance can be converted into
a parallel (or shunt) impedance and vice versa. The instru-
ment itsett determines whether the Q(uality) teetot or the

D(issipation) lactor will be dis-
played. The o-tectoc is used when
it is ;, 1 (inductor or capacitor with
small resistance; the prime compo-
nent is reactive). The D-Iactor is
used when Q< 1 (resistar with low
inductance and capacitance; the
prime component is resislive). The
data pages in this issue (towards
the end) give the equations with
which the various impedances may
be converted.

etectrotvttc

§'
T

foil or elr capacitor

1-
self-inductance

I

high value R low vetue R

970028 - 17

SCARTcable. Four such leads fit with-
out any problems into a mini DIN
plug. Note that when test Ieads are
used, it is imperative for good results
that the zero and infinity calibration is
repeated. If such leads are used regu-
Iarly, the calibration settings should be
stored in one of the available memo-
ries (MEM1-MEM3).

1. serial prime + secondary

2. parallel prime + secondary

3. serial prime + Q-Iactor or
D-Iactor

4. parallel prime + Q-Iactor or
D-Iactor

When reactances or resistances
;?: 1Mn are to be measured, it ts advis-
able to repeat the calibration just prior
to the measurement. This may sound
tedious, but it enables any drift in the
parasitic impedance to be compen-
sated.
Not only linear but also non-linear

components may be tested, but when
this is done, attention must be paid to
the setting of the meter. Use option
FlX by pressing S1 and S2 to select a
constant test voltage of 0.1 VP' Unfor-
tunately this makes determination of
the secondary component rather less
accurate. Whether FIX is enabled is
indicated by the letter "u" between

IMPEDANCE (0)
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Figure 13. The meter
Is compared In the
text wlth fhls Hewlett-
Packard ,-eR meter,
whlch Is, however, not
affordable by the aver-
age amateur.

two arrows at the last position on the
second !ine of the display. This option
should also be used when the device
on test Is shunted by a semiconductor.
Owing to the low voltage, the semi-
conductor remains blocked and does
not affect the measurement.
Key-switch 52 enables a positive or

negative offset to be actuated. This
makes it possible for electrolytic capac-
itors to be tested in the correct cir-
cumstances. This option is also useful
for testing components that contain a

semiconductor. The setting of an offset
is indicated by a 11 +" or "_" at the last
position of the first line 01 the display.
This completes the information that

can be given for using the LCR meter
correctly. However, practice makes
perfect and it is, therefore, only by
using the instrument that you learn
what effect the various settings have
on a diversity of tests.

HOW GOOD IS THE
METER?
Most constructors like to know what
they are getting for their money and
efforts, and this can be shown in two
ways.
The first is a characteristic that

shows the worst-case accuracy and
this is shown in Figure 12. In this, the

operating controls

All lunctions 01 the LGR meter are actuated by the three
operating push-button key switches on the lront panel. The
fist below gives a briel overview of how the controls should
be used. The various functions are marked on the Iront
panel.

Contral

5,
display:

escape:
52

Functian

51+52

PRES/ESG
1. serial prime + secondary (press once)
2. parallel prime + secondary (press
twice)
3. serial prime + Q-Iactor or D-factor
(press three times)
4. parallel prime + Q-factor or D-factor
(press lour times)
diseontinue seleeted function
OFFS/>
OFFSET: setting the offset of the measur-
and 0, -, +
(the component value, together with a +
or -, is shown on the
lirst fine of the display)
>:
next item

x-axis shows the absolute value of the
tested component, while the y-axis
shows the measurement error in the
value of that component.
The second way is a comparison

between the present meter and a eom-
mercial LCR meter. For this, the
Hewlett-Packard Type HP4263B LCR
meter was chosen. This instrument,
depending on the number of opti.onal
extras, costs between f2000 and f2500
and has a basic accuracy of 0.1%. In
cantrast to the present meter, it uses
five different test frequencies: 100 Hz,
120 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz. Its
measurement ranges are rather wider
as shown below.

Quanlily
Ill, R,X
IYI,G,B
C
L
D
Q

Range
1 mQ-100MQ
10ns-1000s
1 pF-1F
10 nH - 100 kH
0.0001 - 9.9999
0.1 - 9999.9
-1800 - +1800
-999.99 - 999.99%

From this, it is dear that the differences
between the present meter and the HP
Instrument are not that large. It is true
that mattere of vital irnportance to pro-
fessional designers, such as guaranteed
accuracy, long-term stability, reliability,
and others, are not being considered,
but these are not so important to ama-
teur designers or in small workshops.
And in all this, it must, of course, be
borne in mind that the present meter
is considerably less expensive than a
commercial one. [970028-31

GALIENT
Galibration 01zero and ee (items may be
ignored with EX)
Enter: confirmation of chosen sefection
FIX
Sets the test voltage to 0.1 V (pressing the
key actuates or deae
tuates the function; if it is aetuated, the
last character on the dis
play reads ~ u +-

Pole ealibration
1 pole RM

"
R = 100 kQ

2 pole PGAIO, R = 1 kQ
3 pole PGAlOo> R = 1Q
4 store (0) calibration (this calibration
point may be ignored with
"ESG"
Menu memory functions
Store MEM 1, 2, 3, 0
Recal! MEM 1, 2, 3, 0
(select item with "> ", confirm with "ENT",
and prematurely dis
eontinue with "ESC 'j
Resetting the hardware
AI! settings are retrieved from memory
MEMO.

56 Elektor Electronics 6197
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*~ Remote control
by telephone

-----------_-_!!!J!!!II!I"!!!s""'"-""'!"'--~'""---, ....
Telephone-cdnl~o"leCJ
switching 0 8'2budget

In this article we
describe a system

which enables you to
control and check the

status of electrical
appliances by means
of commands sent

over the public
switched telephone
network (PSTN).

That's right, no boxes
crammed with hard-
ware, and no prob-
lems with BT type

approval: all you need
are a pe and a

Hayes-compatible
modem at both sides
of the link. Mind you,
this equipment need
not be state-of-the art:
with some restrictions,
even old 286-ATs and
2400-baud modems
can be dusted off to

do the job.

By David & Peter Hitdenhagen

60

,.~,.,,~,'I'.-,.,~.".-.. ",,, ..~

---

This project is based on three ingredi-
ents: (1) a program written in Quick-
BASIC (QBASIC) v.4.5, (2) the parallel
port on your PC and (3) any type-
approved Hayes-compatible modern,
internal or external. With an abun-
dance of old pes around these days,
modern prices dropping every day,
and software supplied on disk by the
Publishers, we think that sourcing
these ingredients should not be a

problem. In any case, the total effort in
obtaining them will be worth your
while as compared to building a dedi-
cated DTMF-controlled receiver unit
with lots of bells and whistles.
The program has been kept as sim-

ple as possible, and is open to experi-
mentation and extension to personal
requirements. Indeed, this article is
aimed at those of you who like to
experiment end have older computer

Table 1. Main Hayes AT Commands
AT Command Description
A Answer cal!

D Dia/
p Use pulse dial!ing
T Use tone dial/ing
, Pause
W Wait tor dial tone

LO·3 Loudspeaker vo/ume, 0 (off), 1, 2 or 3 (max.)

+++ Switch to On-Une Command mode

H Hang up
Xl Disab/e dial and busy tone detection (often useful for extensions)

Sn? Request va/ue in S-Register n
Sn-x Load S-Register with va/ue n

Example: AT Xl DT 0,0123 45678
Possible app/ication in a system using a telephone exchange, where a 0 has to be
dialled, followed by a pause, to gel an outside /ine.

Elektor Electronics 6/97



Figure 1. Tbe hard-
ware neadad to
implement remote
control by tele-
phone. Tbe modems
may be internal or
externa/~s. as
long as they are
Hayes compatible.

equiprnent available for this
purpose. First, however, let's
have a look at the arrange-
ment of the components that
form the system.

THE BIG IDEA
Simple, as you can see from
the drawing in Pigure 1. Most
of the units shown will be
familiar to those of you who
own, or have access to, an
lßlvl-compatible PC The fact
that ready-made, type-
approved, modems are used
(say, inexpensive 14K4 internal
or external types), allows the
system to exchange com-
mands over the PSTN without
problems. Commands for
what? Welt what about
switching on your coffee
machine, or lowering the
(electrically opera ted) sun
blinds at horne, or monitoring
the alarm system in your hol-
iday home, from any Ioeation
where a pe and a modem are
installed (dare we say it... your
office, may be?).

The operation of the system is illus-
trated by the flow chart shown in Pig-
ure 2. Note that the receiving stations
returns an acknowledge signal to COI1-
firm correct reception of a command.
This is da ne to give you certainty that
any command you just sent has been
received properly. The system as
described is experimental. and allows
up to eight devices to be controllcd,
and another etght to be mcnltored.

ABOUT THOSE MODEMS
Most, if not all, modems used for PC
communications by telephone are
cornpanble with (a part of) the Hayes
Modem Command Set. This set is often
referred to as the AT Command Set
because all commands start with the
letter combination AT (for ATtention).
An overview of all AT commands sup-
ported by your modems should be
printed in the user manuals. An
overview of the main AT commands
used by the present software is shown
in 'Iable 1 .
Modems generally work in one of

three modes: Ccmmand Mode, Data
Mode or On-Line Command Mode.
The Command Mode is used to send
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Transmitter

modem *

"telephcne

11

AT commands to the modern. initialize
it, and establish communication. Once
the link to another modem has been
established (i.e., after the baud-rate
negotiation phase) the modem is
switched to Data Mode which is used
for the data exchange proper. In this
mode it is not possible for the modern
to execute AT commands. Once the
data exchange is finished, the modern
switches to On-Line Command Mode,
which is used to go off-line again. In
this mode, it is possible to process AT
commands again.

Returning to the modem com-
rnands, a special function is reserved
for the so-called S-Registers which
serve to program and store basic set-
tings of the modern. The main S-Reg-
ister is SO which enables/disables
auto-answering. Note that some
older modems require the 528 regts-
ter to be loaded with the value 5 to
enable a connection at 9,600 baud to
be established.

TRE PARALLEL PORT
ISS U E
Digital output data (bits) which serves
to control external electrical appliances
at the receiver side is available on the
8 data lines, DO-D7, of the parallel
printer port (pins 2 through 9). Digi-
tal input information is read by the
same port via the Status Register (pin
10 through 13, 15) and the Control
Register (pin 1, 14 and 16). All pin
numbers refer to the 25-way sub-D
socket of the Pe' s parallel port. The
associated signal names and 36-way
Centronics plug pin numbers may be
found in Table 2. In this way, eight bits
may be input and output in parallel
fashion, all under the control of the
QBASIC program. Note that the level
of the BUSY bit is inverted in the sta-
tus register, while the STROßE and
AUTOFEED lines are active-low. All
three lines may therefore have to be
inverted if YOll want to modify the
software andlor hardware as shown
here.
The (usual) addresses of the paral-

lel port are shown in Table 3, along
with those of the data, status and con-

.. int&rn&1or extern ..1 modem

Receiver

** may not be needed

~J'OOoW -11

trol registers. You will need this infor-
mation later if you want to adapt the
QBASIC program for use with, say,

Transmitter

data mcce:
exchange data

data mcoe:
exchange data

cn-Hne mode:
disconnect

cn-Hne mode:
dlsconnect

970(144 ·12

Figure 2. Flow charts0' !he programs run-
ning on the transmit-
ting and receivlng PC.

Table 2. Parallel portlcable pin functions

Signal Pin no. Pin no. on
on 25-pin Sub-D 36-way Centronics

STROBE 1 1
Data 0-7 2-9 2-9
Acknowledge 10 10
BUSY 11 11
Paper Empty 12 12
Seleet 13 13
Auto uneteea 14 14
Error 15 32
Reset 16 31
Seleet Input 17 36
Ground (OV) 18-25 19-30,33

Signal Ground 16
Chassis Ground 17
+5V 18
Not used 34,35
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Table 3. Parallel Port Address Se/ectlon- - - -1:: .. 2 "'2 e,s
1; ,!!? " '" 1: ,~~ 0'" E'&

o '"e "'& u&
LPT1 3BCh 3BDh 3Beh

LPT2 378h 379h 37Ah

LPT3 278h 279h 27Ah

LPT4 2BCh 2BDh 2Beh

LPT2. When in doubt about LPT
addresses and availability in your sys-
tem, run the BIOS setup on your PC,
or use MSD (Microsoft Diagnostics).

THE PROGRAMS
The program TX.BAS is used at the
transmitter side, the program
RX.BAS, at the receiver side. Both
programs are found on a disk which
you mayorder through our Readers
services as number 976005-1.Ta set up
a communication, you have to start
RX.BAS before TX.BAS, in other
words, the receiving machine has to
be on stand-by all the time.
Both programs start with routines

that set the parameters of the serial
interface (to which the modern is C011-
nected). QBASIC unfortunately limits
the maximurrt baud rate to 9,600 bits/so
The good news is that most modems
of the 14K4and 28K8cIass are capable
of stepping down to 9K6 or even
Iower without the slightest problem.
Next, an AT command sequence is
sent to the modem to set various para-
meters and to initiate the dialling
process. When the communication
with the remote modem is established,
the modem at the transmitter side is
switched to on-Iine mode. You may
then enter numbers between 1 and 8
to set the correspondtng bits 00
through 07 in the printer data register
of the pe at the receiver side. The
received number is echoed back to the
transmitter to assure you that the com-
mand has been received, and passed
to the subroutine SUB OUTPUT
The bits in the data register and the

input signals applied to the parallel
port (status and control registers) may
now be interrogated by pressing the
'5' key. To be able to understand and
process the numbers returned by the
receiving pe, you need to convert
them to binary values. An example:

output siatus: 173

means that the fo11owingbits are set:

173 = 27+25+23+2'+20 =
binaryl010l101

So, the output conhguration on the
data lines is:
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Pin: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Level: H L H L H H L H

The levels applied to the input Iines
are decoded in a similar way (but note
the staggered order):

Pin: 1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Value: 20 26 27 25 24 21 23 2'

The routine called SUB OUTPUT in
the receive program arranges the out-
putting of data on the parallel port. A
trick is used for this purpose: the indi-
vidual pins are addressed using an
XOR combination, that is, only the bit
to be set is changed - a11others retain-
ing their earlier levels.
The SUB STATUS routine in the

receive program does an XOR with
the first five bits of the status register
and the first three bits of the control
register The program may be ended
by pressing the Esc (escape) key. This
breaks the connection with the
remote station, and both modems will
go off-line.

PORT INTERFACE
ELECTRONICS
Each of the data lines of the parallel
port on the receiving computer may
be fitted with a one-transistor LED
output driver as shown in Figure 3.
The input electronics is likewise sim-
ple, consisttng of just two resistors on
each control or status line, see Pigure 4.
The push-button may, of course, be
any normally-open contact, such as
that of an actuator relay which forms
part of a domestic alarm system. For
the Interface power supply we suggest
a 7805 three-pin voltage regulator.

(970044)

970044 • 13

Flgure 3. Output inter-
face (one 01elght).

Pln 10 ...17

970044 . 14

Figura 4. Input inter-
face (ona 01 elght).

Flgure 5. Extract 01
the transmitter pro-
gram, TX.BAS.Here,
the part that handles
the modem Inltlallza-
tion is shown.

,.
•'. Remote Control by Telephone

Transmit Program
Peter Hi1denhagen David Hildenhagen

Copyright 1997 Segment BV, Beek, The Nether1ands
•'.
•

'***************************************************************
•

DECLARESUB DELAY (pause&)
DEFINT A-Z
'Note: QBasic does not support COM) & COM4!!
OPEN "C0M2:2400,N,8,1" FOR RANDOMAS #1 LEN = 256 'Sero interface

'Modem setup
'Mal[. 9600 Baud
'phone number

IF KeyIn$ = CHR$(27) THEN
EXIT DO 'Exit? (Esc pressed)
ELSEIF «(KeyIn$ > "0") AND (KeyIn$ « "9"» OR (KeyIn$ = "S") THEN
PRINT U, CRR$(13) + "Command " + KeyIn$ + CRR$(13) ;

END IF

Te!Nr$ = "1234S~

PRINT "AT DT" + Te1Nr$
PRINT U, "AT DT" + TelNr$

DO

KeyIn$ = UCASE$(INKEY$)

'echo setting
'initialise modem
'change if necessaryl
'main loop
'scan keyboard and change
. input to upper case
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Temperature measurement
circuits have been

described on several occa-
sions in this magazine.

Although pretty accurate,
these circuits were generally

extensive and relatively
costly to build. By contrast,
the thermometer adapter
described in this article is
inexpensive and simple to
build. None the less, the
converter is sufficiently

accurate and reliable for
most applications.

Design by F. Hueber
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cheap and useful

Electronic engineers and designers
have a special interest in the operafing
temperature of components. sub-cir-
cuits and even complete electronic and
electrical apparatus. Stand-alone tem-
perature meters as weil as add-on
units for use with DMMs (digital mul-
timeters) are commercially available
for this purpose. Most of these units
offer a large temperature range of
20QQC or more, and are fairly expen-
sive. With occasional use in mind,
however, the investment in a such a
costly electronic thermometer is hard
to recover. In most cases, a tempera-
ture range of - 3Q2Cto +120QC will be
perfectly adequate. Moreover, that is
easily realized using common-or-gar-
den components.

MEASURING BRIDGE
BASED ON P·N JUNCTlON
As you can easily see from the circuit
diagram shown in Figure I, the essen-
tial part of the TN converter is a resis-
tor bridge. Resistor R7 provides a con-
stant current through the sensor,

which is either formed by a transistor
p-n junction or a silicon diode. An
adjustable voltage divider; RI-P2-R2, is
responsibJe for the constant reference
voltage at junction B. The voltage
between junctions A and B, also called
the measuring gradient, is proportional
to rempcrature change. Provided it is
properly scaled to give a meaningful
readout, the measured voltage is easily
indicated by a high-Impedence volt-
meter. For this purpose, the circuit has
a second preset potentiometer, PI,
which is incorporated in the measur-
Ing bridge. The adjustment 01 Pl will
be discussed further on in this article.
Toprevent the sensor frorn heating

up as a result of its internal current
flow, the bridge seetion is operated at
a low voltage and current level.
Adjustable valtage regulator leI, an
LM317, provides a bridge supply volt-
age 01 only 3 V Ta ensure that this
value remains stable, close-tolerance
(1%) resistors are used in positions R5
and R6. Because the current consump-
tion ts below 2.5 mA, and the battery is
allowed to go as 'flat' as 5 V, the 9-V
PP3 battery will last a number of years
in this circuit.

~.
temperature-voltage
converter for DMMs

A HOME-MADE SENSOR
The sensor may be a silicon diode (for
example the ubiquitous 1N4148) or a
silicon transistor. The ultirnate part for
this application is a miniature transistor
type BC146 (!rom Philips or Temic/Tele-
funken) or the BC121, BC122or BCI23
from Siemens. Unfortunately, these
devices are no longer manufactured,
although with some luck they may still
be found in the electronic surplus trade.
The good news is that modem transis-
tors like the BSX20(having a metal case
for good thermal contact), BC546B
(plastic case) or the SMA-style BC848B
(more difficult to use) may alsc be
employed here. The thermal cepadty
of the transistor case determines the
converter's reaction speed to tempere-
ture changes. A small metal case
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Figure 1. The con-
verter consists of a
measuring bridge and
apower supply.

ensures fast measurements, while large
plastic cases exhibit a sluggish response
to temperature variations. Whichever
you use, the sensor is connected to the
converter by means of a sufficiently
long, screened, cable. The wire con-
nections to the emitter and base termi-
nals of the transistor are properly iso-
lated, while the collector remains open.
The actual construction of the temper-
ature probe depends on your applica-
tion and requirements. For example,
the transistor may be fitted in a pen
holder whose tip is drilled to size,
allowing the transistor body to be
secured with two-component glue. A
3.5-mm jack plug may be fitted at the
free wire end.

CONSTRUCTION AND
CALIBRATION
Populating the printed circuit board
shown in Figure 2 should take only a
few minutes. All resistors should be
metal film types which guarantee
long-terrn stability of the circuit. Cer-
met multiturn presets are used for the
same reason.
To calibrate the circuit you need a

small amount of distilled water which
is put in a freezer to make ice cubes.
Put the ice cubes into a glass, and add
water until they just start to float. Stir
frequently, and allow the cubes to
thaw about half-way. The temperature

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rt :: 56kQ
R2 = 10kQ
R3", 560kQ
R4 = 470kQ
R5'" 562Q 1%
R6'" 787Q 1%
R7:: 100kQ
P2 '" 1OkQ multiturn preset
P1 = 200kQ multiturn preset

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 100nF
C3 = 22,uF 16V

Semiconductors:
IC1 = LM317, LM317L (T092) or
LM317T (T0220)
Sensor = BC546B, BSX20 or
1N4148 (see text)

Miscellaneous:
Bt1 == 9V PP3 battery with clip
S1 = slide switch, loggle, PCB
mount
K1 = stereo [aek socket, 3.5mmj

POB mount
2 solder pins
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p·n junction as temperature sensor
The p-n junction of a silicon semiconductor is employed as a temperature sensor in the converter
described here. Basically, it is irrelevant whether a diode is used, or a diode junction (base-emit-
ter junction) of a bipolar transistor (whose collector is not connected).
A silicon p-n junction is marked by a negative temperature coefficient. The voltage dropped by the
junction under forward biasing conditions decreases by about 2 mV with a temperature rise of 1 K.
Although the exact value depends on doping level of the semiconductor material, and the manu-
facturing technology, it remains virtually constant over the entire temperature range we are inter-
ested in, provided, of course, the bias current remains constant.
The absolute voltage drop across the junction is between 380 mV and 430 mV with a low-power
diode (at 25 oe and 25 flA), and between 520 and 550 mV with a low-power transistor. eooling to
oDe causes the voltage drop to rise by about 50 mll, or 110 mV at - 30 oe. Heating the semicon-
ductor to 100 oe causes the 25 oe specification to decrease byabout 150 mll. At 120 oe, the
decrease is 190 mll. Incidentally, two-component glue and the pen holder plastic will start to soften
at this temperature, hence this upper limit tor the present circuit. The total variation of the sensor
voltage is, therefore, some 300 mll.

of the water/ice mixture is then very
elose to 0 QC.
Put the (electrically isolated) tem-

perature sensor in the water/ice mix-
ture. Set the DMM to the 200-mV
range. Next, adjust P2 until the meter
reads 00.0.If necessary, repeat this pro-
cedure several times, not forgetting to
gently stir the water/ice mixture
between measurements.
Preset PI has virtually no effect on

this calibration, and should be left at
a mid-travel setting.

Figure 2. Copper track
layout and component
mounting plan (board
not available ready-
made).

2

Next, heat the water to the boiling
temperature, and immerse the probe
again. Wait until the readout is sta-
ble, then adjust PI for a meter read-
ing of 100 (mV).
To enable the circuit to be accu-

rately adjusted, the cermet presets
have a relatively small range. If a par-
ticular range is not large enough, it is
perfectly possible to change the value
of one the fixed resistors in the bridge.
The boiling temperature of water

depends on the relative air pressure.
Fortunately, unless you are at the top
of a really high mountain, or smack in
the eye of a hurricane, the deviation
caused by low or high air pressure is
insignificant with respect to the nor-
mal measurement error of ±I.5 QC.

(970039}
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yes Cinderella,

The TUP-500 Universal pro-
grammer tram Computer So-
lutions sets a new standard for
low-cast universal program-
mers. The TUP-500's pins are
individualJy conditioned and
software controlled, so pin
rerouting modules are not re-

quired for each different fami-
Iy of devices as ls the ease
with other low cast program-
mers. The E475 TUP-500
comes as standard with a 40-
pin DIP socket and supports
nearly af devices wlth 8 to 40
pins, right out of the box.

you can have a programmer that's both

universal and low cost

The TUP-500 can program
nearly all the devices you can
think of including EPROM,
EEPROM, FLASH, serial
PROM, PLD, CPLD, FPGA, rnl-
crocontrollers (8751, Dallas,
Microchip, Motorola, NEC, Hi-
tachi, Toshiba, WSI, ...), DSp,
BPROM, etc.
Support doesn't stop at 40
pins - Comsol provides
adapters and converters for
nearly every type of IC pack-
age and every pin count tram
Spins to over 300pins.
Adapters for programming pe
cards (PCMCIA) and for test-
ing SIP as weil as 30-pin and
72-pin SIMM modules are
available also.
The TUP-500 has proqrarn-
mable VCG and Vih levels to
fully support the latest low
voltage devices and it uses al-
gorithms approved by leading
le manufacturers including
AMD, Atmel, ICT, Macronix,
national Semiconductor, Win-
bond, WSI, and others.
The TUP-500 connects to the
PC via the parallel port so it

can be used with a desktop or
laptop PC and can be easily
transported .
The TUP-500's software inter-
face is among the easiest to
use in the industry. Press '8'
to blank check, 'P' to program
and verify, 'R' to read a rnas-
ter device, or 'A' to automatl-
cally blank check, program,
and verify a device. An sxter-
nal 'YES' key on the TUP-500
can be used to initiate pro-
gramming operations so that
the PC keyboard does not
have to be used once the pro-
grammer is set up. Simple
batch files can be used to set
up the programmer 10r pro-
duction jobs. All popular file
formats are supported for file
loading (bin, Intel-hex, Mo-
torota S-Record, JED, Altera
POF,etc.). Both Dos and Win-
dows 3.1/95 are supported.
Computers Solutions Ltd., 1a
New Haw Road, Addlestone,
Surrey KTl5 2BZ. Tel./fax
(01932) 829460. Email: corn-
sol:@forthinc,demon.co.uk.

(9771071

C-programmable controller in a box
The PK2300 is z-

World's new versa-
tile controller that
contains a set of
user configurable
flexible 1/0 lines,

providing up to 16
protected digital in-
puts and 8 high cur-

rent outputs.

The PK2300's 19 1/0 lines are
initially set as 11 protected in-
puts and 8 high-current out-
puts. However, 5 of the out-
puts and 6 of the inputs are
user configurable. The
PK2300's 1/0 flexibility pro-
vides you with between 11
and 16 protected inputs and
up to 8 outputs to assign as
needed. Possible configura-
f ans include combinations of
level sensitive interrupts and
pratected Inputs. Configura-
tions can also include an ana-
logue-resistive input and an
RS485 port. Screw termtnars

facilitate quick wiring. The
rugged enclosure easily
mounts to either a flat surface
or any of the 3 DlN rail stan-
dards.
You program the PK2300
using Z-World's multitasking
Dynamic CTM, aversion of the
industry-standard C program-
ming language optimized for
real-time control. Dynamic C
is a software-development
system that is an integrated
editor, compiler, and interac-
tive debugger. The compiler,
running on your host PC,
compiles directly into the flash
memory of the PK2300 far in-
target software development.
This approach virtually elimi-
nates expensive test equip-
ment such as ROM or in-cir-
cuit emulators.
The PK2300 Developer's Kit
includes iterns necessary tor
software and hardware devel-
opment using the PK2300,
and is a one-time purchase.
The kit includes a reference
manual, a wall power supply,
schematics and cabtes and a

70

demo board with 4 switches,
4 LEDs, jumpers, a buzzer
and field-wiring terminals. For
additional information, or tor
a free Dynamic C demo disk,
contact

Z-World, 1724 Picasso Ave,
Davis, CA 95616, USA. Tel.
(916) 757-3737, fax (916) 753-
5141.
Email: zworld@zworld.com.
Internet: www.zworld.com.

(977110)
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low eosl Pie OTPs go analogue
Microchip's new 8-
bit microcontroller

families provide low-
cost advanced ana-
logue features for

automotive and ap-
pliance industry ap-

plications.

The PIC16C642 and
PIC16C662, the first members
of the PIC16C64X and
PIC16C66X families, provide
an industry leading 4.0-volt
brown-out protection, two
high precision voltage corn-
parators and a voltage refer-
ence rnodule. These features
improve system integration,
increase reliability, lower man-
ufacturing casts and reduce
board space and component
count.
The new devices provide 4096
words (4Kx 14) of on-chip
EPROM program memory and
176 bytes of RAM for maxi-
mum design flexibility. They
are also pin-for-pin compatible
with Microchip's papular
PIC16C63 and PIC16C84 rni-

crocontrollers.
The ane-time programmable
capabilities offered by the
PIC16C6421662 allow engi-

neers to reaet faster to code
changes and reduce the time
to fix bugs. OTP also reduces
the design verification cycle,

which can be as lang as 16
weeks with competing ROM-
based devices.
The PIC16C642 and
PIC16C662 are supported by
the PICMASTER-16P Univer-
sal Development System, the
industry's most complete, fully
integrated programming de-
velopment and emulation sys-
tem, and the low-cost PIC-
START Plus development sys-
tem. Other support and
development tools inc!ude the
MP-DrivewayTM Automatie Ap-
plication Code Generator,
MPLABTM_C compiler, fuzzy
logie tools and programming
support.
Available in 28-pin and 40-pin
packages, the PIC16C64X
and PIC16C66X family rnern-
bers are elaimed to cost sig-
nificantly less than eompara-
ble mid-range 8-bit microeon-
trollers.
Arizona Microchip Technology
LId., Unit 6 The Courtyard.
Meadowbank, Furlong Road,
Boume End, Bucks SL8 5AJ.
Tel. (01628) 851077,
fax (01628) 850259.

(9771081

new 166 microcontroller designer's guide
As a long-time fan of the '166
microeontroller architeeture,
Mike Beach of Hitex has inde-
pendently produced a com-
prehensive design ideas
souree book for new and
prospeetive '166 family users.
As the title of 'The Insider's
Guide To Planning 166 Micro-
controller Designs' implies, lt
covers all the trieky hardware
design questions that crop up
when such a powerful and
flexible CPU is used for the
first time. Most of the material
has been produeed in re-
sponse to questions put by
UK users over the last eouple

of years, and so is very rele-
vant. While there are other
similar publieations, they are
all in German, whieh makes
them of llmitsd use to UK and
USA engineers.
The Guide is intended to fill
the gaps left by Siemens and
ST user manuals, providing
new users with the accumu-
lated wisdom that normally is
onJy gained after eompleting a
major projeet. It is irenie that
at the beginning of a project
when designers needs the
most experienee to make the
best choiee of pin allocation,
bus mode, ete., they in fact

have the least experience to
go on! To help, there are sec-
tions on wh ich 1/0 pins are
best for what sort of applica-
tion, with examples.
Information is also included
on how CPU performance is
related to bus mode and how
power eonsumption is influ-
enced by clock speed. The
best way to calculate memory
aceess times and how to most
effectively use the chip-seleets
are covered in detail. Useful
hints and tips on oscillator de-
sign pull-down resistor selee-
tion and CAN interfaces fur-
ther expand important aspeets

of 166 hardware design.
The Guide is available as a
traditional printed booklet or
electronieally as a .POF file for
use with the Aerobat Reader.
Printed versions of the Guide
will be mailed to the first 100
fax or email enquirers, free of
charge. Engineers are invited
to send their requests to
100646.1526@compuserve.co
m or fax (01203) 692131.
Further information trorn
Mike Beaeh, clo Hitex (UK)
Lrd., University of Warwick
Science Park, Coventry CV4
7EZ.

(9771241
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Windows software for Micro-Pro Programmer
Equinox Technologies are
pleased to announce that

their world-renowned
Micro-Pro Parallel

Programmer now comes
complete with Windows

software.

As weil os being much easier to use,
Miero-Pro for Windows also supports
many more devices thon the existing
DOS software, which has been frozen
ot version 2.60.
The new software permifs program-
ming of oll of the Atmel 89C ond 89S
families of microcontrollers, end is
ahead of the competition in offering
support for the promising new
AT90S 1200 ('AVR') device.
Existing customers may down load this
new software free of charge frorn the
Equinox Technologies WWW site
(hHp:/ /www.equinox-tech.com].
With the addition of appropriate
libraries (purchased separately), Micro-
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Pro for Windows transforms the Micro-
Pro Programmer into an even more
useful tcol, capable of programming a
wide range of FLASH memory, EEP-
ROM, and Configurator devices,
So, don't dutter up your workbench with
o different programmer for ecch type of
device - [ust use the one pioneered end
developed by Equinox "lechnoloqies. who

cloim to be 'The Embedded Solutions
Company'.
Equinox Technologies, 229
Greenmount Lane, Bolton BL1 5JB.
Tel. (01204) 492010,
fax (01204) 494883.
Email: sales@equinox-tech.com.
Internet: www.equinox-tech.com.

(977105)

8-bit PIC OTP controller with 10-bit ADC
Microchip's PIC17C756 is

the first device in their new
PIC17C75X family of high-
performance 8-bit one-

time programmable (OTP)
microcontrollers with a 10-

bit analogue-to digital
converter (ADC) in 64- and

68-pin packages. The
PIC17C756's industry-
leading performance of

8.25 MIPSCPUat 33MHz
and single-cyde (120 ns)
8x8 hardware multiply

provides engineers with a
higher performance solu-

tion than Motorola's
MC68HC11 and Hitachi's

H8 products.

The PIC17C756 includes two 8.25
Mbit/s USARTs, up to 16K x l 6 of aTP
on-chip program memory and up to
902x8 bytes of user RAM. The high.
precision 10-bit 12-channel ADe offers
o high speed conversion rate and can
convert whiJe in sleep mode. Other
periphere] features indude up to 50
1/0 pins with individual direction con-
trol, 4 pins configurable as cepture
input (120ns resolution), 3 pins confiq-
uroble os PWM output( 1· 10 bits resolv-
tion with 130 kHz ot 8 bits ond 32 kHz at
10 bits), local communications ccpo bi li-

MICROPROCESSORS

ty for peripherol exponsion (12C/SPI
compatible) and 4 timers (two 8-bit ond
two l ö-bit}. In oddition, the lorge pro-
gram ond data memory and affordable
aTP moke the PIC17C756 ideol for
demonding real-time embedded con-
trol opplicotions such os set-top boxes,
motion process control. instrurnentc-

tion. UPS, printer, plotter copier, ABS,
air bog centrollere. security, network
switches. modems end data encryption.
Arizona Microchip Technology ltd.,
Unit 6 The Courtyord, Meadowbank,
Furlong Road, Bourne End, Bucks SL8
5AJ. Tel. (01628) 851077, fax (01628)
850259. (977106)
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